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Abstract

Online interactions are part of our social fabric. We are becoming increasingly reliant on

online platforms, such as social media and collaborative tools, to enable and facilitate our

social interactions and collaborations. The ways in which these platforms are designed

greatly influence the way we interact with one another. Yet many commercially avail-

able tools for computer-mediated user-user interactions rely on existing generic approaches

without adequate consideration of contextual specificity or user needs. This often leads

to ill-designed collaborative tools, frequently impairing communication and collaboration,

rather than empowering users to interact seamlessly online.

To build a better understanding of the impact of current platform designs, I have in-

vestigated user perceptions around online actions. Online actions are actions that we take

on social platforms that have communicative value and are one of the most active ways

in which we interact with others online. I have studied how ambiguities inherent in the

current design of these actions make users think, feel, and interact. I have found that am-

biguous online actions lead to inaccurate conjectures, attribution biases, and interpretation

discrepancies by users both in social media and on collaborative platforms. These, in turn,

affect users’ perception of others and comfort in taking online actions, especially in contexts

where perceptions of ownership abound. Consequently, my investigations elucidate where

and how misunderstandings may occur, and underscore the importance of providing ratio-

nales for online actions. From synthesizing these findings, I have formulated principles of

design affordances that can enable platform developers and designers to help build better

collaborative experiences for users.
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Glossary

Affordance (also Perceived affordance): “Action possibility and the way that that

action possibility is conveyed or made visible to the actor” (McGrenere and Ho, 2000) as

per work on affordances by Norman (1999).

Ambiguity (also Equivocality): The “existence of multiple and conflicting interpre-

tations” (Daft and Lengel, 1986). I use this word instead of other words that may seem

synonymous including uncertainty and vagueness in order to capture the multiplicity of

meanings inherent in online actions. Due to this nature, online actions are indeed perceived

with uncertainty and also come across as being vague.

Computer-Mediated Interaction (CMI): Interactions between users that are medi-

ated by computers or technology at large. I use this word in lieu of Computer-Mediated

Communication (CMC), which is the more common terminology in Human-Computer In-

teraction (HCI) literature, as the online actions I investigate have communicative value but

are not always meant as a tool for communicating. I also use CMI to capture collabora-

tions that are not always production-based, as the common acronym Computer-Supported

Cooperative Work (CSCW) may seem to the general reader.

Online action: Actions that people take on social platforms (e.g., social media, collabora-

tion systems) that have communicative value “through which [people] get others to under-

stand what they mean” Clark and Brennan (1991). Examples of online actions discussed

in this dissertation include Liking1 on Facebook, deleting (songs) in collaborative playlist,

and editing in Google Docs. In this dissertation, I make a distinction between taking (or

performing) such an online action versus receiving (or observing) this action.

1For ease of reading, social media actions are capitalized throughout the manuscript as such.
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Rationale: “The reasons or intentions that cause a particular set of beliefs or actions”.2 I

primarily use this term throughout this dissertation, but also use other synonymous words

including intent, motivation, justification, and explanation, as these are all terms used

frequently to convey the same concept.

2As defined in the Cambridge Dictionary. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/engli

sh/rationale, Accessed May 23, 2022.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“An affordance of an object, such as one for climbing, refers to attributes of

both the object and the actor. This makes the concept a powerful one for

thinking about technologies because it focuses on the interaction between

technologies and the people who will use them.” – Gaver (1991)

Online interactions are part of our social fabric, from connecting (e.g., video-conferencing

(Judge and Neustaedter, 2010), social media (Subrahmanyam et al., 2008)) to co-creating

(e.g., website interfaces,1 3D printer objects,2 manuscripts3) with others online. Through

online interactions, we are able to maintain relationships with geographically distanced

friends, family, and colleagues. Particularly during the pandemic, computer-mediated in-

teractions (CMI) have become even more important (Gabbiadini et al., 2020; Choi and

Choung, 2021), as we relied on these interactions to cope with the consequences of COVID-

19 including social isolation, anxiety, and loneliness (Cohen, 2021; Simon, 2022; Lomte, 2022;

United Nations, 2022). Various technologies that enable computer-supported cooperative

work (CSCW) (e.g., Basecamp4, Slack5) also support the productivity and communica-

tion of remote teams, which have become even more ubiquitous with the recent COVID-19

1https://www.figma.com/about/, Accessed May 14, 2022.
2https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/AutoCAD-Collaboration-Using-Share-D

esign-View-Desktop-Sync-and-A360-Drive-2016, Accessed May 14, 2022.
3https://www.google.com/docs/about/, Accessed May 9, 2022.
4https://basecamp.com/, Accessed May 29, 2022.
5https://slack.com/resources/using-slack/slack-remote-work-tips, Accessed May 29, 2022.

1

https://www.figma.com/about/
https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/AutoCAD-Collaboration-Using-Share-Design-View-Desktop-Sync-and-A360-Drive-2016
https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/AutoCAD-Collaboration-Using-Share-Design-View-Desktop-Sync-and-A360-Drive-2016
https://www.google.com/docs/about/
https://basecamp.com/
https://slack.com/resources/using-slack/slack-remote-work-tips
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pandemic (e.g., companies such as Airbnb6 and Dropbox7 made permanent remote work

possible to employees).

Despite being deeply ingrained in our daily lives and more prevalent than ever, inter-

acting online is neither straightforward nor foolproof. Our cues online are often missed due

to various reasons, from not being able to detect them to not fully comprehending them

due to over-compression (or simplification) of signals in our online actions. I define online

actions—the main focus of this dissertation—as actions that people take on social platforms

that have communicative value “through which [people] get others to understand what they

mean” (Clark and Brennan, 1991). Although online actions are simple and convenient to

take, as per platform design, they are prone to diverse interpretations due to the various

reasons why people perform them (Lee et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2016; Sumner et al., 2018).

For example, when one presses the Like button for a highly political piece of content on

Twitter, this can communicate a multitude of meanings including to indicate support for

the central figure in the content (e.g., celebrity, politician), other aspects of the piece of

content (e.g., caption, writing quality, funny image), or the content creator (e.g., support

friend instead of the content). Yet Liking (i.e., clicking the Like button) may not even not

be a sign of support; it could instead be an action conveying sarcasm or an action per-

formed by mistake (Hayes et al., 2016; Park et al., 2021). All these nuances of our online

actions—whether they are on social media or collaborative platforms—are not communi-

cated effectively and sometimes cause unintended ramifications, including misinterpretation

and misattribution (Walther, 1996; Bazarova and Walther, 2009).

Such social consequences of online actions are primarily due to the ambiguity that

abounds in online platforms. Ambiguity, or equivocality, is defined as the “existence of

multiple and conflicting interpretations” (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Researchers have found

that online actions, as they are currently implemented, inherently have an “ambiguous

nature” (Sumner et al., 2018) that leads to “confusion and lack of understanding” (Daft

and Lengel, 1986) and impedes users from fulfilling desired interpersonal functions (Hayes

et al., 2016). Relative to in-person settings where face-to-face meetings are possible, online

platforms are cue-impoverished environments, where information contingencies including

ambiguity are heightened (Daft and Lengel, 1986).

6https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/28/business/airbnb-employees-remote-work.html, Accessed
May 20, 2022.

7https://blog.dropbox.com/topics/company/dropbox-goes-virtual-first, Accessed May 20, 2022.

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/28/business/airbnb-employees-remote-work.html
https://blog.dropbox.com/topics/company/dropbox-goes-virtual-first
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Daft and Lengel (1986) posit that the key factor to reducing ambiguity is the “ex-

tent to which structural mechanisms facilitate the processing of rich information”. These

“structural mechanisms”, being designed by platforms, underscore the importance and re-

sponsibility that platforms have in shaping our interactions. Given the varying richness

afforded by various media choices, researchers have found that the desired level of “ambigu-

ity of message” is an important consideration for one’s choice of communication media that

range from richer mediums such as face-to-face meetings to leaner mediums such as docu-

ments (e.g., posters, emails) (Daft and Lengel, 1986; Trevino et al., 1987). Although it is

ultimately up to the user to make decisions on which actions to take and when (sometimes

despite knowing these actions can be ambiguous), users are not in control of how these

actions manifest and take effect. In fact, platforms design the actions users can take online

and therefore mediate our online interactions. Platforms make various decisions around the

online actions they make possible for users including but not limited to the following:

• whether they exist (e.g., Unfriending8 is an action that is made possible on Facebook

but not on Twitter),

• what they look like (e.g., evolution of the Facebook Like button9),

• different nuances they can take (e.g., Twitter distinguishes between sharing within and

outside its platform as Retweeting/Quote Tweeting10 and Sharing11 respectively), and

• how visible their outcomes are to other users (e.g., Facebook users need to infer

whether they have been Blocked12 or not, whereas Twitter makes it clear that the

user has been Blocked13).

As platforms make design decisions around how online actions are implemented with

respect to the multitude of factors, they play a huge role in the way people interact with

8https://www.facebook.com/help/1000976436606344, Accessed May 13, 2022.
9https://www.fastcompany.com/3021307/why-facebooks-new-like-button-had-to-ditch-the-thu

mbs-up, Accessed May 13, 2022.
10“When using Twitter’s Retweet icon, your Retweet or Quote Tweet will reference the Tweet you are

sharing. When someone replies to your Quote Tweet, the author of the original Tweet will not be auto-
matically added to the conversation.” https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/how-to-retweet,
Accessed May 13, 2022.

11https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/share-a-tweet, Accessed May 13, 2022.
12https://www.businessinsider.com/how-do-you-know-if-someone-blocked-you-on-messenger,

Accessed April 1, 2022.
13https://www.businessinsider.com/who-blocked-me-on-twitter, Accessed May 13, 2022.

https://www.facebook.com/help/1000976436606344
https://www.fastcompany.com/3021307/why-facebooks-new-like-button-had-to-ditch-the-thumbs-up
https://www.fastcompany.com/3021307/why-facebooks-new-like-button-had-to-ditch-the-thumbs-up
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/how-to-retweet
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/share-a-tweet
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-do-you-know-if-someone-blocked-you-on-messenger
https://www.businessinsider.com/who-blocked-me-on-twitter
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and perceive one another. There have been countless instances in which the way users

interact are shown to be directly impacted by platform decisions, especially those on social

media where effects are more pronounced: Facebook’s decision to weight the Angry emoji

more than other reactions caused more controversial content to be pushed into users’ feeds,14

Twitter changing their emoji for the Like button from a neutral star shape to a positive heart

shape may have caused “Twitter’s tendency to propagate outrage”,15 Youtube removed the

counts of Dislike as a way to avoid Dislike attacks and to protect content creators,16 but was

met with negative backlash from users.17 Platform decisions, such as the Dislike count being

visible only to the content creators on YouTube and the lack of visibility of being Blocked

on Facebook, cause information asymmetry between users. This information asymmetry

has been found, in turn, to cause people to misinterpret and “see others as driven more by

self-interest” (Fetchenhauer and Dunning, 2010).

Thus, while platforms have been immensely helpful in connecting us with others, the

constrained set of options through which we are able to interact with others comes at a

cost. Not only do we have limitations in what we can and cannot do, but these actions

also have various implications that are not within our control. Furthermore, many systems

providing tools for computer-mediated user-user interactions rely on existing approaches

on familiar platforms (e.g., Like button, emoji usage) without adequate consideration of

contextual specificity or user needs. Having similar feature functionalities across platforms

can help bring consistency in user experiences (Nielsen, 1995). Yet such a plug-and-play

(i.e., transplanting components) approach often leads to ill-designed collaborative tools that

cause issues around these online actions to persist, and even exacerbate, as they frequently

impair communication and collaboration. Thus, there ought to be more deliberation around

contextual suitability prior to adoption of existing features.

Given the heavy technological mediation of our interactions with others, platforms have

a big responsibility in how they design and shape the online actions that form the basis of

our interactions online. This brings us to the question this dissertation aims to answer:

How might we design online actions to improve user-user interactions?

14https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/10/26/facebook-angry-emoji-algorithm/,
Accessed May 14, 2022.

15https://twitter.com/random walker/status/1524715329955540994, Accessed May 12, 2022.
16https://blog.youtube/news-and-events/update-to-youtube/, Accessed May 14, 2022.
17https://gamerant.com/youtube-dislike-button-removal-negative-response-content-creators

/, https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-59264070, Accessed May 14, 2022.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/10/26/facebook-angry-emoji-algorithm/
https://twitter.com/random_walker/status/1524715329955540994
https://blog.youtube/news-and-events/update-to-youtube/
https://gamerant.com/youtube-dislike-button-removal-negative-response-content-creators/
https://gamerant.com/youtube-dislike-button-removal-negative-response-content-creators/
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-59264070
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To answer this question, we need to understand how users perceive these online actions

as well as perceive others through these actions just as Gaver (1991) states—that “we must

understand the capabilities and limitations of technologies in order to know the possibilities

they offer for design”.

1.1 Thesis roadmap

This dissertation contains investigations of online actions in contexts of social media (Part

I) and collaborative platforms (Part II), followed by design affordances (Part III) derived

from the findings in aggregate.

1.1.1 Part I: Online actions in social media

Part I contains an investigation of how common and consequential this issue of ambiguity

of online actions is and user perceptions around this ambiguity (Chapter 2). In particular,

I probed when users feel online actions are ambiguous, how users navigate ambiguity, and

how people feel about the ambiguity inherent in online actions through an online survey

study in the context of Twitter. I found that ambiguity occurs when people’s expectations

are violated as well as in non-nuanced contexts; people often see others as having different

intentions and do not accurately attribute reasons for others’ actions; and more people find

discomfort in ambiguity and feel that knowing the reason (i.e., less ambiguity) is better.

1.1.2 Part II: Online actions in collaborative platforms

Part II contains investigations around comfort in taking online actions and the impact

of reduced ambiguity (i.e., provision of rationales) around online actions in collaborative

contexts. As online interactions are the building blocks of collaborations online, I aimed to

bring insights into the context of collaborative interactions.

I first decided to conduct research within the context of collaborative music playlists

(Chapter 3), as it is an extreme environment within which users are only able to interact

using online actions, namely adding, deleting, and reordering songs. I conducted an online

survey study with looks-like interfaces to understand how collaborative playlist users feel

about online actions they are able to take within the collaborative playlists. I found that

some actions cause more discomfort than others, more so when taking an “invasive” action

than receiving it, because people have perceptions of ownership that arise at different levels
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of the collaborative artifact (i.e., song-level and playlist-level). To understand whether a

communication channel (i.e., a feature that does not currently exist on the collaborative

playlist platform) could be helpful in mitigating the perceived discomfort felt by users, I

conducted a follow-up survey study with walkthrough experiences and mock interactions

(i.e., the same three actions of adding, deleting, reordering songs). From this, I found that

having such a channel for communication, in general, enables users to feel more comfortable

and is desirable especially for difficult interactions.

Co-curating a collaborative playlist is, in essence, a collaborative editing experience and

one that is particularly limited in cues. I wished to explore another case of collaborative

editing, one that is more common and perhaps more familiar to us. Hence, I decided

to investigate online actions in the context of collaborative writing, which is rich in cues

(Chapter 4). The context of collaborative writing is one in which people have been found to

be hesitant in taking certain actions due to issues of perceived ownership (similar to that of

collaborative playlist) and where ambiguity can arise despite textual communication being

available. Therefore, I set out to understand the effect of rationales (i.e., reduction of

ambiguity) in this context: Knowing why others have made edits and suggestions. For this,

I conducted a mixed methods study that started with an online experimental study followed

by semi-structured interviews. In the online experiment, two participants were randomly

paired to co-write two essays on Google Docs while under the impression that they were

working with two different people. To understand how the presence of rationales impact

perceptions of collaborators and co-writing experience, one essay had rationales for edits

and comments while the other did not. From follow-up interviews with First Authors18

who finalized the two essays—one with and one without rationales—I found that most

people preferred collaborating with those who provided rationales. Collaborators whose

edits and comments were accompanied by rationales were perceived more favorably (e.g.,

mature, kind, knowledgeable). Most importantly, all participants unanimously agreed that

providing rationales in collaborative writing is important, and that the advantages of doing

so outweigh the disadvantages. Participants remarked that they would incorporate more (or

continue to provide) rationales in their collaborative writing practice as well as encourage

others to do so as a result of participating in the study.

18Within each pair, one was designated the First Author and the other as the Second Author. The First
Author wrote the initial drafts, to which the Second Author contributed, and the First Author finalized the
essays for submission.
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1.1.3 Part III: Design affordances

Following Parts I and II that go into detail on each of the relevant investigations, Part III

includes the chapter on Design Affordances (Chapter 5). I derived three design affordances

from synthesizing insights and implications drawn from the foundational works spanning

various online platforms in order to provide guidance in improving our CMI. Here, by

affordance, I am referring to the “action possibility and the way that that action possibility

is conveyed or made visible to the actor” (McGrenere and Ho, 2000; Norman, 2004). The

three design affordances I have articulated are around topics of comfort, clarity, and intent ;

I expand upon each of these by proposing tangible ways in which they can be considered

and designed into the platforms.

1.2 Thesis contributions

The contributions of this thesis are largely twofold: The findings from my investigations and

the design affordances that I have derived from this dissertation work. These aim to advance

CMI, one particular aspect of human-computer interactions (HCI) in which the computer

or technology mediates the interactions between users. I use the term CMI to indicate

interactions that encompass a broader scope than what a general reader might presume

of CSCW (i.e., centered around productive work) and computer-mediated communication

(CMC; i.e., centered around communication).

1.2.1 Findings & Insights

This dissertation contributes insights regarding perceptions and feelings around online ac-

tions that users can take on current technologies that facilitate interactions (i.e., social

media, collaborative playlists, and collaborative writing):

1. Online actions are often ambiguous.

(a) Ambiguity occurs not only when expectations are violated but also in non-

nuanced contexts that pertain to certain actions, certain content, and/or certain

stakeholders (Chapter 2).

(b) Online actions in text-based collaborations can be just as ambiguous and prone

to misinterpretation as other interactive settings, as was found in the context of

collaborative writing (Chapter 4).
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2. People do not navigate ambiguous online actions well, and this easily leads

to misinterpretations and misattributions.

(a) People often see others as having different intentions from themselves and do not

accurately attribute reasons for others’ online actions (Chapter 2). For example,

people most frequently cited social grooming (i.e., self-presentation) as being

the “most common reason” associated with others taking the online action of

Unfollowing on social media, whereas Unfollowing for utilitarian reasons was

most dominant for themselves performing the action of Unfollowing others.

(b) Online actions are ambiguous in collaborative platforms as well and can cause

misunderstandings even between friends (Chapter 3). For example, people felt

that deleting content added by their collaborators (usually friends) was “wrong”

and “offensive”; it would also be “insinuating that they have a [sic] bad taste”.

3. Online actions are not always comfortable to perform and to receive.

(a) Not all actions are equal and people feel that some actions cause more discomfort

than others because online actions have communicative value (Chapters 2–4).

(b) Perceptions of ownership, which arise at different levels of the collaborative arti-

fact and which collaborators may not agree upon, contribute to users’ discomfort

in certain online actions (Chapter 3).

(c) Most find discomfort in ambiguity when receiving (or observing) online actions;

people feel that knowing the reason (i.e., less ambiguity) is better and would

make them feel more comfortable (Chapters 2 and 4).

(d) People often feel an “invasive” action is more uncomfortable to perform than

receive (Chapter 3).

4. Communication, especially of intent, is desirable for online actions.

(a) The desire to communicate rationales is greatest for the most difficult or uncom-

fortable of online actions, and doing so can enable users to feel more comfortable

about these actions (Chapter 3).

(b) Most people prefer knowing the rationale for online actions in social media be-

cause they can find closure, accept the online action, and improve (Chapter 2).
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(c) Providing rationales in collaborative writing is unanimously considered impor-

tant (Chapter 4).

(d) Most prefer collaborating with those who provide rationales, as collaborators

who provide rationales are perceived more favorably (e.g., mature, kind, knowl-

edgeable) (Chapter 4).

1.2.2 Design affordances

This dissertation also contributes design affordances. Synthesizing my insights across in-

vestigations in social media and collaborative platforms, I have derived the following design

affordances that ought to be considered to improve CMI:

1. Afford comfort of interaction.

(a) By encouraging users to take any action by imbuing various signifiers to online

actions, platforms can make it comfortable to take and receive these actions.

This could be in the form of a simple statement explicitly expressing that it is

alright to take the action or describing the benefits of taking such actions in the

long run even if it may be uncomfortable.

(b) Platforms can prompt users to establish rules of engagement, such that there is

a common ground amongst the collaborators for a more seamless collaboration

experience, even when collaborating with strangers.

(c) Platforms ought to take an active role in culture formation, whether it is through

ensuring that all features coherently communicate the kind of culture they want

for their users or through enforcing measures such that users behave accordingly

to the predefined culture. This can help users feel better grounded in terms of

how they ought to interact with others as well as what to expect from them.

2. Afford clarity of action outcome.

(a) Platforms ought to better signify or explain the consequences of online actions

that users take in general, much in the spirit of how the action of liking is

communicated, such that users know exactly what happens to others (those

impacted directly by the action as well as bystanders) and themselves when they

decide to take certain actions.
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(b) While it is possible to get at why one known person has taken a certain action

(i.e., by following up with them), it is nearly impossible to understand why and

how certain aggregate outcomes have come about. For users to take actions in a

way that helps them reach their goals as interactants, platforms need to clarify

and communicate the factors that lead to aggregate outcomes such that users

do not experience unintended consequences (e.g., unintentionally cause turf wars

on co-created content, unintentionally contribute to false information becoming

viral).

(c) Platforms have a responsibility to communicate what is happening and what has

happened under the hood. While the narrative is slowly changing with exposés

revealing that platforms knowingly perpetuating certain user behaviors, the lack

of transparency has led people to misunderstand and blame others, when this

may be ill-founded. Being more transparent about how platforms operate will

prevent users from wrongly attributing and enable a more amicable environment.

3. Afford communication of intent.

(a) Platforms can afford communicating intent by providing users an avenue to do so,

whether it is having a follow-up question after an action has been taken; simply

having the feature of commenting as an avenue for rationales to be communicated

may not lead to users perceiving affordance for this.

(b) In addition to explicit signifiers for rationale communication, platforms can also

encourage users to more actively communicate their intent. This could be done

by conveying to the users that, as a result of their rationale communication,

platforms can better design for users and that users (including themselves) can

be more informed and aware of others in general so that they can better and

more accurately understand others’ online actions.

(c) Given that our online interactions are heavily mediated by platforms, and are

often limited in cues as a consequence of this meditation, identifying when our

actions may be more ambiguous, and when the impact of this ambiguity is par-

ticularly profound, is critical. With the rationales communicated by users, plat-

forms can be better informed about when such instances of (grave) ambiguity

occur. Platforms can, in turn, encourage users to share their intent or be more
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specific about their actions for these contexts in particular to help users avoid

misinterpreting others as well as being misunderstood themselves.

1.3 Statement of authorship and publication

While I spearheaded all the investigations contained in this dissertation, these works were

possible due to close collaboration with others.

The “Ambiguity of online actions in social media” project in Chapter 2 was a result

of many discussions and iterations with Mark Whiting. Additionally, Mark helped to in-

corporate diverse methodologies for analyzing data and to write the initial draft. Michael

Shanks and Jeff Hancock were critical in bringing theoretical underpinnings to this work of

understanding ambiguity and performative aspects of online actions.

The “Interaction comfort in collaborative playlists” and “Rationale communication in

collaborative writing” projects, in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, stemmed from close col-

laboration with Sang Won Lee. Research questions and study designs were honed with

much feedback from Sang Won. In the “Rationale communication in collaborative writ-

ing” project, Amber Aftab helped to recruit and run the experimental portion of the study

together with me.

This dissertation is partially based on works that have been published in ACM conference

proceedings and the Springer book series Design Thinking Research. In particular, part of

the “Ambiguity of online actions in Twitter” project was published as a book chapter

in Design Thinking Research: Achieving Real Innovation (Park et al., 2022b), and the

“Interaction comfort in collaborative playlists” project was published at CSCW 2021 (Park

and Lee, 2021).
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Chapter 2

Online actions in social media:

Ambiguity of online actions in

social media

2.1 Introduction

Participating in social media involves taking actions online, e.g., Following or Unfollowing

users on Twitter, and deciding to Like some of their posts. Yet how a given instance of these

actions is motivated or interpreted often remains a mystery, and causes people to constantly

feel ambiguity while interacting on social media. In the same way that the context of a

wave or a wink may dramatically change its interpretation, similar online social signals are

constantly used to achieve different ends. In an online world where the Like you observe

as scrolling through a news feed may not have the same context as was apparent when

the person Liking the content performed it (Lee et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2016; Sumner

et al., 2018), should we trust our interpretations of online actions? Do people realize the

potential for inconsistent interpretation and account for it in their use of social platforms?

And critically, would enforcing more explicit context-sharing help resolve these issues?

Prior work has shown that engagement through social networking sites can have dele-

terious effects including depression, anxiety, and loneliness (Baker and Algorta, 2016; Dhir

et al., 2018; Savci and Aysan, 2016). A review of quantitative studies on depression and

13
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social networking have found that “the frequency, quality, and type of online social net-

working and depression appear to be in some ways intertwined” (Baker and Algorta, 2016).

Another study found that compulsive social media use leads to social media fatigue (Dhir

et al., 2018). While quantitative measures of social media usage undoubtedly affect people,

online actions that are inherent in these platforms are also one one part of the social media

experience. I posit that the designs of these systems—i.e., how they have designed inter-

action methods that dictate how people interact with one another online—is a big part of

this story. While the core challenge of misinterpretations and misunderstandings online is

widely known, we do not know to what degree this uncertainty actually affects how peo-

ple feel. To better understand the effects of social media on its interactants, we need to

understand the components of these platforms.

Designed by platforms, online actions mediate and even dictate how people interact

digitally. In 2015, users generated an average of 4.2 million Likes every minute on Facebook

alone,1 emphatically showing the prevalence of online actions. As our interactions and com-

munication with others increase evermore on social media, especially through these online

actions, the importance of how platforms design these interactions is only escalating. To

design better systems that encourage positive interactions between people, it is imperative

that we understand how these countless actions tend to be interpreted and tend to lead to

confusion in others. In addition to researching what ramifications online actions have on

the interactants, and how these actions contribute to their social confusion, this is poten-

tially an opportunity for platforms to more thoughtfully design features around reducing

unwanted ambiguity. As such, I have investigated the impact of online actions through

three main research questions:

• RQ1: When do people feel ambiguity on social media?

• RQ2: How do people make sense of ambiguity on social media?

– RQ2.1: Are users’ interpretations of reasons for actions consistent with their own

reasons?

– RQ2.2: Are users attuned to why these actions usually happen?

• RQ3: How do people feel about ambiguity on social media?

– RQ3.1: How is affect impacted by knowledge of reasons for online actions?

1https://www.websiterating.com/research/facebook-statistics/, Accessed January 21, 2022.

https://www.websiterating.com/research/facebook-statistics/
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– RQ3.2: How is comfort impacted by knowing the reasons for online actions?

I address these questions by capturing Twitter users’ evaluations of two common actions—

Liking and Unfollowing—with a survey instrument. I contribute to an improved under-

standing of how these actions are perceived and interpreted. The differences between how

interactants perceive and feel about the same actions give insight into why misunderstand-

ings occur. In particular, I find that more than half of the participants attribute different

reasons to others’ actions than their own, and that these are inaccurate assumptions of

others. I find that there are those who simply feel more positive about knowing, and those

who feel less positive but also less negative about knowing reasons for online actions. I

further this understanding by conducting thematic coding, through which I identify ten

themes pertaining to people’s sentiments around why knowing would make them feel more

or less comfortable.

These varied perceptions of online actions—with more people mentioning the positive

aspects of the knowing reasons for these actions from my thematic analysis—suggest that

incorporating indicators of rationale could help improve the receipt of such interactions

on social platforms. This work also contributes to thinking about the larger ecosystem of

social media, beyond the people-based triggers (e.g., receiving negative comments) that are

commonly thought of as factors for social anxiety from social media usage—to also include

the unintended consequences from how interactions are designed. In addition to nuanced

user insights, I provide seven design principles for platform designers. I believe that these

can further inform other platforms that mediate user-user interactions and influence the

way we think about how online platforms, which heavily mediate our social interactions

today, ought to be designed.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Social media and online actions

Social media usage is undoubtedly a pervasive and integral part of our daily lives (Brooks,

2015; Auxier and Anderson, 2021). As of 2021, global social media penetration rate is now

at 53.6%2 and people have been found to spend an average of 145 minutes on Facebook, the

2https://www.statista.com/markets/424/topic/540/social-media-user-generated-content/#ove

rview, Accessed January 21, 2022.

https://www.statista.com/markets/424/topic/540/social-media-user-generated-content/##overview
https://www.statista.com/markets/424/topic/540/social-media-user-generated-content/##overview
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most popular social media platform.3 There are largely three levels of social media behav-

iors: Consuming, contributing, and creating (in the order of increasing exertion of cognitive

effort) (Muntinga et al., 2011). Of the myriad of interactions afforded on these social media

platforms, one of the most frequent ways in which users engage with others is by contributing

on social media (Muntinga et al., 2011). Contributions, which occur as online actions such

as Liking, Retweeting, Sharing, and Unfollowing, can range in their commitment levels or

the amount of cognitive effort needed (Kim and Yang, 2017). Contributions requiring little

commitment and cognitive effort, such as the Like, occur innumerably. Since the launch of

Facebook Reactions in 2016,4 users have purportedly shared more than 300 billion Reac-

tions, which averages over 800 million Reactions per day.5 On Twitter, an average tweet

was found to receive a total of 1695.62 Retweets and Likes combined in 2018.6

These online actions, or “behaviors” (Kim and Yang, 2017) such as Liking on social

media, present “a social cue that allows users to convey various meanings while enacting

multiple interpersonal functions” (Sumner et al., 2018). The Like button has also been

conceptualized as a form of “paralinguistic digital affordance” that “facilitates communi-

cation and interaction without specific language associated” (Hayes et al., 2016). Hayes

et al. (2016) identified four motivations for using Likes, Favorites, and Upvotes: (1) As a

literal interpretation for actually Liking the content, (2) as acknowledgement of viewing

to others, (3) as social support with an aspect of social grooming as part of “relationship

maintenance”, and (4) for utilitarian purposes including Liking to “[keep] a record of par-

ticular content” (Hayes et al., 2016). Extending this work, Park et al. (2021) have found

social support and social grooming to be distinct from each other from a recipient’s per-

spective, and have found “mindless” to be another reason for online actions through dyadic

brainstorming, resulting in a total of six rationales. Specifically investigating Facebook

Likes, Sumner et al. (2018) found that participants were acutely aware of the complex set

of potential meanings associated with them. These Likes were used to serve purposes of

relational facilitation (“as a function of their relationship with the person who posted it”),

3https://www.statista.com/statistics/433871/daily-social-media-usage-worldwide/, January
21, 2022.

4Reactions are “an extension of the Like button, to give you more ways to share your reaction to a post
in a quick and easy way”. https://about.fb.com/news/2016/02/reactions-now-available-globally,
Accessed September 4, 2021.

5https://revive.social/more-facebook-reactions/, Accessed September 4, 2021.
6https://mention.com/en/reports/twitter/engagement, Accessed September 4, 2021.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/433871/daily-social-media-usage-worldwide/
https://about.fb.com/news/2016/02/reactions-now-available-globally
https://revive.social/more-facebook-reactions/
https://mention.com/en/reports/twitter/engagement
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self-presentation (“a function of their own self-presentational goals” of portraying one’s iden-

tity and “maintaining positive impressions by upholding social norms and expectations”),

and metacommunication (“communication about communication” (Bateson et al., 1956),

e.g., “simple affirmation of what has been posted”) (Sumner et al., 2018). However, Liking

was not always positively received; Liking to prevent questions of inaction offline (Hayes

et al., 2016) and to egoistically create certain impressions (Lowe-Calverley and Grieve, 2018)

were such cases. Of the many reasons, the most salient motivations in clicking the Like were

to communicate “enjoyment of posted content and maintaining interpersonal relationships

with others in SNSs” (Lee et al., 2016).

While Liking and its analogous actions have been widely studied (Morrison and Hayes,

2013; Chin et al., 2015; Hayes et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016; Phua and Ahn, 2016; Sumner

et al., 2018; Lowe-Calverley and Grieve, 2018), Weller (2016) claims that often “forgotten or

neglected” functionalities such as “Facebook hashtag, features related to publishing or inter-

linking multimedia content, and functionalities that delete content or revoke social network

relationships” ought to be investigated. These actions, in addition to Retweeting, Sharing,

Unfollowing, and other “lightweight acts of communication” (Hayes et al., 2016), can also

be considered as performing the same function of conveying meanings to others, facilitating

communication, and inherently enacting interpersonal functions. Similarly to the case of

Liking, variability in interpretations of these other online actions have been found in litera-

ture. One example is Retweeting on Twitter: “The fact that some users include the phrase

‘Retweets are not endorsements’ in their profile description may indicate that different in-

terpretations of user motivations for Retweets exist in the community” (Weller, 2016). Tie

formation, or Following, on Twitter can also be motivated by a variety of reasons, including

reciprocity (Golder and Yardi, 2010) and homophily (McPherson et al., 2001). Similarly,

Unfollowing can be a result of any of these initial reasons for tie formation falling short.

While Unfollowing was found to be reciprocal, with “one tie in a pair of mutual Following

[leading] to the breakup of the other”, this only explained 8% of Unfollow relations (Xu

et al., 2013). In fact, another study found that Unfollowing happened largely due to burst

tweets (i.e., frequent Tweeting within a short time frame, leading to information overload)

and uninteresting tweets (Kwak et al., 2011), evidencing more variability, and therefore in-

terpretability, in reasons for this online action. Unfriending on Facebook was found as being

motivated by the type of relationship and that the motivations may not readily perceivable
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by the recipients: High school friends were Unfriended for their polarizing posts and fre-

quent postings while work-related friends were Unfriended more for their unfavorable offline

behavior (Sibona, 2014). Irrespective of the online action of focus, one common finding is

that “there is no one single answer on why people Follow others on Facebook, why people

create hashtags, why they comment on YouTube videos and so on” (Weller, 2016).

2.2.2 Online actions as nonverbal communication

Online actions can be seen as a digital instance of nonverbal communication (Park et al.,

2021), as they are communicative acts with communicative value “through which [people]

get others to understand what they mean” (Clark and Brennan, 1991). Nonverbal com-

munication online has traditionally been seen as interacting and expressing through the

use of emojis, as an extension of facial expressions. While prior work on emoticons such

as :-) and :-( found little ambiguity (Walther and D’addario, 2001), the meanings behind

emojis can also be difficult to discern, as they express a variety of nuances (Pohl et al.,

2017; Rodrigues et al., 2017). Research on emojis (that are more expressive than emoti-

cons) independently without textual context found that emojis can vary extensively in the

sentiments and semantics—the emoji U+1F601 beaming-face-with-smiling-eyes (“grinning

face with smiling eyes” according to the Unicode Standard)7 on by Google and Apple were

described as “blissfully happy” and “ready to fight” respectively (Miller et al., 2016). From

this work, Miller et al. (2016) concluded that emoji usage affords “misconstrued communi-

cation” and design can solve the “likelihood of misinterpretation”. This result may explain

why emoticons were found to be used more often with friends rather than strangers, and

used in more positive contexts rather than negative ones (Derks et al., 2008).

In the paradigm of nonverbal communication, pings can also be considered as an online

action (Leavitt et al., 2016). Pings used in cooperative multiplayer games (e.g., League

of Legends) are “nonverbal alerts that help players coordinate” by providing “expressive,

environment-modifying, and attention-focusing cues” (Leavitt et al., 2016). Used in a vari-

ety of ways, from single to rapid multiple clicks, pings can signal an evaluation of opponents,

declare one’s state, and simply signify to others to pay attention. (Leavitt et al., 2016). With

7The description of emoji U+1F601 has been updated from “grinning face with smiling eyes” as noted in
(Miller et al., 2016) to “beaming-face-with-smiling-eyes”. https://texdoc.org/serve/emoji/0, Accessed
September 9, 2021.

https://texdoc.org/serve/emoji/0
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only one or two types of pings, “messages could be semantically ambiguous as tactical, spa-

tial, or deictic information” (Leavitt et al., 2016). Gesturing with annotations and pings

has also been found to be laden with various meaning, as there can be six different mo-

tivations: Planning, warning, resource, conflict, help, and emoting (Wuertz et al., 2017).

Online actions taken in the video-conferencing setting also evidences the interpretability of

nonverbal communication online (Park and Whiting, 2020). For one, the action of turning

video off when video-conferencing was received with mixed emotions, with many perceiving

this action as being rude and interpreting it as concealment, and others considering this as

acceptable and privacy-related (Park and Whiting, 2020). Finally, “inaction (or absence of

action)” can also be considered as nonverbal communication (Lopez and Ovaska, 2013; Park

et al., 2021). Unresponsiveness, of “keeping the unwanted requests pending”, was one of

the most employed practice in order to prevent awareness cues from being produced (Lopez

and Ovaska, 2013). Such inaction could, as mentioned in § 2.2.1, communicate “unso-

ciability” (Lopez and Ovaska, 2013) and lead to unfavorable consequences (Hayes et al.,

2016).

2.2.3 Ambiguity and uncertainty online

“We want social information so we can act appropriately. We want to know

who’s interested in what we say. We want to know whether our audience is

bored and looking out the window or hanging on our every word. We want rich

social cues that also respect privacy.” – Gilbert (2012)

Actions that others take, including those taken online, are always assessed “based on

our interpretation of the relevant evidence” (Boehner and Hancock, 2006). The variability

of intents for taking online actions lead recipients to feel ambiguity in the evidence of these

online actions (Lowe-Calverley and Grieve, 2018; Park et al., 2021). This ambiguity contra-

dicts the principle of social translucence—with characteristics of visibility, awareness, and

accountability—that is upheld to support social processes (Erickson and Kellogg, 2000). Es-

pecially as “ironic appropriations”—using technology not in “its intended spirit”—of online

actions are more “widespread and salient to social media” (Hayes et al., 2016), it poses dif-

ficulty for users to interpret the correct intent behind actions and cause uncertainty (Park

et al., 2021).8 Eisenberg (1984) has suggested managers’ strategic use of ambiguity and

8“Ironic appropriation” (Hayes et al., 2016) is what DeSanctis and Poole (1994) calls “unfaithful ap-
propriation”, which is appropriation of technology not as intended by the developers and “out of line with
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Gaver et al. (2003) have proposed using ambiguity as a “resource for design”—for interac-

tional unresponsiveness and face-saving strategies (Aoki and Woodruff, 2005) and indeed

some may desire a certain level of ambiguity when carrying out “unsocial behaviors” (Lopez

and Ovaska, 2013). However, researchers have found message ambiguity influencing peo-

ple’s media choices (Trevino et al., 1987) and that users generally desire to find clarity in

the ambiguity, as was evidenced by the viral, widespread success of a system that enabled

Twitter users to share links with greater visibility and awareness of the proportion of fol-

lowers who had seen the link (Gilbert, 2012). Strategies for identification of uncertainty on

social media have also been proposed (Wei et al., 2018).

Uncertainty generates cognitive stress and uncomfortable feelings (Berger and Calabrese,

1974). According to Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), people seek information to

reduce uncertainty and “to increase predictability about the behavior of both themselves and

others” (Berger and Calabrese, 1974). People do this by seeking information about others,

such as their current activities and interests, and the reduced uncertainty can further lead

to relationship development (Berger and Calabrese, 1974; Ramirez Jr et al., 2016). Three

main strategies employed for seeking information to reduce uncertainty include those that

are passive (e.g., nonintrusive observation), active (e.g., inquiring others), and interactive

(e.g., direct communication) (Ramirez Jr et al., 2002). Taking such actions for reducing

uncertainty was found to mediate the effect of social anxiety (Courtois et al., 2012). Work in

understanding how people manage uncertainty of others on social media has found that the

passive strategy is often used: “To make sense of unknown profile owners, social media users

tend to take cues not only from their postings but also from the comment section” (Lee

and Lim, 2014). Boehner and Hancock (2006) suggest that design spaces ought to be

reconsidered to account for the emergence of ambiguity in various ways including designing

for opposites (e.g., both for responsiveness and non-responsiveness) and for convention

building (i.e., by enabling both parties to know a piece of information and thereby leave

it up to the user to take that information into account when interpreting action) among

others. They posit that instead of aiming to predict the impact of features, we need to

understand the impact of these features on the “story space” and “account for expectations

the spirit of the technology”. The distinction between faithful and unfaithful appropriations in describing
Adaptive Structuration Theory (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994) is one from a developer’s point of view. In my
work, I have found it more relevant to take the perspective of the users—of those appropriating technology.
As such, I call users’ faithful appropriations as online actions taken with face value rationales and their
unfaithful appropriations actions taken with underlying rationales (Park et al., 2021).
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and conventions of people in interaction with these designs” (Boehner and Hancock, 2006).

2.2.4 Negative repercussions of social media usage

With social media pervasively integrated into our daily lives, research on the repercussions

of social media usage have been prolific and ranging in various directions, including the

wellbeing of its users. While a review on literature pertaining to the impact of social net-

working has found that it can be both positive and negative (Baker and Algorta, 2016), a

majority of the 30 studies considered found that various “usage variables” (e.g., frequency,

type of social media used) and “individual differences and social factors” mediate or mod-

erate the relationship between online social networking and depression. Similarly, those

who spent more time using social media were found to be “significantly associated with

greater symptoms of dispositional anxiety” (Vannucci et al., 2017). One study investigat-

ing personal social media usage found that more usage led to higher levels of technostress

and lower happiness (Brooks, 2015). Another study found that “compulsive media use

significantly triggered social media fatigue”, which contributed towards “elevated anxiety

and depression” (Dhir et al., 2018). In fact, physiological stress response has been found

to be activated with Facebook use (Mauri et al., 2011). Vannucci et al. (2017) note that

these stress responses may be elicited by a myriad of reasons including receipt of negative

feedback, adverse social comparisons (Chou and Edge, 2012), pressure of maintaining social

networks, and excess of simultaneous information (Chen and Lee, 2013). Another study

notes that inhibitory anxiety dimension of intolerance of uncertainty and fear of negative

evaluation are significant predictors of social anxiety (Carleton et al., 2010).

2.2.5 Empiricism around online action

The nature of online platforms, and blowback from highly publicized studies (e.g., Kramer

et al. (2014)) has led to significant challenges in performing field experiments on these

platforms—most platforms explicitly do not allow intervening in user experiences, and most

platforms that internally conduct experiments of this nature do not ever make those results

public for fear of scrutiny. Further, these kinds of experiments expose ethical complexi-

ties (Hallinan et al., 2020) that remain current in popular discourse. As a consequence, a

more fruitful approach has been using custom virtual labs to conduct online social experi-

ments (Whiting et al., 2017; Salganik et al., 2006; Almaatouq et al., 2021), or alternatively,

to use survey experiments with behavioral components as a proxy (Pennycook et al., 2020,
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2021). This latter approach has been empirically evaluated, showing that survey respon-

dents recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk track real, on-platform sharing behavior of

Twitter users (Mosleh et al., 2020). For these reasons, this work leverages a survey experi-

ment designed to estimate the effects of knowing the underlying reason of an online action

on Twitter.

2.3 Methods

To study the effect of knowing the reasons of online actions I designed a within- and between-

subjects survey experiment to be completed by participants recruited from Amazon Me-

chanical Turk. In this section I outline the design of the survey instrument, analytical

methods decisions, and the participant recruitment process of this study, which has been

preregistered.Preregistration of the study design, data collection, main analysis and re-

search questions is available at https://aspredicted.org/3NM XR4. Data and code will

be released on https://osf.io when this work is made public.

2.3.1 Survey instrument

The survey instrument was designed in largely three parts: (1) Eligibility check and intro-

duction, (2) recall exercises followed by evaluation of online actions with known or unknown

reasons, (3) online actions in general and demographics.

Eligibility check and introduction

The start of the survey included eligibility questions to establish that potential participants

had relevant experience to complete the study—being Twitter users for at least “a few

weeks”, having received a Like action in the last month and having received an Unfollow

action in the past. To avoid social desirability influencing the response, these criterion

questions were placed amidst a series of other similar questions about other platforms

and features. Once the participants were confirmed eligible (more in § 2.3.4), I asked

participants “How often do you wonder why someone has taken an online action (e.g., Like,

Dislike, Share, Retweet)?” (Q1) followed by “In what kinds of situations do you wonder

why someone has taken an online action?” (Q2) to situate participants in thinking about

online actions on social media platforms. I then asked them their most common reasons for

https://aspredicted.org/3NM_XR4
https://osf.io
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taking two online actions (Q3) that I decided to explore in this study: Liking (i.e., positive

action) and Unfollowing (i.e., negative action).

Recall exercises and evaluations of online actions: Liking and Unfollowing

The survey experiment evaluated users’ perceptions of—in particular, their affect in receiv-

ing—Liking and Unfollowing. To get my participants situated in considering and thinking

about these two online actions that cause wonder or confusion, I asked participants to think

about their recent experiences as did Afifi and Metts (1998): “Recall a time in the past 30

days when someone Liked your content on Twitter and you didn’t understand why, or were

surprised that, they had Liked it. Please write one sentence describing this situation” (Q4).

A similar recall prompt was given to participants for the action of Unfollowing.

Then, for each action, each participant experienced two conditions: Not knowing the

reason why the action was taken (i.e., unknown condition), and knowing the reason for

the action (i.e., known condition). In setting up the context for the action of Liking in

the unknown condition, for example, I asked the participants to consider being in a similar

situation: “Consider someone Liking your content on Twitter in a similar situation as the

one you have described, and their reason for Liking your content on Twitter is not known”.

I intentionally set such a personalized context as I was interested in how people feel about

a given salient memory of an action that causes a lack of understanding of surprise, rather

presenting the same context as people could all have their own interpretations and do not

interpret ambiguity consistently.

I probed how users feel about not knowing the reasons behind these actions, as well as

how they feel about the action with a known reason. Users’ feelings were operationalized

as affect, using the PANAS (Positive Affect and Negative Affect Schedule) (Watson et al.,

1988). For example, the question asking participants to rate their affect for the action of

Liking was as follows for the unknown condition: “Thinking about someone Liking your

content on Twitter and not knowing the reason why they have done so, to what extent do

you think you would feel:” (Q5a) followed by ten positive and negative affect terms using

the 10-item International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Short Form (I-PANAS-

SF) (Karim et al., 2011), to which participants selected the extent to which they felt the

affect (5-point Likert-type scale ranging from “very slightly or not at all” (1) to “extremely”

(5)). I-PANAS-SF was used in favor of the original 20-item PANAS scale to prevent survey

fatigue, as participants had to answer this question four times. I will refer to I-PANAS-SF
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as PANAS hereafter for brevity. For the unknown case, I also asked what the most common

reason they thought that an action would be taken for: “Which of the following is the most

common reason you would attribute to someone Liking your content on Twitter?” (Q6; the

same question replacing Liking with Unfollowing was presented to probe user perceptions

for Unfollowing). The options given for this question were the six reasons found in prior

work presented in layman terms: Mindless action, fulfilling a utilitarian purpose, presenting

themselves in a certain way, acknowledging viewing or receipt, performing the action, and

signaling social support (Park et al., 2021).

The corresponding question to Q5a but with reasons known probed participants’ re-

sponses to Liking in the known condition (Q5b). For this question, one of six reasons was

randomly selected and added to the scenario that participants were prompted to consider,

“Thinking about someone Liking your content on Twitter ... with an indication from them

that they have Liked to fulfill a utilitarian or practical reason”, and was also followed by the

PANAS scale. In the known case, I also asked if knowing the reason given would make them

more or less comfortable than not knowing the reason (Q7) and the participants answered

using a 5-point Likert-type scale response from “much more uncomfortable” (1) to “much

more comfortable” (5).

The order of conditions was randomized and counterbalanced, and the order in which

the actions in each condition were presented was also randomized. The reasons for the

online actions (the same reason was presented for both online actions) were also randomly

chosen and evenly distributed for each participant amongst the six reasons found in prior

work (Park et al., 2021) and used consistently throughout my survey instrument.

Perceptions of online actions in general and demographics

In the last part of the survey, after having thought about various reasons for online actions,

participants were asked about more general thoughts around online actions: “In general,

would knowing the reason for an online action make you more or less comfortable than

not knowing the reason for that action?” (Q8). I then asked participants to explain their

answer to this question with free text responses (Q9). Finally, I asked demographic questions

regarding age, gender, education, etc.; these were positioned at the end of the survey in

order to prevent bias and the stereotype threat that participants may feel.
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2.3.2 Quantitative approaches

Affect levels were aggregated by their valence of positive and negative affect to obtain

aggregate positive and negative affect values—the standard reporting approach when using

PANAS (Karim et al., 2011). PANAS scores for online actions with unknown reasons were

considered baselines, as this is how current social media platforms are designed. Relative

values were calculated by subtracting unknown from known reason action affect values, and

are used to present the results. As such, relative values take into consideration individual

differences of baselines. All reported p-values from t-tests in the figures have been corrected

with False Discovery Rate, but are simply labeled as ‘p’ for parsimony. All confidence

intervals are 95%.

2.3.3 Qualitative coding

Reflexive inductive thematic coding (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used to code partic-

ipants’ free-text responses about when they felt online actions were ambiguous (Q2 for

RQ1) and why they felt knowing reasons of an online action would make them more or

less comfortable (Q9 for RQ3). After assigning participant numbers (i.e., ‘P’ followed by

a four-digit number), one researcher first reviewed all 1089 text responses. The researcher

actively read, made notes, and identified patterns to get familiar with the dataset. Then the

researcher coded the responses across multiple rounds to iterate upon the codes, generated

initial themes, developed and reviewed the themes with another researcher, and refined

the final themes and subthemes. This process of reflexive thematic coding was conducted

separately for Q2 responses and Q9 responses. Q9 in particular was reviewed along with

their answers to the previous question of change in comfort with knowledge of reason (Q8)

for context. During the coding process, observing the answers to both questions, I found 33

questionable responses that I decided to disregard in this thematic analysis. For example,

P0219 answered “slightly more uncomfortable” for Q8 and followed up with “I would be

more comfortable with more communication” in Q9. In conducting follow-up analyses com-

paring PANAS relative results of the (1) full sample, (2) full sample minus the questionable

33 responses, and (3) only the questionable 33 responses, I found no difference in the out-

comes. Therefore, I report the full results as-is with the inclusion of the 33 questionable

responses.
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2.3.4 Recruitment and compensation

Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk with the requirements that they

had completed at least 1000 tasks on that platform, had a 96% acceptance rate, and were

located in the USA—standard parameters to recruit workers (Whiting et al., 2020, 2019a).

Participants who did not meet the eligibility requirements were identified in the first page of

the survey and were compensated only the base reward for the task, $0.40. Other statistical

outliers were not removed; however four free-text response fields were also used to filter out

participants who provided any incoherent or irrelevant responses. I also removed responses

from those who answered yes to responding randomly to any of the questions in the survey,

but did not penalize them in the compensation they received.

Participants were grouped by the number of irrelevant text responses they provided (0, 1

to 3, and 4), and compensated via an additional bonus according to the median completion

time within their group at a rate of $15 per hour in accordance with the suggestions of

Fair Work (Whiting et al., 2019b) ($3.80, $1.60, and $0.60 respectively). Upon collecting

200 responses, I verified that the compensation was fair and fixed the rate for consistency

across all participants in the study. After collecting 815 valid responses, I adjusted sampling

properties to ensure even distribution across conditions within Qualtrics. I adjusted the

number of responses needed for each condition and ordering option. I updated the sampling

weights three times before surpassing the preregistered stopping rule of at least 1000 valid

responses with balanced conditions.

Through this process, 5034 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers participated in the survey

from May 17, 2021 through to August 31, 2021. After filtering, this resulted in 1089

valid responses. 543 completed the unknown condition first and 546 completed the known

condition first. There were 180–183 participants per reason condition. Participants were on

an average 36.9 (σ = 10.8) years of age. 42% were female, 71% received a Bachelor’s degree

or above, 74% were employed full-time, 71% lived in a suburb near a large city or in a large

city, and 74% had a political preference that leaned Democratic. Most of the participants

had used Twitter for a few years (83%); the rest of the participants had used it for about

a year or less.
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2.4 Results

I first verified that Liking and Unfollowing were indeed perceived as positive and negative

online actions respectively by examining the means and conducting t-tests. As expected,

overall positive affect for Liking was greater than that of Unfollowing, while overall negative

affect for Liking was less than that of Unfollowing. Both overall (i.e., with reasons known

and unknown) positive affects for Liking (µ = 13.75, σ = 5.48) and Unfollowing (µ = 11.61,

σ = 4.77), and overall negative affects for Liking (µ = 6.77, σ = 3.35) and Unfollowing

(µ = 9.66, σ = 4.51), were significantly different (positive affect: t = 13.74, p < 0.001;

negative affect: t = −23.99, p < 0.001). I also assessed how often people wondered about

why someone has taken an online action (e.g., Like, Retweet) and found that the median

response was “sometimes” (i.e., middle of a 5-point Likert-type scale from “never” (1) to

“always” (5)).

I present the results in the order of the research questions. For each research question

I answer, I first present the main results of the preregistered study with results from the

follow-up exploratory analyses.

2.4.1 When people feel ambiguity on social media (RQ1)

I unpacked free-text responses to the question of when online actions were ambiguous—in

other words, what kinds of situations cause people to wonder why someone has taken an

online action (Q2) using inductive thematic analysis.

The presence of an online action in and of itself caused ambiguity

People felt ambiguity when their observations did not match their expectations (i.e., violated

expectations). The presence of online actions when the actions came suddenly (without

notice or context), when they seemed unnecessary to take, and when they were taken in

inappropriate ways caused some to wonder why they were taken:

• Sudden: “I wonder why someone suddenly Unfriends me” (P0144), “when a post is

suddenly taken down” (P0891)

• Unnecessary: “When I see arguments or insults online, I wonder why that person

took time out of their day to comment something negative instead of just minding their

own business” (P0049), “I often feel that public posts are not especially relevant or
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personal to any individual. As a result of this, I often wonder why individuals would

go through so much trouble and burn so much time commenting when the other people

that would possibly respond are all strangers ... I really question why some people go

out of their way to get into arguments with strangers online. To me, that is essentially

throwing away time that could have been used elsewhere more productively.” (P0145)

• Inappropriate way: “When someone I have on my friends list posts a controversial

topic. Usually they will repost a news article or just flat out state something which I

don’t think is the right way to bring up those topics” (P0008), “When they react to

something in an inappropriate way” (P0650)

A specific property of, or associated with, online actions caused ambiguity

Of various properties, some found that online actions were questionable and surprising when

the action was taken too often or too many times (i.e., quantity), as expressed by P0269:

“When someone posts too much about their life like one of my friends. She posted everything

about her life in almost very details [sic] and I always wonder how much is too much to post

in social media about her life”. This quantity of action could also relate to the observer:

“If someone Likes all my pictures” (P0774).

Many pointed to the emotional intensity with which the actions were taken as a com-

mon reason that made them wonder why: “I wonder when it seems to bother them so much

that they need to lash out. I wonder what compels them to be so upset at something someone

they don’t know wrote” (P0228). This negative intensity was seen as an “extreme” action

and participants could be seen coming to their own conclusions about their observations:

“The few times I give extra thought to an action taken online is if it is extreme. Like a very

negative reaction to a tweet or something. Sometimes things are taken much to[o] seriously

online. I guess some people like a platform to share their negativity” (P0171), stop and

think of why others continue to spread negativity and cruelty when so many people in the

world are hurting right now. However, I think no matter what happens these days a person

will be negative or offended over things just to get upset over something and make a fuss

about it” (P0402).

Emotional intensity that led to perceived ambiguity was not always negative. As stated

by P0031, the emotion conveyed through the actions could be unexpectedly positive or neg-

ative: “When they are highly touched by the post or they feel offended or they are concerned
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and either support or oppose the message forcibly”. P0498 described thoughts similar to

P0031 with additional text that alluded to the ambiguity of online actions: “For me it

usually comes down to someone Liking or Disliking a tweet that supports someone else[’s]

tweet. It doesn’t matter if I agree or disagree with the original tweet mind you but I often

wonder what that person is like, why do they feel such strong support or disapproval of the

tweet that motivated them to take action and show an opinion. Are they very serious about

taking the action or do they tend to take it lightly and just like to be heard? Basically I’d

like to know more about the person and why they took action”.

Socially inappropriate online behaviors—including stirring conflict, trolling, argu-

ing, insulting, fighting, being malicious, and causing drama—caused ambiguity as well as

bewilderment and uncertainty around the cause of these behaviors. In many cases, such

behaviors caused people to interpret others in particular ways, usually for the worse.

• “Why do people take time out of their day to troll someone on Twitter, for instance. It

seems like a lot of work and emotional exertion to attack someone who is just stating

their opinion. If you don’t agree then make a valid argument against their opinion.

Ad homonym [sic] attacks are useless.” (P0039)

• “I wonder why someone shares controversial articles online. It makes me wonder if

they’re just looking for a fight or trying to get some kind of interaction out of others.”

(P0341)

• “Mostly when I see people ”troll” strangers online. I truly don’t understand the appeal.

I just get left wondering why they would do it.” (P0416)

• “The situations when it seems as if people just want to argue.” (P0468)

• “I wonder why someone would lie and stalk someone.” (P0487)

• “I think mostly when someone posts a mean comment. It’s one thing to post a con-

structive disagreement to an issue or another user’s post but I see a lot of stuff posted

and shared that is unnecessary, rude and hurtful and serves no purpose and it makes

me wonder why people are like that and if they actually hope to accomplish anything

or if they’re just nasty hateful human beings” (P0506)

In observing online actions, people felt that some seemed unaware of the consequences of

their online actions (e.g., how it reflects badly on them, how it can lead to backlash) and that
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performing such online actions could only harm them (e.g., nothing to gain). When actions

clearly seemed to be not beneficial to the performer of those actions, people wondered

why they were taken.

• “When the statement is something filled with drama that could get the person in a

fight with others” (P0521)

• “When someone writes something obnoxious or makes themselves look like an idiot”

(P0604)

• “Posting political stuff when they know it’s going to alienate 50% of people.” (P0724)

• “If there would be no benefit to the person—such as making a comment that could only

have a negative outcome.” (P0760)

• “When people comment on news stories rudely or comment on a friend[’]s status in

an unfriendly manner, I wonder why they show the world this side of them and why

they show their anger online.” (P0794)

• “When I see no benefit to their action. Such as an action that can only harm their

reputation instead of enhancing it.” (P0873)

• “When people Like things that are controversial when their account is public” (P1010)

Online actions were ambiguous when the observer’s/receiver’s certain contex-

tual understanding caused them to expect otherwise

Observing or receiving online actions in a particular context caused ambiguity, whether

for actions around a certain kind of content or given existing understanding of others.

Understanding of context, and therefore expectations, could be formed by the content (i.e.,

content-action mismatch). Participants alluded to the mismatch between the action

expected and the type of content for which the action is associated with: “When they Like

or Dislike something that would be odd to be for or against” (P0017), “If someone Likes

or shares something that I think was a pretty dumb comment” (P0157), and “I sometimes

wonder why someone has taken an action when an article that is posted is sad and it is

Liked or laughed at” (P0519). Some even shared how often they felt this way: “I wonder

why people leave angry or laughing emoji reactions on Facebook when the situation isn’t
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something to be mad about or isn’t something funny. I wonder [about] this pretty much

daily” (P0629). Ambiguity around such contexts was exacerbated when the online actions

were all the more unexpected in aggregate: “When they post a ridiculous or trashy update

and the post gets a ton of replies and Likes” (P0033) and “I wonder why some people Dislike

videos that don’t have much to dislike. Sometimes videos are full of charm and will get hit

with lots of Dislikes which makes me wonder why those people were viewing it in the first

place” (P0221).

Contexts in which there was some existing understanding of stakeholder(s)—whether

the performer (i.e., one taking the action), observer, or both—were sources of ambiguity,

as prior knowledge would give them some expectations that caused even greater perplexity

when unmet. Such cases included when there was a mismatch between what people expected

from others given their own actions (i.e., other’s action given own action), mismatch between

what others did with what the observer/receiver did or would have done (i.e., other’s action

vs own action), and mismatch or contradiction between other’s actions in contrast with

existing understanding of them (i.e., other’s action vs what is known previously).

• Other’s action given own actions: “I always wondered why someone will block me

on a platform. Especially whenever I haven’t done anything wrong or rude to them.”

(P0710), “I wonder why they have Unfriended or Unfollowed me—basically anything

negative that wasn’t instigated by me. It feels personal.” (P0711), “When I haven’t

done anything to offend someone I wonder if maybe the person is just doing a general

cleaning out of contacts.” (P0922)

• Other’s action vs own action: “I understand everybody has differing opinions, but

some people on social media take it much further. While I’m fine with people sharing

their opinions, or a news article they find of interest to them, some share articles

freely from questionable sites as well as infographics containing information that is

by no means verified. It makes me wonder why it is they would be willing to share

such content and why they feel it’s acceptable to do so. Do they wonder about how

others will perceive it, or do they just believe that anybody who disagrees with them

is incorrect. A lot of thoughts about these people go through my mind when I see this

content because it’s something I could never do myself, yet they do, and I wonder how

they find their actions acceptable because they’re pushing a narrative without actually

looking into what they’re sharing to see if it’s factually correct. (P0244), “I wonder
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why someone has taken an online action when it’s contrary to what I would’ve done

in the same situation.” (P0314), “When someone I know and previously thought to

be like-minded posts something that is out of line with my ideas and views.” (P0385),

“The kind of situations I wonder why someone has taken action, is for speaking up..

Maybe they agree or disagree with the content the other account is saying. Mostly for

me I only take action if I really really like, or enjoy something!” (P0870)

• Other’s action vs other’s...

previous action: “The kinds of situations where I wonder why someone has taken

an online action are: 1) when the action taken by the person is out of character for

that user (e.g., unusually mean or rude post), 2) when the action taken by the person

is about subject matter the person normally does not post about (e.g., politics when

the person normally only posts about sports and 3) when the person’s online activity

and posting is at a much higher pace than normal or historically.” (P0741), “When

someone Follows me and then Unfollows me within 24 hours.” (P0772), “When peo-

ple make their pages private after being public it also makes me wonder what they are

trying to hide.” (P0888), “When I know the person and it seems contradictory to what

I know about them. I recently saw someone comment that they always mask when they

are out because they want to help protect the children, but I have not seen them wear

a mask in months.” (P0985), “If they Like or Retweet something that seems out of

character for them and doesn’t fit what I know/understand of them, like if someone

mostly talks about sports and suddenly Retweets about politics” (P1028)

existing opinion/stance: “If something doesn’t seem to align with my perception

of the person’s values, I will wonder why they Liked or shared it.” (P0286), “When

someone shares an opinion that seems out of the norm for them, usually a politi-

cal opinion.” (P0347), “I sometimes wonder why my friends Like something that I

[sic] they have told me they disagree with.” (P0812), “When the thing they are Lik-

ing/Sharing/Retweeting is very out of character for them. For instance if my very

religious friends share a song that has a lot of sexually explicit lyrics.” (P0912)
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Certain actions caused people to wonder about others’ online actions

Ambiguity did not only occur when people perceived a mismatch in their observations and

expectations, but also occurred in non-nuanced contexts involving certain factors. Situa-

tions involving only specific online actions caused many to wonder why they were taken;

these actions included negative and positive ones, as well as actions that could be seen as

being both negative and positive. Of these, negative actions (e.g., Dislike, Unfollow, block)

were brought up most frequently as being the valence of action that caused people to wonder

the most about others’ reasons why.

• “Unfollow or Unfriend” (P0315)

• “Usually in negative situations, like when someone Dislikes a post” (P0337)

• “Why they revoke a friend request” (P0594)

People also wondered in situations when a certain action was discontinued or undone:

“Someone who has been Following for a long time suddenly stops” (P0246), “I wonder

why someone Dislikes a post after Liking it” (P0118), “When there is a sudden Unfollow”

(P0989). Some showed the kinds of interpretations they had for others taking such negative

actions: “I wonder if someone Dislikes a video just to be mean” (P0207).

Discussing, Commenting, and Retweeting emerged as actions that could go either way

in terms of their valence, i.e., positive or negative. For such actions, participants wondered

most often when these were taken with negative intent.

• “When they comment something mean” (P0774)

• “When someone starts an argument in a comment section” (P0745)

• “If someone Quote Retweets with a negative connotation” (P0302)

Neutral actions taken by others without any positive or negative connotations could also

be a source of confusion and interpretation of their actions.

• “I wonder why someone comments” (P0127)

• “Situations where people express their opinion” (P0815)

• “When someone Retweets a post, [I wonder if ] it is because they find it interesting

information or to help someone requesting a particular service, medicine, or help”

(P0145)
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The disproportionate effort in writing comments could also be the reason for wondering

why: “When they spend time writing a really long and drawn out opinion based comment”

(P0824). Deciding to engage in such “drawn out” discussions could also cause people to

wonder: “When they comment when on [sic] a situation that they know will start a back

and forth” (P1006).

Positive actions (e.g., Like, Follow) could also be confusing, and caused people to want

to know (and even attribute) the reasons for them.

• “If something they Liked or Retweet[ed] was something they actually support, endorse,

or just want to share” (P0189)

• “when he or she has Retweeted on a particular post” (P0200)

• “If they Like something when they actually don’t like it” (P0962)

• “If I feel like they are trying to garner attention for Likes/Follows” (P0628)

The lack or absence of such a positive action also produced confusion: “when they don’t Like

something” (P0326), “I also wonder why people do NOT Like things, sometimes” (P0381).

Sometimes, the type (or nature) of action—an action and its counteraction—caused

people to wonder why:

• “When I see someone Unfollowed or when I see new followers” (P0993)

• “They didn’t Like something, or they Liked something” (P0144)

• “I sometimes wonder why someone ‘Likes’ or ‘Dislikes’ something when they do so”

(P0277)

For some, all of the above reasons caused them to wonder, as in the case of P0883: “I

wonder what cogs in the brain fire to generate that response. It is less-so when I agree with

the Like/Dislike/Retweet and more-so when I don’t agree with it. Why/how did humans

end up becoming so divided?”

Finally, people often expressed how ambiguous online actions were in relation to the

various intents with which they could be taken and, as a consequence, the various meanings

they can embody. Online actions having the possibility for multiple intents and meanings

caused them to feel ambiguity:
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• “I think about this all the time. When somebody Likes a tweet, are they doing it

because they want to be viewed as a good person, or do they genuinely agree with it?

Do why [sic] want their friends and family to notice[?] Do they actually care about

the cause? I think about this stuff all the time” (P0007)

• “When I know they don’t really have a strong opinion about a social issue but they

decide to chime in with their opinion anyway. I think they want to make themselves

out to be more of an advocate than they are” (P0029)

• “Why do people Upvote or Downvote certain coments, for instance? This comes in

particular when they offer no reason for it. Why do they Retweet, repost certain

things? Is it in agreement or done mockingly? Why do people respond to some posts?

Why do they respond harshly to harmless things? What do their responses mean?”

(P0133)

• “I wonder a lot about why people Like, Share or Retweet. Most of the time I wonder

if they take the action because they genuinely do like the content or whether it’s just

trendy or the person wants to present themselves a certain way.” (P0191)

• “When there is a post that has a negative stance towards and [sic] issue, does Liking

that post mean you agree with the negative stance, or you like that the negative event

happened. For instance, if someone shares that they broke their arm playing soccer

and they hate soccer. Does Liking that post mean you are happy they broke their arm,

or you agree with their hatred for soccer? Does Disliking that post mean you dislike

that they broke their arm, or that you dislike their hatred towards soccer? This is

when I most often wonder the reasoning behind Liking or Disliking something online.”

(P0318)

• “When someone Likes something, I wonder if they actually like it, or if they just would

Like to save the post for sharing or viewing later. I also wonder about someone’s

intentions if they Retweet. I wonder if they agree with the post and enjoyed it, or are

Retweeting in a mocking way.” (P856)

• “I often wonder what their motivations are. I wonder if they are trolling or being

sincere in their response. Sometimes it’s hard to tell what people feel based on a

simple Like on the internet.” (P0978)
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Relating to certain content caused people to wonder about others’ online actions

Divisive (e.g., controversial, political) and offensive (e.g., racist, hateful) content—and any

interaction with such content—caused people to speculate about others and their motives

for engaging in any way with the content.

• “When they are engaging with a controversial post” (P0240)

• “When it’s about a controversial topic which shows they are a hypocrite and a sheep”

(P0032)

• “If it was extremely hateful or hurtful. I wonder what is going on in there lives to

make them so malevolent” (P0243)

• “Typically in scenarios where it’s political related” (P0037)

• “if they say something cruel or racist” (P0319)

• “If the content is inappropriate, controversial, or offensive” (P0551)

A few participants expanded the list with more humanitarian content: “When it comes

to political issues, or humanity issues” (P0020), “political views, healthcare, immigration,

homelessness” (P0014). Another type of content added to divisive and offensive content

related to content with low general interest: “I wonder why someone has taken an online

action when: 1) the message is controversial. 2) not many people express interest on the

subject. 3) the tweet contains inappropriate materials such as porn, vulgar language, etc.”

(P0375). People also wondered why others interacted with such content that lacks interest

from the general public (e.g., “when the content is not important” (P0574)) or “irrelevant”

as expressed by P0454: “When people put personal business out there or information about

others that is irrelevant and just put out there to stir up online drama. or when ”Karens”

take to social media to try to make a point about something petty, like McDonald’s left their

fries out of their meal or something”.

Informational content, whether it is truthful or questionable, were also content that

made people wonder why online actions were taken: “When what is said doesn’t make

sense, seems intentionally confrontation[al] and/or aggressive, involves questionable content

and/or information, anything that seems out of the ordinary for no reason” (P0063).

Few also mentioned wondering why an online action was taken when related to content

that did not make sense to them: “When the tweet is just complete nonsense. Like a few
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words or anything that just says ”among us.” I don’t get memes these days” (P0173), “when

the tweet is some incomprehensible nonsense” (P0293).

Additional types of content that emerged included the following:

• “when it is something embarrassing” (P0321)

• “When someone takes an online action for content related to race, language and other

things” (P0632)

• “When the content is appropriate or not appropriate” (P0164)

Relating to certain stakeholders caused people to wonder about others’ online

actions

Stakeholders involved in online actions—whether they were the actor, recipient, or observer

of an action—could also be the reason for wondering why actions were taken. Many of

the responses in which the participants’ wondering depended only on stakeholders were in

relation to others who were close to them.

• “i only care if it is like my family or boyfriend” (P0441)

• “If I know them personally” (P0128)

• “When I have a close personal relationship with the person” (P0753)

• “If it’s someone I have a personal relationship with in real life (friend, acquaintance)”

(P0157)

People also wondered about others’ online actions when it involved themselves: “When

it directly affect[s] me” (P0087) and “I said something they did not like” (P0643). To

others, it depended on their state: “Times I’m not in a good mood or sad about something”

(P0787). Some implicated themselves as well as others who were perceived to be close to

them: “When it happens to me on my profile and when it’s someone I know personally”

(P0748).
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2.4.2 How users make sense of the ambiguity on social media (RQ2)

Less than half the users believe online actions are taken for the same reasons

as themselves (RQ2.1)

I observed similar patterns yet significant differences between the distribution of reasons of

participants’ most common reason for themselves Liking content and Unfollowing on social

media (Q3) and that of others (Q6) as shown in Figure 2.1. 54.4% of participants felt that

the most common reason for others Liking social media content was different from their own

reasons, while 61.8% attributed different most common reasons for Unfollowing on social

media. With the Stuart-Maxwell marginal homogeneity test, I found that the differences

between each participant’s own reason and others’ assumed reason for Liking (χ2 = 125.97,

p < 0.001) and Unfollowing (χ2 = 154.41, p < 0.001) were significant.
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Figure 2.1: The most common reasons associated with Liking and Unfollowing—the most
common reason the user takes the actions for, and the most common reason the user believes
others take the same actions for.

Attributions of reasons for others’ online actions are not accurate (RQ2.2)

I found that more than half of the participants did not guess the most common reason

for others’ actions. For Liking content, “to signal social support” was the most common

reason for action (Figure 2.1 shows that this reason is 64.4% of the participants’ most
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common reason), but 53.7% of participants did not guess this reason correctly of others.

For Unfollowing, “to fulfill a utilitarian or practical reason” was the most common reason

(as stated by 40.8% participants) and 71.2% did not select this as the most common reason

for others Unfollowing.

2.4.3 How users feel about the ambiguity on social media (RQ3)

Affect is influenced by knowing the reason behind online actions (RQ3.1)

I first calculated relative affect values by subtracting the affect of receiving online actions

without knowing the reason (Q5a; i.e., baseline) with that of reasons known (Q5b; e.g.,

relative positive affect = positive affect of action with known reason - positive affect of

action with reason unknown) to understand the changes in affect when the reasons for online

actions become known with individual differences taken into account. The means of these

relative affect values showed an overall negative effect for knowing the reasons for Liking

(Figure 2.2): Positive affect decreased while negative affect remained the same. Conversely,

negative affect was reduced while positive affect stayed the same in the case of knowing the

reason for Unfollowing. I confirmed the statistical significance of the differences between

the relative positive affect values of Liking and Unfollowing with t-tests. The difference in

relative positive affect (t = −3.59, p < 0.001) and that of relative negative affect (t = 4.37,

p < 0.001) were both found to be significant.

I also calculated absolute relative changes in affect for individuals as well as across all

participants. I verified that individual differences (µ = 2.24) are much greater than the

aggregate mean differences (µ = 0.37); the mean difference between these was µ = 1.87

[1.79, 1.94]. Conducting two separate ANOVAs, one predicting each affect, I confirmed

that both participant and action were significant predictors of relative positive and negative

affects (p < 0.001).

Given the large confidence intervals in Figure 2.2, large mean difference between indi-

vidual and aggregate affect, and the dichotomous responses that emerged from participants’

text responses regarding their change in comfort when knowing the reason for actions (more

in § 2.4.3), I gathered that there may be clusters of social media users. Hence, I conducted

k-means clustering using relative affect values with two clusters, as determined by the sil-

houette method (Hartigan and Wong, 1979; Kodinariya and Makwana, 2013).

As shown in Figure 2.3, those in Cluster 2 (N = 644), 59% of the participants, had
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Figure 2.2: Mean relative affect (af-
fect of reason for online actions known
subtracted by that unknown) with 95%
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Figure 2.3: Mean relative affect (affect of reason
for online actions known subtracted by that un-
known) with 95% confidence intervals for Cluster
1 (N=445) and Cluster 2 (N=644), derived from
k-means clustering.

almost no change in negative affect for both Liking and Unfollowing, while their positive

affect increased for knowing the reasons behind both online actions. Those in Cluster 1

(N = 445) felt much less negative affect for Unfollowing, yet knowing the reason for Liking

and Unfollowing led to much lower positive affect; positive affect for Liking was significantly

lower than that of Unfollowing.

Understanding affect changes with greater granularity at the word-level. To un-

derstand the nuances of affect changes, I also looked at the relative changes in affect at the

word-level of PANAS. As shown in Figure 2.4, those in Cluster 2 (N = 644) did not vary

much for negative affect, while their positive affect increased. However, those in Cluster

1 (N = 445) displayed lower positive affect when knowing the reason for both Liking and

Unfollowing (e.g., less alert) with some differences between actions (e.g., much less inspired

for knowing the reason for Liking, but almost no change in feeling inspired when knowing

the reason for Unfollowing), but also felt less negative for knowing the reasons for Unfol-

lowing (e.g., less ashamed, upset, and nervous).

Effect of when assumed reason is aligned with actual reason presented. As

expected, change in affect values remained at around zero when the reasons presented to the

participants were the same as those assumed for others taking that online action (Figure 2.5).

However, I observed mild differences between those who were shown reasons different from
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Figure 2.4: Mean relative affect (affect of reason for online known subtracted by that un-
known) for each affect words of I-PANAS-SF for Cluster 1 (N=445) and Cluster 2 (N=644),
derived from k-means clustering of aggregate positive and negative affect. The five words
above pertain to positive affect, and the five words below pertain to negative affect.

what they had attributed. In particular, I found that the positive affect of Liking decreased

significantly, while the positive and negative affect of Unfollowing decreased marginally,

when knowing the reason.

Understanding the relationship between comfort and affect associated with

knowing reasons for online actions. I found that one’s comfort change when knowing

reasons for online actions in general was a significant predictor of changes in positive affect

(F (1, 1087) = 6.26, p < 0.05) as well as negative affect (F (1, 1087) = 20.0, p < 0.001) for

Unfollowing, but only marginally for change in positive affect for Liking (F (1, 1087) = 3.01,

p < 0.1).

I hypothesized that how comfortable people become with knowing reasons behind online

actions would influence their affect associated with knowing. Through logistic regression,

I found that change in comfort when knowing reasons for online actions in general was

indeed a significant predictor of cluster belonging (F (1, 1087) = 7.81, p < 0.01). As part of

the exploratory analysis of predicting cluster belonging, I also conducted logistic regression

with various demographic factors. I found that gender was the only significant predictor of

cluster belonging (F (1, 1074) = 4.69, p < 0.05); age, education, location, employment, and
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Figure 2.5: Mean relative affect (affect of reason for online known subtracted by that
unknown) for when the reason provided is the same as or different than the reason considered
the most common reason for taking the online action. Indicated p-values are from t-tests
and have been included here for clarity.

political preference were all insignificant predictors.

Comfort changes when people know the reason behind online actions (RQ3.2)

Means of comfort changes (Q8) with knowing the reason for Liking (µ = 3.44, σ = 1.00),

Unfollowing (µ = 2.93, σ = 1.09), and online actions in general (µ = 3.64, σ = 0.96) ranged

from no change to a slight change in comfort with substantial standard deviation, given the

5-point Likert-style scale of “much more uncomfortable” to “much more comfortable”.

I asked participants to explain their changes in comfort levels with reasons given for

online actions in general (Q9). Free-text responses varied in length from one word to

136 words, with the median word count of 17 (11-24). Through thematic analysis of the

participants’ text responses, I identified five themes (N = 10, 0.9% of responses did not

have reasoning):9 “Knowing is better”, “Knowing is worse”, “Indifferent about knowing”,

“Cynical about knowing”, and “Comfort of knowing depends” (Figure 2.6). Of these, the

predominant theme mentioned was that knowing is better (63.4%). Each of the themes that

emerged from thematic analysis are explained below with participant quotes to illustrate

the nuances captured therein; percentages shown are with respect to the full sample of

N=1089.

9E.g., “It’d make me a little more comfortable” (P0003)
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Figure 2.6: Occurrences of themes overall (left) and by the level of change in comfort
that people would feel (right) if the reasons for online actions were made known in general.
Percentages are in proportion to the full sample N=1089. Themes are ordered top to bottom
from most to least frequent.

Knowing is better

Implicated in 63.4% of the text responses, the most mentions of the five themes, knowing

made participants feel more comfortable because it was better to know, clarify, understand,

and improve.

Numerous participants (23.8%) stated that knowing was simply “better” (P0485), “prefer-

able” (P0831), “helpful” (P0852), “important” (P0954), and “comforting” (P0786). Many

echoed the sentiment that “reasons are good to know” (P0086) and that they would feel “re-

lieved” (P0147), “confident” (P0276), and “satisfied” (P0545) to know reasons for online

actions. While some, such as P0671 stated “I would always prefer to know [...] regard-

less of whether or not I agree with it. It’s always better to be informed”, others expressed

that knowing reasons “would make me more comfortable, but I may not like the answer”

(P0968), indicating their awareness of possible unfavorable reasons but that it was still

better to know. Some went as far as saying that it was their right to know: “We have our

rights to know the reason behind people’s action toward us” (P0338). Many participants also

stated their discomfort in not knowing the reason: “I would rather know if I did something

to make someone mad than wonder what I did wrong!” (P0905) and “not knowing why is

annoying” (P0051).

Many expressed that knowing is better because it helps bring understanding and pro-

vides reassurance (35.6%). Reasons “provide clarity” (P1012) and “transparency” (P0658),

and “take[s] the mystery out” (P0406) of actions. Providing reasons “doesn’t leave anything
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up for interpretation” (P1003), “clear[s] up misunderstandings” (P0302), and reduces un-

certainty (“less uncertainty when there’s already a lot of non-transparency behind a screen”

(P0058)). It would also prevent P1076 from being caught off guard: “I would rather know

and be aware of someone’s real feelings and meaning behind their action, rather than be

blindsided if I’ve been misinterpreting them from their lack of commentary.” This clarity

afforded by reasons would help people to “come to terms with it quickly” (P0531) and “get

closure” (P0632): “Knowing the reason is easier to accept the comments, Unfollows or

taken actions. Otherwise my mind wonders around – ‘Why did this happ[en]?’ ” (P0067).

Knowing would also help participants gain “peace of mind and more insight into that per-

son” (P0569) as well as “understand others more” (P0371) and “understand more about

their actions” (P0878). This would mean worrying less or waste less time wondering why:

“I wouldn’t have to waste any of [my] time thinking of all the things I could have done”

(P0557). Knowing why online actions are taken would also help participants feel “more safe

and secure” (P0534) and “reassuring” (P0395): “I often wonder why someone Unfollows

me on Twitter. It would be reassuring to know if it was a personal or impersonal act.”

(P1027). Many participants also mentioned feeling anxiety in general when things are left

unknown, stating that for them “ignorance isn’t bliss” (P0250): “I think people typically

jump to the most negative reasoning for the actions, so knowing the category of the reasoning

might reduce some emotions” (P0025).

Surprisingly, many participants knowing reasons could facilitate improvement (25.2%).

They desired to know reasons to learn and improve in the way they think and how they come

across to others through their content or behavior: “Knowing the reasons [...] would help me

figure out which of my behaviors are problematic, laudable, or should be curtailed” (P0174),

“I’ll know the exact reason why they made that particular action. So I can reflect upon

it and improve my content accordingly. It’s sort of like a feedback for myself” (P0377),

and “it would be helpful to understand what it is about my content that made a person

take a particular action [and] to know if something I posted was inadvertently taken as

controversial or offensive” (P0692). This feedback would enable them to glean where they

stand with others: “I like to know where I stand with people I Follow and those that Follow

me, especially if I’m uncertain about someone’s opinion of me” (P0095). It could clue

them in on whether to engage with others or not (“[knowing reasons] can help me and

others determine whether I want to further engage with that person and their content, or if

I should do anything about it” (P0909)), as well as how to engage or respond—towards or
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against others: “I would want to know if I need to improve my way of thinking or be more

aggressive in my stance” (P0454). Some leaned towards responding or defending against

others. For P0031, knowing could help to “prepare better to face the Unfollower”; P0103

also stated it would help “defen[d] ourselves from it and get an awareness”.

However, significantly more mentions were of improving their engagement with others

(i.e., towards others)—of trying to rectify situations and bring more thoughtfulness in their

online behavior: “I would try correct if something is wrong or upgrade or explain whatever

that may not be clear” (P0997) and “maybe I was not intentional and I could apologize”

(P0437). Furthermore, reasons could be beneficial to the community at large (“create a

good online environment” (P0211)) by bringing more thoughtfulness in online behaviors:

“Knowing why actions occur could help have better content and possibly slow down misin-

formation by giving the poster pause about their content” (P0773). P0521 even felt that

it was necessary to implement such functions: “In today’s society people need to provide

evidence for their pos[i]tions.”

Indifferent about knowing

The theme mentioned second most often, implicated in 24.5% of the text responses, was of

indifference. Numerous participants did not care about knowing people’s intents because

they lacked interest in others in general (e.g., time availability, age): “I don’t really care

about other people, especially not people online who Like my stuff or Un/Follow me” (P0218)

and “I don’t have time to worry about whether I have hurt someone’s feelings” (P0300). To

others, actions on social media did not matter as much as “real life” because of the nature

of social media (e.g., too many followers, would never meet, no serious value):

• “In the end it’s usually some person I’ll never meet or care to meet” (P0062)

• “ To me [Twitter] is in no way an accurate depiction of my real life interactions [...]

I don’t feel the need to know about people’s motivations on social media. In real life it

is a different story.” (P0479)

• “Most online actions are frivolous. Positive ones don’t really matter, and negative

ones just make people angry. If a post gets 1000 Like it means a lot of people know

who you are and like your post, that’s all. People love pictures of kittens, do you really

need to know why?” (P0038)
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• “I’m too old to care too terribly much about social media interactions, the person

who Unfollowed me that I mentioned made me uncomfortable because it was a friend

and I was worried I’d offended them, otherwise, I really pay no mind to it. I don’t

understand why people take it so seriously and think they [sic] amount of stupid stuff

people will do for Likes is getting rather Darwin like.” (P0316)

• “It doesn’t matter to me. I know no one on Twitter, although I have 13,000 followers

or so, so there’s no personal investment for me.” (P0345)

Some participants made an active effort to be indifferent: “I try not to let the outside

world control my thoughts or feelings. I usually fail, but I’m getting bet[t]er” (P1001) and

“it’s up to the person so I have no control over it so try to forget about it” (P0004). Others

were simply indifferent because they felt that it was “none of my business” (P0556) or “I

don’t need to know” (P0733): “I do[n’]t like not knowing things, so while my rational mind

says it’s none of my business why people use their social media the way they do — including

Unfollowing me — my emotional part wants to be told EVERYTHING all the time and

examine it under a microscope” (P0259).

Another reason for this indifference was that reasons simply did not affect their comfort:

“I would feel the same about it if I knew or did not know the reason” (P0008) and “I don’t

think knowing would make a difference to me at all” (P0156). Additionally, participants

stated they would feel the same way regardless of the reason given, because the actions

would have been taken and the reason would not “undo” (P0957) the action: “The action

has already been done. I don[’]t think it really matters how or why it was done at the

end of the day” (P0657). The same sentiment was expressed by P0166: “I believe that

it wouldn’t bring me any change in comfort to know the reason behind an online action

because it wouldn’t change the events that occurred.” Further, one would not be able to

control others’ actions or reasons: “People are going to react to something. You can’t

change or control that” (P0308). To others, the actions were self-explanatory and therefore

the reasons for these did not matter: “I assume most actions are reasonably transparent –

Following because I am interested in the content, Liking because I approve, etc.” (P0142)

and “I think it is usually clear why people take online actions” (P0455).

Finally, four participants stated that the current means available on social media plat-

forms was sufficient: “If I am uncomfortable on social media because of what someone

else does, that is my problem. I can either Block/Mute that person or leave the platform”
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(P0626) and “people who like the content should stick around and watch or like, and peo-

ple who don’t can Unfollow or leave, and I think things work well that way without extra

dialogue” (P0136).

Cynical about knowing

Participants expressed their cynicism around knowing reasons. Implicated in 13.3% of the

text responses, their cynicism included the infringement of rights that requiring reasons

would entail, distrust in the reasons given (i.e., inauthentic reasons) and impracticality of

implementing such a functionality.

Many expressed respect for privacy and rights for not wanting reasons for actions

(8.3%):“This is a free country” (P0829) and “people should be able to take actions freely

without a reason to others” (P0866). Unlike P0338, who expressed that it was their right

to know reasons in § 2.4.3, some felt that they did not have the right to know others’

thoughts: “I always feel more comfortable knowing why something happens than wondering

but I do not feel I necessarily have the right to know why everyone does every little thing

that they do” (P0237). Some felt sharing reasons should not be enforced: “I would prefer

to know why something was done, but I don[’]t feel that I absolutely have to, or that there

should be a policy in place to force people to do so” (P0339). However, many felt that it

would be polite to offer reasons: “It[’]s definitely more courteous to explain and not hu[r]t

feelings, but I wouldn’t expect someone else to have to explain their actions to me” (P0675).

Even if people wanted to know others’ motives, they did not wish to do so at the cost of

privacy: “I like knowing but I still think privacy is important” (P0052).This respect for

others’ online decisions led to not actively seeking out reasons: “It always makes me a little

anxious if someone Unfollows me, but I don’t seek out why people do so” (P0194) and “if I

were Unfollowed, I would respect the other person[’]s decision and not further investigate”

(P0763).

Some were skeptical of reasons for online actions being sincere (5.1%): “The person

could simply lie about their reason. Which would bring nothing to the situation” (P0431).

P0848 questioned: “How do I know the reason given is even true? Maybe someone doesn’t

want to get involved so just answers in a neutral way. Maybe someone wants to be mean so

answers negatively.” Some expected to be dissatisfied with the reasons provided: “I believe

I won’t get in depth enough so for me I am satisfied with being neutral in the middle the

way it is” (P0834). Many echoed the perspective that “a lot of things done online are done
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for arbitrary reasons” (P0175) and that they “don’t take [social media] very seriously and

assume the worst of people on social media” (P0280). Some even stated that reasons did

not matter because “social media [has been] a joke the last 5 years or so” (P0032). P0273

ascribed their indifference of reasons to their lack of trust in Twitter in particular: “I really

don’t see any point in such knowing or unknowing given the past failures of Twitter’s efforts

to maintain civil conversation in the face of the firehose of blatant anti-science, anti-human

rights propaganda.”

Finally, few participants felt that it may not be practical to execute such a functionality

of requiring people to provide reasons for their actions (1.6%). Some felt that social media

platforms would not be able to enforce people to give honest reasons for their actions. P0266

felt that it would require too much effort to give reasons for all their online actions: “I think

it would get cumbersome if people had to give reasons everytime they Liked a tweet or even

Retweeted. But, with a controversial post, it would be nice to know and more comforting

than not knowing why they Like or Retweeted.” Also included in this theme were mentions

of how impractical knowing the reasons would be to the participants, alluding to the sheer

counts of reasons they would have to receive: “I feel no need to know why everyone online

does or says every little thing, that sounds exhausting” (P0400) and “with as many followers

and friends on social media, I would actually prefer not to know unless it’s really serious

as I wake up every morning to hundreds of notifications” (P0346).

Knowing is worse

That knowing could do more harm than good (i.e., worse than not knowing), a sentiment

directly opposed to the most prominently mentioned theme of “Knowing is better” (§ 2.4.3),

was implicated in 10.1% of the responses. To these participants, knowing the reason could be

“uncomfortable” (P0015), “stressful” (P0275), and “hurtful” (P0388). It would make them

“feel more insecure about my posts”, (P0055) “awkward around people in real life” (P0783),

and lead to “dwelling on the issue and waste my time anal[y]zing the reason” (P0970). A

few responses were directly opposed to aforementioned responses in the vein of “ignorance

isn’t bliss” (P0250), such as that of P0435: “I would find it slightly more uncomfortable

to know the reason than not know the reason. Sometimes ignorance is bliss, especially if

a person who is taking the action may be doing it for rude or mean reasons.” Similarly,

due to these possible negative outcome of knowing the reason (i.e., not liking the reason

provided), multiple participants stated they would “rather not know” (P0143): “When it
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comes to Unfollowing or blocking that can be hurtful and normally isn’t for a reason that’s

going to make you feel good, so not knowing is better” (P0929). Some also felt that they

would take the online action more personally if associated with a reason: “You might take

it personally, and if you apply this to hundreds of online actions, you might spend too much

time thinking about every reason.” (P0980). Few participants even felt that knowing could

change people’s behavior for the worse (1.1%). They felt that making reasons for online

actions known could lead to more adverse consequences including spuriousness and malice.

P0289 felt that it would encourage people to “think more and be more fake to appease most

people” and thereby “take out originality and wouldn’t be genuine”; P0278 thought it could

be “inviting them to name call”; and P0808 suggested that reasons “might make people feel

better about themselves to get a rise out of people”. Overall, P0567 felt there would be more

negativity: “It would either be an awkward exchange of [sic] it was an accident or there

may be more negative sentiments that would have to be put on display.”

Comfort of knowing depends

Implicated in 6.6% of the text responses, some participants expressed that their change in

comfort would depend on factors including the action taken and the reason associated with

it:

• “It could go either way. Some actions like Unfollowing me because they are trying to

lose weight and my food pictures are torture for them to look at would be ok. But if

it was for a harsh reason I probably wouldn’t want to know because some things I can

be sensitive about so I choose the middle option.” (P0021)

• “When it comes to something that is friendly/favorable, it’s neither here nor there.

But when it comes to something that is negative, I would like to know the reason behind

it. Text doesn’t always reflect tone in a correct way, so if something I am Tweeting

or sharing is being misinterpreted, I would like to know.” (P0030)

• “It could bring closure or it could open up a new can of worms” (P0552)

Comfort for knowing reasons also depended on who was taking the action, with more

reasons desired from close or long-term relationships: “I would want to know why long-term

followers suddenly Unfollow, but I really don’t care about short-term ones or that genre of

people” (P0458) and “if it’s someone I was close to I would appreciate an explanation”
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(P0148). This led some to feel no net change in their comfort in knowing reasons overall:

“It all equals out to no change in comfort level for me” (P0293). This canceling out effect

was notably also due to the fact that their own reasons would be made public, as noted by

P0299: “Because they know yours and you know theirs”.

Multiple themes were implicated in some free-text responses

While many of the quotes above (§ 2.4.3–§ 2.4.3) have been used to illustrate what each of

the themes entails, numerous responses implicated multiple themes. In particular, 28% of

those who were “Cynical about knowing” were also “Indifferent about knowing”, and 22%

of those who expressed sentiments that “Knowing is worse” also mentioned that “Comfort

of knowing depends” (Figure 2.7). There were also those that implicated more than two

themes. For example, P0745’s response implicated themes of “Knowing is better”, “Cynical

about knowing”, and “Comfort of knowing depends”: “Sometimes I just get nervous not

knowing the reason for something. Especially since twitter can be buggy and sometimes

people will Unfollow others unintentionally because of bugs, so in that particular case, at

least knowing if someone deliberately Unfollowed me or it was an accident/bug would be

nice [...] I don’t like to pester people and demand why they Unfollowed me if I don’t know,

but if it happened by accident or bug, they may not even know they’ve done it and may not

discover it for a long time. Unfortunately, while Unfollowing is the case where I’d most

want to know why someone did it, it’s also the case where I’d most want to respect the

privacy of the person who did, so my two impulses are at an impasse here.”

2.5 Discussion

“[Knowing the reason for online actions] makes me more comfortable because

online social culture is so anonymous as it is, and ”Likes” and ”Dislikes” are

just so ambiguous and to a certain extent don’t really have any value. I think

many people use it as a way to actually ”not” think about what they’re seeing,

and the process seems to abbreviate the critical thinking process.” – P0247

The results of this investigation motivate the importance of understanding how people

perceive and feel about online actions. As social media platforms mediate our online ac-

tions, the way that it enables users to interact with each other is highly critical—to our
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Figure 2.7: Jaccard similarity coefficients showing how similar and diverse those mentioning
the five themes were in explaining why they would feel more or less comfortable with reasons
for online actions.

online experiences and to how we view the world at large given its integral role in our

lives. Therefore, from the insights garnered from this investigation, I present the following

seven design principles for social media platforms to influence how they shape our future

interactions.

2.5.1 Ambiguity around online actions occurs when our expectations are

violated

One of the dominant reasons for ambiguity was when there was a mismatch between what

people expected and what they observed (§ 2.4.1), as per expectancy violation theory (EVT).

(Burgoon, 1993) defines expectancy as “an enduring pattern of anticipated behavior”10 in

the domain of communication and that these can be “general—pertaining to all members

of a given language community or subgroup—or particularized—pertaining to a specific

individual”. In the general case, expectancy is “grounded in societal norms for what is

typical and appropriate behavior”, and in the particularized individual case, “knowledge of

an individual actor’s unique interaction style, which may differ from the social norms” is

10Burgoon (1993) expands upon this slightly: “Expectations are enduring cognitions about the behavior
anticipated of others”. These expectations when not met are “expectancy violations”, whereas these being
met are “expectancy confirmations”.
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incorporated (Burgoon, 1993). In investigating online actions in social media, I observed

expectancies violated both at the general and individual levels: When people performed

online actions that were seen as socially inappropriate and when people took online actions

in ways that violated their own norms.

As per EVT, when there is a violation in expectancy, this leads to “behavior interpre-

tation and evaluation” and perception of “violation valence”, that can ultimately lead to

influencing “interaction patterns and outcomes” (Burgoon, 1993). As in the case of P0506,

who observed people posting “unnecessary, rude and hurtful” comments, their observations

were against their expectations of socially appropriate behavior. This then caused P0506

to interpret in several ways including that others were trying to “accomplish” a particular

goal by acting in this way or that “they’re just nasty hateful human beings”. Depending

on the evaluation that P0506 ultimately went with would most likely change the way they

interact. However, as in the case of P0741, who described three examples in which some-

one else could contradict their previous actions (i.e., “out of character for that user (e.g.,

unusually mean or rude post)”, action is in relation to “subject matter the person normally

does not post about”, and change in “online activity and posting” pace), perceived valence

was not always negative and could be one that is positive or neutral, as stated by Burgoon.

2.5.2 Ambiguity around online actions occurs often

I found that ambiguity occurs when our expectations are violated, yet ambiguity around

online actions was also perceived in non-nuanced contexts (§ 2.4.1). In particular, people

felt that certain actions themselves were ambiguous as well as when these actions related

to certain content or stakeholders. Moreover, in participants’ responses, one of the reasons

why people wondered about online actions was due to their “multipurpose and ambiguous

nature” as highlighted by (Sumner et al., 2018); that the actual intent for the action among a

multitude of possible ones could not be ascertained caused people to perceive this ambiguity.

While some such as P0047 stated that they “never wonder why someone has taken an online

action”, many more including P0007 and P0204 expressed “I think about this all the time”

and “I always wonder why” respectively. These responses, in addition to others, show that

ambiguity does not occur only in certain scenarios, but rather in numerous ways. This

is critical to note because this ambiguity, in aggregate, affects users’ overall experience,

as users could at any given point in the platform journey feel this way for a variety of

reasons. Perhaps it was given this experience of feeling ambiguity throughout their platform
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experience that led to the majority of participants responding that they would feel more

comfortable with knowing the reason for, and thereby reducing the ambiguity around, these

online actions.

2.5.3 Correct interpretation cannot be taken for granted

Despite some participants feeling that online actions were “self-explanatory”, the attribution

of reasons were not as accurate as these people felt when observed in aggregate. Statistics

from Figure 2.1 underscores this finding: More than half of our participants did not cor-

rectly associate the most common reasons for why people Liked content and Unfollowed

others. Lowe-Calverley and Grieve (2018) found that Liking “truly indicate[d] enjoyment

and appreciation of content”. This may have been one of the many factors contributing

users to Like content, yet in this study, I found that Liking for this reason—to perform the

action (literally, with no other implied meaning)—was the most common reason for Liking

for only 5% of the participants. Signaling social support was the predominant reason people

reported as their most common reason for Liking. In this regard, my findings were aligned

with those from prior work by Hayes et al. (2016), which found that ironic appropriations11

emerged frequently as a motive for online actions and that the “most prevalent ironic ap-

propriation across social media platforms was [...] for social motives toward the message

poster, rather than the content itself” (Hayes et al., 2016). As such, despite having words

associated with these actions, as in the case of the Like action, platforms need to be aware

of the repercussions of ironic appropriation—that this can lead to users holding false beliefs

or beliefs that are not consistent with reality (Carpendale and Chandler, 1996).

2.5.4 Not all actions are equal—some actions are more ambiguous than

others

That 71.2% of our participants incorrectly attributed the reasons for Unfollowing shows

that online actions could be far from being straightforward and have differing levels of am-

biguity. This could be due to people arguably having little context for and familiarity with

the action, as it occurs far less often than Liking. In the case of Unfollowing, many more

assumed the reason of social grooming, which was associated less favorably than the most

common reason people actually Unfollowed for (Hayes et al., 2016; Park et al., 2021): A

11Using “technology in a way that violates its intended spirit” (Hayes et al., 2016).
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utilitarian reason. This, along with many of the text responses implicating “Knowing pro-

vides understanding/reassurance”, hints at people’s tendency to interpret others’ behavior

as having hostile intentions, or displaying hostile attribution bias (Crick and Dodge, 1994;

Park et al., 2021). This is likely due to the fact that social media is lacking in media

richness (Daft and Lengel, 1986) than face-to-face interactions. The interactions that are

mediated by these platforms can muddy the cues, causing important social cues to become

ambiguous or difficult to interpret, hence aggravating this situation. Yet I believe that this

is not simply the destined outcome of digital interactions, but that social media platforms

can be designed to better address such issues and even be in some ways better than our

in-person interactions (Hollan and Stornetta, 1992).

As expressed in the text responses, not only did some actions require more clarity than

others, but some felt that there were certain contexts that they would appreciate more

transparency for. Participants desired to know others’ motives when these “others” were

people they cared about—friends, not simply followers. In addition to being able to dis-

cern whether these connections online were worthwhile keeping, users genuinely desired to

understand what they had done (wrong), and to rectify the situation if they could, if given

the knowledge to do so. Reasons were also important to convey especially if the online

actions were taken by public figures and if their actions would be contentious: “politician

... I’d like to know THEIR wording with regards to something controversial” (P0478). Such

participants felt that those who have amplified influence over others on these social media

platforms ought to provide more clarity in their actions; this would provide more account-

ability and engage people’s critical thinking process more, as expressed by P0247 (at the

start of § 2.5). By sharing reasons for content related to potentially conflict-causing topics

(e.g., politics), participants also felt that they could better curate their content for and be

more sensitive to their followers, as well as know to not discuss those topics if they met

in-person. Some participants also wanted to know why people would Unfollow them for

their benign content (e.g., cat tweets); perhaps these participants wanted to know because

they assumed that the reasons behind Unfollowing would also not be as negative or difficult

to accept.
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2.5.5 Anxiety stemming from social media platform usage may be exac-

erbated by inherent designs that amplify uncertainty

Many claimed to think about the action or ruminate over the reasons for taking such an

action even more because of the unknown and the uncertainty associated with it. Un-

like previous findings that “communication technologies that are predominantly used to

communicate with strangers (e.g., chat in a public chatroom) [...] have no effects or even

negative effects on social connectedness and well-being” (Valkenburg and Peter, 2009), I

found that many desired to know and especially for their well-being as expressed by P0070:

“If I didn’t know the reason I might drive myself crazy in certain situations with wonder.”

That themes of “Knowing is better” and “Knowing provides understanding/reassurance”

were implicated in 53.2% of the text responses (23.8% and 35.6% respectively)12 to why

they would feel more comfortable knowing the reason behind online actions showed people’s

desire to reduce this uncertainty.

The same was true for those who did not express such positive feelings of knowing.

Many amongst those who were indifferent to knowing the reasons for online actions, who

constituted 24.5% of the participants, stated that they actively tried to not think about such

reasons. This was evident in P0259’s response in which a struggle between their rational

mind and emotional side was described: “While my rational mind says it’s none of my

business why people use their social media the way they do — including Unfollowing me

— my emotional part wants to be told EVERYTHING all the time”. This demonstrates

that people on social media actively engage in uncertainty reduction, most likely to reduce

the cognitive stress and discomfort they feel when in the dark (Berger and Calabrese,

1974). If not managed well, uncertainty—or the intolerance of this—could give rise to

social anxiety (Carleton et al., 2010). Many studies have linked detrimental consequences

from social media usage (e.g., fatigue, anxiety, and depression) (Vannucci et al., 2017; Dhir

et al., 2018), and have found numerous factors contributing to this. Factors that have

been identified are primarily triggered by others (e.g., receiving negative feedback (Chou

and Edge, 2012) or learning of undesirable events in the lives of others (Hampton et al.,

2016)) or by oneself (e.g., social comparison (Festinger, 1954)). However, there are those

triggered or enabled by the platform, including that of providing excessive information. I

posit that one of these platform-triggered factors of social anxiety in social media is also

1223.8% and 35.6% does not add up to 53.2%, as these text responses could implicate multiple themes.
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the design of interactions that affords ambiguity. Ambiguity in social media can empower

individuals, such as media trolls, to do more harm than good (Marwick and Lewis, 2017).

The existence of such trolls may be aggravating the negativity bias and cynicism that many

participants expressed. This ambiguity and uncertainty that is inherent in the way platforms

operationalize our interactions could also be the cause of the observed social anxiety online

and warrants further investigation.

2.5.6 Those who neither cared about nor were affected by knowing the

reason showed cynicism towards social media

Many of the participants who were indifferent about reasons were also indifferent towards

social media and the users therein. The main reasons for this indifference was because inter-

actants on social media were mainly strangers who they would not meet in-person, actions

on social media were “frivolous” or did not mean much (e.g., Liking cat tweets), and role

of social media led to distrust in the platform (e.g., not properly addressing propaganda).

Conversely, those who desired to know were the users who cared about their social media

following and of having good relations.

By not enforcing any reasons for online actions, current design may seem neutral and

not taking a stance. However, by enabling people to take online actions free of context and

consequences, social media platforms are perpetuating—and even instilling—this uncaring

“don’t let it bother me” attitude. Is this what platforms desire to inculcate in their users?

For those who consider social media more seriously, their care for social media and the

people they interact with therein backfires and affects them more negatively than those

who take social media lightly. As it stands, the platform design encourages users to adjust

to the uncertainty and to possibly even assume the worst in people. To those who do not,

the design of the platform inherently makes discomfort prevail. In a sense, social media

platforms almost encourage their users to not value them, as evidenced by responses that

called social media “a joke”.

2.5.7 Provision of rationale is not a one-size-fits-all solution, but is desired

by majority of the users

67.7% of the participants felt that knowing would lead to some positive outcomes, and

therefore desired to know rather than not know the reasons for why people took online
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actions, even though it sometimes came at the cost of their affect (e.g., diminished positive

affect of Cluster 1 participants in Figure 2.3). Prior work on unsocial behaviors on Face-

book found almost all participants expressing “strong disapproval of being notified about

unsocial behaviors” (Lopez and Ovaska, 2013). Although I did not ask the participants

about whether they would like to be notified of Unfollowing in this study, I found far fewer

participants (15.7%) feeling negative about knowing reasons for online actions. While Lopez

and Ovaska (2013) found participants “expect[ing] Facebook to support ambiguity in some

interactions, so that they can engage in denial in plausible ways”, I found that only 10.1%

of the participants agreed with “ignorance is bliss”, which connoted preference for denial.

Possibly, there is a discrepancy between the way people are with others on Facebook and

on Twitter, or people’s attitudes on social media have changed in the past eight years with

firsthand experiences of how detrimental ambiguity can be; this requires further investi-

gation. However, my results clearly indicate that while the truth may be a hard pill to

swallow, more users would prefer to do so than not. Therefore, unlike the recommenda-

tion presented earlier—that “Facebook should let users be ambiguous” (Lopez and Ovaska,

2013)—I believe that social media platforms ought to allow users to be unambiguous.

Not only would knowing the reasons reduce uncertainty around people’s actions and

thereby lower their anxiety, but it could also help bring better understanding, acceptance,

and most of all improvement. Surprisingly, 25.2% of my participants desired rationales

for online actions as a form of feedback to improve their content and interactions with

others. By not providing such opportunities to understand, social platforms are arguably

hindering people from developing empathy with others and their contexts (Segal, 2011).

Opportunities to make amends by apologizing—though people may say but not do (i.e.,

talk is cheap)—are also missed, especially as Unfollowing occurs without one’s knowing and

users cannot ascertain or patch together when or why there was a fallout.

Platforms should embed ways in which people can be more clear about their intentions

to others with nuances in implementation. As with any online action, it can be made

optional or situation-specific, so that people can make a decision for themselves on whether

they wish to clarify their intent for the online action they are taking or not. Given that “not

all actions are equal”, platforms can choose to enforce reasons for potentially contentious

topics or for influencers or public figures with a certain number of followers. If enforced

for all, the way they present the information could be done in a way that respects others’

privacy, such as anonymizing who shared their intentions and providing a proportion of
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intents after gathering a certain number of pre-defined intents. For example, after 50

people share their intent behind Liking a politically charged content, the platform could

show a breakdown of intents by percentages. As some participants were concerned about

understanding their friends or people they know “in real life” more than others, platforms

could also implement a friends-only viewing of rationales for online actions, in a similar spirit

as the Close Friends feature on Instagram.13 This could help people to feel psychologically

safe in sharing their reasons for action. Yet another way to implement rationales would be

to have them mirrored: Those who have these rationales available to others would also be

able to see others’ rationales, just as the read receipts function.

Regardless of how reason-sharing is operationalized, it would be one step forward to-

wards unambiguity. By not addressing this issue, social media platforms are perpetuating

the anxiety from interacting online. While the people might be the cause of the problem,

platforms can also aid in reducing the added anxiety that stems from its opaque interaction

mechanisms that are (purposefully) designed.

2.6 Limitations & Future work

In accordance with the predetermined study protocol, I excluded participants that provided

any irrelevant free-text responses. However, I noticed that some non-excluded responses also

seemed to contain peculiarities. For example, some comfort free-text responses were at odds

with the immediately preceding question, an ordinal scale about comfort. To evaluate re-

sponses of this type, I checked the impact of removing these questionable participants and

found no difference in affect scores at the finest level of data granularity in the data. How-

ever, this shows that there may be results that are not accurate; this could be attributed

to the average human error contained in surveys or a result of recruiting participants from

Amazon Mechanical Turk. I note, however, that the answer choices for the particular ques-

tion asking about changes in comfort levels could be confusing given the positive determiner

associated with a negative adjective (e.g., much more uncomfortable).14

Given that the study is questionnaire-based, the findings may be prone to the differ-

ence between what people think they would and what they actually do. However, many

works (Bago et al., 2020; Mosleh et al., 2020; Pennycook et al., 2020) have reached invaluable

13https://www.wired.com/story/instagram-close-friends/, Accessed September 9, 2021.
14I had decided to use these answer choices as these were not shown to be an issue in the first N=200

survey responses reviewed.

https://www.wired.com/story/instagram-close-friends/
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findings through such self reports, and suggesting the findings may be similarly reasonable

for understanding how people use social media. I am further encouraged by findings that

have shown that nudges have behavioral effects (e.g., (Dai et al., 2021)).

In this study, I have investigated two online actions with inherently opposing valence—

Liking is largely positive and Unfollowing is largely negative. Yet Unfollowing is often

perceived as being much more negative than Liking is positive. While this perception

could be due to negativity bias (Kanouse and Hanson Jr, 1987), I have not evaluated

how these actions relate to each other. To address this, future work should include a

wider spectrum of online actions with a distribution of valence weightings. As technologies

increasingly mediate our communication and interactions, consequences of uncertainty (e.g.,

to perceived social anxiety) and opportunities for misinterpretation ought to be studied. I

hope to expand this work outside the context of social media to others including those of

collaboration platforms—a setting where the stakes of misunderstanding may be higher.

2.7 Conclusion

Online action signals appear to be designed to serve as breadcrumbs, evidencing others’

behavior around the platform to help users understand what is going on. However, I have

found through a survey experiment with quantitative and qualitative analyses that, in

practice, how signals of online actions are experienced is more like reading tea leaves. The

Twitter users who participated in this study (N = 1089) have a rich spectrum of experiences

in understanding why people around them do things online and a multitude of considered

opinions that bring insights to whether social platforms such as Twitter should work to

reduce this uncertainty through some mechanism of displaying reasons behind users actions.

But they did not have consistent or accurate notions of why people do things. Instead I

found that most people are inconsistently calibrated about the reasons online actions are

taken; more than half the time, participants ascribed others’ actions to different reasons than

they claimed they performed those same actions. I examined this heterogeneity through

clustering and found two main groups of people—those who simply felt more positive affect

and comfort about knowing reasons for online actions, and those who felt less negative but

also less positive affect about knowing. I lastly propose seven distinct insights that can

serve as implications for social media platforms to consider in order to help users face the

complexities of understanding why people do things online and to help companies consider
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the rich diversity of user preferences.

This concludes Chapter 2 and Part I of my dissertation that sheds light on the ambiguity

inherent in online actions in social media, namely Twitter. I see online interactions as the

building blocks of collaborations online, so I wanted to bring this understanding of ambiguity

to the context of collaborative interactions, which leads to Part II of this dissertation. In

particular, I decided to explore a collaborative context where online actions are the only

ways in which to interact with others: Collaborative playlists. Investigating online actions

in the context of collaborative playlists would enable exploration of how people feel about

taking these actions in an extreme environment where users are only able to interact with

others and the collaborative artifact through adding, deleting, and reordering songs. In

Chapter 3, I explore the interaction comfort associated with these online actions made

possible by the platform.
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Chapter 3

Online actions in collaborative

playlists: Interaction comfort in

collaborative playlists

3.1 Introduction

Online collaborations are ubiquitous, from working together on word processing documents

and programming to creating animations and music together (Noël and Robert, 2004; Gold-

man et al., 2011; Oney et al., 2018; Luther et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2014, 2017a; Bryan-Kinns

et al., 2007). Much knowledge has been gleaned from such collaborations, including frame-

works for groupware (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002; Tam and Greenberg, 2006; Dix, 1994)

that have been applied to many collaborative platforms (e.g., Google Docs, Figma). Typi-

cally, these collaborations are a means to an end (i.e., the creation of a collaborative artifact,

such as co-authoring an academic paper for publication). Another kind of online creative

collaboration is one in which collaborators engage for the social process of collaboration

itself, without a clear end point, as in co-curation, where the collaborative process itself is

often the reason for engagement (Park et al., 2019).

Co-curation of music in the form of collaborative playlists (CP) is one example of such a

collaboration. Collaborations on CPs are unlike those on production-based platforms, which

have clearly defined end points (Luther et al., 2010; Bryan-Kinns et al., 2007); they uniquely

connect collaborators (much as social media platforms do) by tapping into the inherently

62
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social nature of music (O’Hara and Brown, 2006; Park et al., 2019). Notably, users have

been found to engage in CPs for both social (e.g., sharing and bonding over music) and

cognitive (e.g., discovering new music and learning others’ tastes) purposes (Park et al.,

2019), giving CPs a tendency toward ambiguous points of termination and measures of

success. Furthermore, even though the songs contained in CPs are not the collaborators’ own

creations, individual efforts (e.g., adding songs) toward the curated list can differ drastically

across users. Therefore, disparities in perceived ownership of the CP or individual song

contributions can arise, prompting collaborators to take seemingly disrespectful actions and

impeding harmonious collaboration, as alluded to by previous work (Park and Kaneshiro,

2017). Lastly, the curation process being rather subjective, challenging to justify, and a

matter of taste poses additional difficulties for co-curation. Given the complex nature of

online co-curation, is it appropriate to directly apply existing design principles that have

matured in the context of work and productivity? Or, are there additional considerations

necessary for collaborators in CPs, given their social, enjoyable, and ambiguous (in terms

of termination and ownership) nature?

Despite the complexities inherent in CP engagement, the interaction afforded in current

CP platforms take a more rudimentary form relative to production-based collaborative sys-

tems. Spotify’s CP features, for example, consist of adding, deleting, and reordering songs

in a playlist. There is no support for communication centered around the artifact, possibly

implying that communication in music co-curation is unnecessary. In fact, researchers have

found that being able to communicate around CPs is critical to the CPs being successful;

while some users resorted to external communication methods, others who did not were

found to feel discomfort regarding the perceived lack of communication around CPs (Park

and Kaneshiro, 2021). “Awkwardness” (Bryan-Kinns et al., 2007), or discomfort, has been

found to arise in a creative collaborative context where perceptions of individual ownership

abound. This comfort with collaborators’ personal behavior is critical, as it is one of the

factors found to hinder or support collaboration (Brown, 1995). CPs are also a context

where perceived ownership can differ across collaborators, consequently affecting the com-

fort and enjoyment experienced by each user (Park and Kaneshiro, 2017). As CP users be-

come more numerous, and as people rely increasingly on CPs to stay connected—especially

during times of social distancing1 when CPs have indeed played an important connecting

1https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-03-30/how-social-distancing-has-shifted-spotify-stre

aming/, Access October 13, 2020.

https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-03-30/how-social-distancing-has-shifted-spotify-streaming/
https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-03-30/how-social-distancing-has-shifted-spotify-streaming/
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role (Park et al., 2022a)—resolving such hurdles to ensure smooth and collaborative CP

interactions is increasingly important.

In this paper, I aim to understand how curation activities are perceived within the

context of CPs depending on the types of online actions that users can take (adding, deleting,

and reordering songs) in scenarios that may give rise to differing ownership models (Study

1). In addition, I aim to understand what needs exist for communication, given the current

lack of a channel for users to communicate (Study 2). The following research questions were

articulated for this investigation:

• (Study 1) RQ1: What are collaborators’ comfort in interacting with the CP?

– RQ1a: How does comfort vary with action type (add, delete, reorder)?

– RQ1b: How does comfort vary across scenarios (who initiated the CP, who took

an action)?

• (Study 2) RQ2: How do communication features in CPs affect perceived comfort and

collaboration in interacting with CPs?

I address these research questions through two questionnaire-based studies probing CP users

of their perceived comfort and discomfort with each of the actions taken in varying scenarios

(Study 1: N = 100); as well as interactions through, and evaluation of, a communication

channel for CPs (Study 2: N = 67). In doing so, I hope to shed light on implications for

users of current tools and offer design insights for platforms providing these collaborative

functionalities.

This work contributes knowledge of what online curation platforms ought to help me-

diate between collaborators. By providing greater understanding of collaborative curation,

these findings can inform future directions for designing collaborative platforms for creative

pursuits in general.

3.2 Background

Understanding interactions within CPs starts with situating them in existing literature on

online collaborations that have served as a foundation for co-curation tools.
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3.2.1 Online creative collaboration

Online collaborations are ubiquitous, and the reasons for engagement are diverse. People

“co-author papers, iterate designs from conception to final form, or negotiate a plan through

an evolving blueprint” (Tam and Greenberg, 2006), and code together (Goldman et al., 2011;

Oney et al., 2018). Oftentimes, these online collaborations are production-based ; that is to

say, they begin with the intention of producing a final product to be published or released—

be it a paper, object, structure, or web application. I review these productivity-based

collaboration tools and research on them as predecessors for online creative collaboration.

Collaborative writing

Among many production-based collaborations, online collaborative writing has been investi-

gated at length. There are many similarities between collaborative writing and CPs—each

individual can take similar actions (adding, deleting, reordering) and each author’s sub-

jective view can be reflected in content and organization—and therefore literature in this

co-writing context is relevant to this work.

Prior works in collaborative writing have underscored the importance of awareness: Co-

authors made efforts to share information and noted the importance of features that help

to heighten awareness (e.g., change tracking, version control) (Beck and Bellotti, 1993; Noël

and Robert, 2004). In line with this, Birnholtz and Ibara (2012) found communication to be

vital to collaborations; they observed participants without access to chat functionality using

text editing features to communicate. This desire to communicate, even when a chat box is

unavailable, underscored the importance of communication when co-writing; I investigated

this in the context of CPs.

Collaborative writing now takes place “more often” and has become “more complex” (Wang

et al., 2017) as it commonly involves personal purposes in addition to work- and education-

related documents; occurs on a larger scale (involving more than two collaborators); and

features the use of functionalities for “leaving comments by the side” (e.g., “track changes

and comment”, “suggestion mode”) (Wang et al., 2017). Similar to an observation from

prior work on a “non-collaborative pattern of interaction” (Storch, 2005), Wang et al.

(2017) found that despite advances in collaborative writing technology, users still expressed

unwillingness to write together with others, suggesting room for further improvement in

technological development.
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Collaborative animation- and music-making

More recently, investigations directed at understanding creative online collaboration have

also been emerging, building upon HCI works to support creative pursuits (Shneiderman,

2000). Research in creative online collaborations has mainly been production-based, focus-

ing on collaborations with a defined end—such as creating animations, stories, and programs

that get released to the public (Luther et al., 2010; Bryan-Kinns et al., 2007; Roque et al.,

2012; Kim et al., 2014, 2017b; Retelny et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2017).

In the context of “collabs”—“multi-author, collaboratively-made animations”—Luther

et al. (2010) found that successfully completed collabs involved more frequent communica-

tion among members, with leaders in these collabs posting three times as many messages as

those of failed collabs. Within the collaborative music-making context, Bryan-Kinns et al.

(2007) found that mutual engagement was enhanced when participants were explicitly en-

couraged to collaborate. Contrary to initial hypotheses, contributions were more active

when explicit cues for contributors’ identities were not provided. Authors suggested that

the explicit identity could imbue a sense of “ownership” and thereby cause “social awk-

wardness with deleting others’ contributions” (more on ownership in § 3.2.3). As current

applications make evident (and salient) the contributors and the original creator of the CP,

I also explore this notion of “deleting others’ ” in the context of music co-curation.

Tools for creative co-production have also brought forth insights into collaborative strate-

gies. Through Ensemble, Kim et al. (2014) found that 60% of contributor activity took the

form of creating comments and drafts, and that prior collaborator relationships mattered:

Friends preferred equal division of power, and in the same vein, leaders preferred to lead a

team of strangers.

3.2.2 Collaborative curation

Especially prolific during times of physical distancing, online collaborations occur in so-

cial settings for engaging with others, such as sharing (e.g., image (Denegri-Knott and

Molesworth, 2010; Hall and Zarro, 2012; Schiele and Ucok Hughes, 2013), song (Park and

Kaneshiro, 2017)) or playing games together (Steinkuehler, 2004; Ducheneaut and Moore,

2005; Sherlock, 2009). One such collaboration, which includes CPs, is co-curation. Co-

curated collections of creative artifacts, such as mood boards and music playlists, may be
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production-based and finalized for a specified purpose; oftentimes, though, they are con-

stantly iterated upon as there is no clear end to the collaboration. Thus, co-curation litera-

ture, and how perceived ownership and social norms are formed around curated collections,

is particularly relevant to this work.

Collaborative image curation

Pinterest is an image-sharing platform that allows users to collect and organize images into

boards, thereby facilitating the digital virtual consumption of images (Denegri-Knott and

Molesworth, 2010). Within this notable research context of social curation, three social

actions—Liking, Repinning, and commenting—have been found to be most common; of

these, Hall and Zarro (2012) found that commenting is the “least frequently observed” yet

“most illuminating” user action. Despite the rapid growth in Pinterest users, they found

civility in comments, and dissenting opinions were usually accompanied by apologies and

reasoning (Hall and Zarro, 2012). While these social actions are available on the platform,

Pinterest is positioned for personal use, and “personal acts of collection are subsumed by

public acts of curation” (Lui, 2015). These aspects of Pinterest are at odds with Spotify’s

CPs, which are positioned as being for the exclusive social use of those who are collaborating

(i.e., CPs are considered “private” and not available to the general public).2 Due to these

fundamental discrepancies, Spotify’s CPs are perceivably distinct from Pinterest’s group

boards.3

Collaborative music curation

Music is inherently social (Hargreaves and North, 1999; Brown et al., 2001; Brown and

Sellen, 2006). Numerous efforts have aimed to amplify this “highly social activity” (Schedl

et al., 2018) of music listening: Prototypes have been built for music to be shared socially,

and user studies based on these have been conducted (Baumann et al., 2007; Kirk et al.,

2016; Lehtiniemi et al., 2017; Liu and Reimer, 2008). Music streaming platforms—from

widely adopted platforms (e.g., YouTube, Spotify) to lesser-known sites (e.g., Turntable.fm,4

JQBX)—have also implemented features to facilitate greater social listening. Among many

2https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/general/guides/working-with-playlists/,
Accessed October 15, 2020.

3https://help.pinterest.com/en/article/group-boards, Accessed October 15, 2020.
4The site became defunct in December 2013 but users have been calling for its revival with the shelter-

in-place order instituted due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Denton, May 7, 2020).

https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/general/guides/working-with-playlists/
https://help.pinterest.com/en/article/group-boards
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social features, the CP has been one impactful way in which music has been shared, and

it has proven to be a meaningful feature, having also been added to other prominent

platforms.5 Even though online co-curation of music has been practiced for more than a

decade (Gilmour, 2011), research on today’s forms of music co-curation is relatively scarce.

A recent work relating to CPs showed 65% of its Spotify-user participants engaging

with CPs, and it identified three purposes for engaging in CPs: Practical, cognitive, and

social (Park et al., 2019). The practical purpose encompassed creating a CP for the artifact

itself (e.g., a playlist for a party) and for the process (e.g., making a CP for its “intrinsically

enjoyable” process); the cognitive purpose was to discover and learn about music as well as

the collaborators; and the social purpose involved sharing and bonding over music. Within

existing literature, the cognitive and social nature of CP engagement and the practical

purpose of CPs can provide dual perspectives on users: Focusing either on the resulting

artifact or on the engagement process itself. Therefore, CPs are likely to bear characteristics

of, and also prone to issues that arise in, both production-based collaboration and social

interaction. Moreover, CP collaborators were found to have different usage patterns and

emotions from each other; multiple purposes for engaging in CPs; and experience of their

CP’s purpose evolving “from the collaborators’ original intent” (Park and Kaneshiro, 2017;

Park et al., 2019; Park and Kaneshiro, 2021).

Due to this hybrid and dynamic nature of CPs, user interactions within them may be

more difficult to predict, and certain design implications may not be transferable. In light

of these characteristics, CPs pose a unique context that we do not yet have a good under-

standing of, and which requires more investigation. Hence, an understanding within the

CP context of the interface type which best promotes collaborators’ awareness, and which

is best suited to the effects of and user needs around communication channels, is needed,

especially as the most widely used platform for CPs does not provide this functionality.

3.2.3 Perceived ownership and comfort in collaboration

Psychological ownership characterizes the object being connected with the self (Wilpert,

1991), or “extended self” (Dittmar, 1992; Belk, 1988). Such feelings of ownership extend

beyond the material, and increasingly toward the immaterial (Pierce et al., 2003; Bax-

ter et al., 2015)—from thoughts (Csikszentmihalyi and Halton, 1981) to objects in aug-

mented reality (Poretski et al., 2019), and even including such collaborative artifacts as

5YouTube Music recently added collaborative playlists for their Android users (Allison, July 21, 2020).
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Wikipedia articles (Halfaker et al., 2009; Thom-Santelli et al., 2009). Psychological owner-

ship emerges through “routes” of controlling, intimately knowing, and investing oneself in

the target (Pierce et al., 2001). As such, greater investment leads to greater psychological

ownership of writing (i.e., editors have lower ownership than publishers) (Blau and Caspi,

2009), as do autonomy and better “cyber self-identity” in virtual communities (Lee and

Suh, 2015).

Psychological ownership can bring about greater citizenship behavior, personal sacrifice

and assumption of risk, and stewardship toward the target (Pierce et al., 2003). For exam-

ple, collaborating writing encouraged “joint responsibility” and more receptive behaviors,

while peer editing did not lead to any ownership of the text (McCarthey and McMahon,

1995). Psychological ownership has also been found to increase satisfaction and contribu-

tion quality (Lee and Suh, 2015) and is particularly valuable “when a hierarchical style of

collaboration is crucial to success” (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009)—as in the case of Wikipedia.

However, psychological ownership can also lead to territoriality—“the expression of own-

ership toward an object” (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009). Territoriality in shared tabletop

workspace emerged spatially as personal, group, and shared territories, and understanding

these help collaborators coordinate their actions (Scott et al., 2004). Claiming rituals were

found as one way of asserting such territoriality on Pinterest (Schiele and Ucok Hughes,

2013). These negative effects of psychological ownership translate to being “unwilling to

share” the artifact, feeling the “need to retain exclusive control over it”, as well as engaging

in behaviors “that violate group norms and threaten the well-being of the group” (Pierce

et al., 2003). Such behaviors can hinder cooperation and cause dysfunction (e.g., by deter-

ring new member participation) (Pierce et al., 2003; Thom-Santelli et al., 2009).

Collective psychological ownership, a sense of ownership at a group level, can also occur

concurrently with individual psychological ownership (Pierce and Jussila, 2010). Based

on collective recognition of shared action on the target (i.e., traveling down the “routes”

of ownership together), collective ownership can reduce controlling behavior and fear of

infringement among interdependent coworkers (Pierce and Jussila, 2010).

Ownership issues have also been alluded to within the CP context: Park and Kaneshiro

(2017) found that user contribution and engagement were affected by uneven ownership,

which in turn affected their enjoyment of the playlist. Yet psychological ownership of

CPs has not been investigated further—we lack an understanding of which contexts incline

certain collaborators toward feeling greater ownership, whether territoriality arises within
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CPs or more receptive behaviors are witnessed, and whether collective ownership is felt.

Therefore, in this study, I investigate various scenarios of initiation and contribution that

give rise to nuances in users’ perceptions of ownership.

3.3 Study 1: Comfort in CP actions and CP ownership

To facilitate and improve users’ CP experiences, we first need to understand how CP in-

teractions are perceived and felt. For this, I investigated comfort with CP actions (add,

delete, and reorder) across scenarios (who initially creates and who acts on the CP).

3.3.1 Method

I created a questionnaire in which CP users evaluated interactions in given scenarios that

participants have most likely experienced.

Scenario interactions

To understand how ownership impacts comfort with CP actions, I created scenarios based

on who creates the CP and who acts upon it (Figure 3.1). I separated the entities who

initially create and perform actions—the participant (“I”) and collaborators (“others”)—as

this could engender different senses of CP ownership. I presented scenarios in the form

of “textual narratives” (Go and Carroll, 2004), as the narrative format helps to “envision

user requirements of (future) system use” within the use cases and contexts in human-

computer interactions (Carroll, 2000; Go and Carroll, 2004). The following textual narrative

for the oCreate iAct scenario—referring to the participant taking action (iAct) in a CP

created by their collaborator (oCreate)—exemplifies the scenario descriptions presented to

the participants:

“(Scenario: You are revising the collaborative playlist that your collaborator has started)

A month ago, your friend added you and another friend as collaborators to the playlist

they’d been curating for a few months, making it a “collaborative” one. Since then,

you and your friends have modified the playlist to include songs that all of you enjoy.

Today, you’ve been listening to the collaborative playlist and you want to modify it.”

In all three scenarios, I made it clear who had initially created the CP and who was taking

an action on the CP. The scenarios involved collaborating with friends, as prior literature
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found friends to be most frequently mentioned as collaborators in CP users’ favorite and

first CPs (Park and Kaneshiro, 2021). I also kept constant the amount of prior usage of

the CP at one month in order to create clear distinctions between the creator and the

subsequently added collaborators.

Figure 3.1: Scenarios with two dimensions depending on who creates and who acts; I
presented the scenarios with participant involvement (yellow). The subject is “I” (i) or
“Others” (o) from the participant’s point of view.

After presenting the scenario, I asked each participant how comfortable they were with

carrying out the actions (or with others carrying out the actions, in the scenario of iCre-

ate oAct). The CP actions I considered were adding, deleting, and reordering songs, as these

are the actions available on Spotify’s CPs. CP users rated their comfort with each action

on a 7-point Likert scale from “extremely uncomfortable” (1) to “extremely comfortable”

(7). For the action of deleting in particular, I broke this action down by who had initially

added the song in question, as this distinction was found to be important (Bryan-Kinns

et al., 2007). In this paper, I use “delete own” to mean deleting a song that the deleting

user added to the CP, while “delete other’s” means deleting a song added by another collab-

orator, not the person deleting the song.6 For example, “delete own” in the iCreate oAct

scenario would refer to a collaborator deleting their own song (oAct) in a CP created by the

participant (iCreate). Then, I asked open-ended questions regarding reasons for hesitation

in carrying out the four actions, and subsequently asked what would help to make perform-

ing these actions more comfortable. I decided not to include the oCreate oAct scenario, as

it would not engage the participants’ involvement and to prevent survey fatigue. Therefore,

I did not conduct paired analyses with “creates” and “acts” as separate dimensions.

6In this survey, I posed the questions regarding the users’ comfort in performing deletions without con-
notations of ownership: “Delete song you added” and “delete song your friend added”.
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Questionnaire design

Eligible participants were 18 years of age or older and understood the voluntary nature of

the study. Upon consent, participants were guided to the questionnaire, which included

questions regarding CP usage, scenario interactions, communication patterns, and inter-

face designs. The order of scenarios and interfaces was randomized and evenly presented.

Questions were also ordered to garner unbiased responses; for example, the ranking ques-

tion about communication functionality was asked prior to presenting the interfaces, which

could have otherwise biased participants to answer in favor of the communication function-

ality. Demographic questions were similarly placed at the end, so as to not bias participant

responses. Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the ethics boards of Stanford

University and Virginia Tech.

Data analysis

As a first step, I eliminated data from participants who gave irrelevant text responses to

open-ended questions and from those who submitted the survey in under five minutes. This

was to ensure that only data from those who had taken the time to read and respond to all

the questions contained were analyzed.

For quantitative responses, I used R (R Core Team, 2018) and packages including tidy-

verse (Wickham, 2017), factoextra (Kassambara and Mundt, 2017), and ggpubr (Kassam-

bara, 2018) to analyze and plot the data. To test statistical significance, I conducted t-tests

and ANOVAs. I report their statistical significance in the results and identify them as ****

(p < 0.0001), *** (p < 0.001), ** (p < 0.01), * (p < 0.05), and + (p < 0.1) in the figures.

For qualitative responses, I conducted reflexive thematic analysis following six steps

to derive themes (Braun and Clarke, 2006), which were agreed upon by two researchers

through iterations Two researchers coded all the responses; I report Krippendorf’s alpha

for inter-rater reliability (McDonald et al., 2019). Quotes from participants are indicated

with participant numbers that start with “P”.

Participant demographics

I recruited N = 193 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk and garnered N = 132

(68%) responses from participants who had interacted with CPs in some capacity before

(i.e., a higher percentage of CP users than a previous study (Park et al., 2019)). I excluded
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responses from participants who provided irrelevant text responses or submitted the survey

too quickly (N = 32); this resulted in N = 100 full participant responses. The participants

engaged with CPs in different capacities: Among 100 users, 84% of them had contributed

to a CP and 40% had created CPs before (these capacities of engagement are not mutually

exclusive). 39% did so at least once per week or at least once per day, whereas 41% engaged

with CPs at least once per month. Spotify was the dominant platform used to engage in

CPs (N = 78). 30% of the participants were female, and 81% of the participants were 25–44

years old.

3.3.2 Results

I present results on collaborators’ comfort levels when interacting with CPs in the three

scenarios delineated in Figure 3.1 (iCreate iAct, iCreate oAct, and oCreate iAct) and how

discomfort might be alleviated in CP interactions.

Comfort levels vary by CP action and scenario (RQ1a)

Comfort levels for CP modifications—adding, deleting, and reordering songs—varied, some

more than others, across the three scenarios that I explored. Calculating the overall means,

regardless of scenarios, I found that comfort levels were different for each action. Par-

ticipants exhibited moderate comfort with adding a song (6.22) and slight comfort with

reordering (5.11) on the 7-point scale from “extremely uncomfortable” (1) to “extremely

comfortable” (7). For deleting, the contrast was notable for when the song deleted was

originally added by the participant themselves (almost moderately comfortable, 5.67) versus

when the song was added by another collaborator (slightly uncomfortable, 3.30). Deleting

other’s song in oCreate iAct (when the CP was created by another collaborator) was most

uncomfortable (2.92), while deleting one’s own song in iCreate iAct was most comfortable

(5.73). Overall, the highest level of comfort was for adding a song in iCreate iAct (6.33).

More nuanced results, separated by scenario, are conveyed in Figure 3.2.

I also conducted thematic analysis on the reasons for hesitation in conducting CP actions

(shown in Figure 3.3); coding by two researchers yielded an acceptable level of agreement

(Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.87). These results closely align with what I found quantitatively

in Figure 3.2.

Add song. I observed high levels of comfort in adding songs in all three scenarios, as

shown in Figure 3.2. The effect of scenario—that is, who initially created and who added to
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the playlist—was not significant in determining comfort in adding songs (F (2, 297) = 0.995;

p = 0.371). Though minor, I found that participants are most comfortable adding songs

to CPs they started themselves. Consistent with these quantitative results, music added

was perceived as contributions across all participants, and was positively regarded in most

participants’ text responses. Overall, 3% of responses indicated hesitation to add songs;

most hesitation came from the oCreate iAct scenario (7%).

• Not hesitant: “Since it is collaborative, I think everybody should be able to add what-

ever song they want.” (P44)

• Hesitant: “I sometimes get into my [own] head when I want to add songs thinking,

‘Is this a good song to add to the playlist or should I just leave it out?’ ” (P89)

Delete other’s song. Participants felt the greatest discomfort in deleting others’ contri-

butions (i.e., deleting a song that someone else has added). Across all scenarios, deleting

other’s felt most uncomfortable, and this was the only action with a mean comfort value

below neutral (Figure 3.2). The influence of scenario on discomfort felt for this action was

statistically significant (F (2, 297) = 3.747; p < 0.05). Across scenarios, more discomfort

was experienced when deleting a friend’s song in the oCreate scenario, while participants

were slightly more generous about their friends deleting their songs (in oAct), though still

below neutral. Open-ended responses (Figure 3.3) also largely mentioned (58-62%) deleting

someone else’s songs. I expand upon this action in § 3.3.2 in greater detail.

Delete own song. I found that overall, participants felt moderately comfortable deleting

their own contributions. The influence of the scenario was not significant for this action

(F (2, 297) = 0.106; p = 0.899). However, the comfort level for this action was slightly less

than that of adding a song overall, and in conducting paired t-tests on only adding and

deleting one’s own songs, I found that the difference was statistically significant (t(299) =

6.152, p < 0.001).

Although fewer participants were worried about deleting their own songs than about

deleting others’, numerous participants felt that once a song has been added, the decision

to delete it is no longer the adding contributor’s to make (as evidenced by hesitation pro-

portions of 17–22% in Figure 3.2): “I feel guilty that I may be deleting a song that other

listeners love” (P39). Such unwillingness to delete one’s own songs showed consideration of

others’ enjoyment, as well as giving up a sense of individual ownership—or moving towards

a perception of co-ownership—of a song once it had become part of a CP. Furthermore, the
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Figure 3.2: Means of comfort in performing CP modifications, color-coded by scenario.
Significance indicated is between scenarios.

Figure 3.3: Percentages of mentions of reasons for discomfort and hesitation (or lack thereof)
in performing any action or specific CP actions separated by scenario, derived from thematic
analysis of text responses. For example, in the oAct scenario, “delete own song” represents
a collaborator deleting a song they added themselves, and “delete other’s song” represents
a collaborator deleting a song they did not add.
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comfort for deleting own songs were similar to that of adding (Figure 3.2), which underscores

the nuanced variability in CP ownership. Ownership is discussed further in § 3.3.2.

Reorder songs. As with adding and deleting one’s own songs, participants felt comfortable

reordering songs within CPs they had created, as opposed to within a CP created by a friend.

The influence of scenario was statistically significant in reordering comfort (F (2, 297) =

7.796; p < 0.001). Interestingly, although the mean of the responses was above neutral

(i.e., more on the comfortable side), participants were typically more comfortable with their

friends reordering a playlist that they created (iCreate oReorder) than they were reordering

a playlist created by someone else (oCreate iReorder).

I further inspected how each participant responded differently across scenarios. Close to

50% or more participants chose the same comfort level for adding and deleting songs (their

own and others’) in iCreate iAct as they did in oCreate iAct. This indicates that most

participants had the same comfort level (either comfortable or uncomfortable) for these

actions regardless of who started the playlist. However, in reordering, 51% of participants

chose a greater comfort level for the iCreate iAct scenario than they chose for oCreate iAct.

This asymmetry indicates that people tend to be more cautious with their own actions and

more generous or lenient with their friends’. This may be due to the risk of not knowing

the potential discrepancy between their own and their friends’ perceptions of reordering, or

due to a general sense of ownership of the playlist.

Similarly, participants’ thoughts on reordering music varied in their text responses.

While some regarded the order of songs in a CP as wholly unimportant, others felt that

sequencing was important, and thus, reordering should be done with everyone’s approval:

• Not hesitant: “They can reorder anything. I think that is fine.” (P58)

• Hesitant: “Songs should never be reordered ... reordering songs that you haven’t added

to a collaborative playlist is an unspoken rule that should not be broken.” (P55)

This reflected two main perspectives on playlist order. For users who consider the order

of songs in a playlist important, sequencing may define the relationship between songs and

determine the whole narrative (whether aural or content-based) of the playlist.

Deleting others’ songs is complicated

Consistent with quantitative comfort levels (from Figure 3.2), deleting others’ songs was

clearly the most uncomfortable action based on text responses. Most did not want their
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songs to be deleted by others, nor did they want to delete others’ contributions to a CP

(Figure 3.3). I further categorized the reasons for why people were hesitant in taking this

particular action into themes, as this can help us understand the perceived barriers to

co-curation.

The biggest reason for hesitation towards deletion was people’s implication that it is

against an underlying social norm; many perceived deleting a song added by someone else as

being “rude”: “I would feel rude to delete someone else’s pick” (P62). Other labels applied

to the action of deleting others’ songs included “mean” (P96), “wrong” (P10), “offensive”

(P3), and “invasive” (P22), among many others. These kinds of negative descriptors were

mentioned in 34% of the text responses overall, most commonly in the oCreate iAct (38%)

and iCreate iAct (37%) scenarios; the iCreate oAct scenario had 28% mentions. The fre-

quencies also show that with less ownership (i.e., in the oCreate case), there is greater fear

of coming across this way.

To some, deleting was more than “rude”. Deleting others’ songs had a communicative

undertone. By deleting someone else’s contribution, one could be “insinuating” (P33) poor

taste in music: “I would not want them to think I don’t like their taste of music, or hurt

their feelings” (P7). Furthermore, P72 described that “I would have no problem adding and

deleting my own songs, because it is by my own volition,” but that they would be hesitant

to delete their collaborators’ for fear of disagreement or “strain on our friendship” from

such an inference. Similar sentiments were echoed in participants’ reactions to having their

own songs deleted: “I would feel a bit offended and hurt if they deleted one of my additions”

(P23) and “it would make me feel as though they don’t appreciate my music taste or find it

to be appalling” (P72).

Opposing perspectives toward collaboration

I found that perceptions of the collaborative aspects of CPs can vary greatly. For example,

not all simply felt negatively about deleting songs. Some participants were willing to accept

deletions as part of collaboration, in spite of the negative sentiment they felt towards them.

• “If my friend deleted a song that is essential to the playlist, I would be a bit upset, but

I would move on.” (P34)

• “I am not sure I would want them deleting songs I added, but since it’s a joint playlist

I would be fine with it.” (P15)
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Antithetically to the sentiments expressed above, some suggested that deleting songs in a

CP would be noncollaborative as this action removes contributions:

• “I’d be uncomfortable removing a song someone else added because I feel like the

playlist is a group effort, and that was a part of their contribution.” (P10)

• “I wouldn’t have made this playlist collaborative if I didn’t want other people to con-

tribute songs that I may not like.” (P25)

A considerable number of participants were also not hesitant in any of the actions, including

deleting others’ songs (see “No Hesitation” column in Figure 3.3), as interacting through

these actions is “the purpose of a collaborative playlist” (P18). For one, P8 stated: “I

did not hesitate for my friend to perform any of the actions [including deleting] to the

collaborative playlist I started because I made the the [sic] playlist collaborative for those

reasons. I welcome any suggestions they have regarding my playlist.” The same sentiment

was echoed by P50: “The list was created to be altered, I have no hesitations.”

Varied perceptions towards deletion can be a barrier in fluid collaboration, especially

when CP collaborators have diverging perspectives. This would be challenging to be aware

of without having collaborated for a long time or communicated explicitly. Otherwise,

everyone would act cautiously and only add to the CP, given the lack of clear measure or

goal to encourage or force curation.

Participants connoted and assumed ownership at varying levels (RQ1b)

As seen in the previous section, the influence of the scenario (viz., who created the CP

and who is taking an action) mattered significantly for reordering songs (p < 0.001) and

deleting others’ songs (p < 0.05). Across all actions, I observed a pattern of greater com-

fort in making modifications to self-created CPs (i.e., iCreate iAct values (red) are higher

than oCreate iAct values (green) for all actions in Figure 3.2). This effect was especially

pronounced in the actions of deleting others’ songs and reordering. Differing comfort lev-

els, associated with who created the CPs, highlight the nuanced perceptions of ownership

associated with each CP and the influence on users’ interactions in the CP.

Text responses also reflected such different perceptions of CP ownership clearly. While

I did not use the word “own”, “ownership”, or any possessive form in connection with CPs

throughout the survey, and merely described how a playlist was first “started”, participants
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recognized this as an indication of ownership. Words of ownership as well as phrases con-

noting this did occur in participants’ responses to the question of whether they would have

any hesitation towards modifying the CP for all three scenarios.

• iCreate iAct: “I feel as if I am ultimately in control of the playlist. I should be able

to do whatever I please and not think twice about it.” (P8)

• iCreate oAct: “Since I started this playlist, I don’t want them removing a song that I

feel fits the playlist and that I like.” (P45)

• oCreate iAct: “I feel that the person that started the playlist has some type of owner-

ship.” (P16)

Furthermore, because of this ownership, participants felt they were entitled to certain ac-

tions more than others were. However, not all participants felt the same way. Some

participants felt that, by making a playlist collaborative, there was no longer sole ownership

of it: “By making the playlist collaborative, I consider it as having opened ownership of the

list to everyone who contributes” (P1).

Even though people tended to perceive playlists as being owned by their creators, some

participants cared more about each song in the CP and who had made each contribution. For

instance, participants felt more than moderately comfortable with adding songs to a playlist

they did not start (oCreate iAct). Similarly, participants were moderately comfortable with

deleting their own songs from a CP they had contributed to. It seems that even if users add

a song to someone else’s CP, the song belongs to the one who added it more than it belongs

to the person who created the CP. In the same vein, participants felt uncomfortable (below

neutral) deleting songs that others had added, regardless of the scenario. This is consistent

with the result that “delete own songs” was one of two actions in which the scenario did not

have a statistically significant effect on comfort (p = 0.899). The following quotes exemplify

this ownership per song:

• iCreate iAct: “Even if I created the playlist, who ever contributes should be the only

ones to have the right to delete their added songs, unless first given permission.” (P43)

• oCreate iAct: “I feel fine doing things to my own songs—but I feel it might be rude

to delete one my friend added.” (P51)

Both quantitative and qualitative results indicate that the ownership of songs seems to have

more priority than ownership of the playlist.
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To get a better sense of user groups with different sentiments toward CP actions across

scenarios, which may account for the variance in the perception of ownership, I conducted

k -means clustering (Figure 3.4). The elbow method showed that two clusters would be

optimal; therefore, I conducted clustering with two centers. The first two dimensions to-

gether explain 53% of the variance in participant responses. Inspecting the mean comfort

levels among the two groups (see Figure 3.5), Cluster 1 (N = 67) had lower comfort levels

for deleting and reordering songs, but had slightly higher comfort in adding songs to CPs

than did Cluster 2 (N = 33). Both groups of participants, for the most part, had above-

neutral comfort levels, except in the case of deleting others’ songs for Cluster 1. They also

both showed a decreasing level of comfort for adding and reordering songs in the order of

iCreate iAct, iCreate oAct, and oCreate iAct. Participants who belonged to Cluster 2 felt

slightly comfortable or above for all actions, indicating that the participants belonging to

this cluster are less cautious about their actions than those in Cluster 1. On the other hand,

the larger group of Cluster 1 seemed to have a sense of per-song ownership (deleting others’

songs was moderately uncomfortable) as well as scenario-determined ownership (reordering

was most uncomfortable in oCreate), indicating their discomfort in making changes to what

they perceive as being others’ songs and playlists. Particularly, I found that deleting others’

contributions and reordering songs had the two greatest differences in means. I found that

variance in perception of ownership exists not only in terms of strength (i.e., strong, weak)

but also in terms of the owned unit (i.e., CP, song).
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Ways to increase collaborators’ comfort with CP modifications emerged

For each scenario, I asked participants, “What would have helped you feel more comfort-

able with performing these four actions (add song, delete song you added, delete song your

collaborator added, and reorder songs) to the collaborative playlist [you have / your col-

laborator has] started?” I conducted thematic analysis on the text responses and three

themes emerged. Two coders then coded the responses and yielded an acceptable level of

agreement (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.90).

Communicating to share thoughts. The most frequently mentioned way to help par-

ticipants feel more comfortable about making CP modifications was knowing their collab-

orators’ expectations for the CP (mentioned in 39% of responses). Knowing collaborators’

thoughts could encompass what their friends expect from the CP (e.g., theme, mood), how

they would like to manage it (e.g., how they would feel about specific actions), or simply

how they liked their songs.

• Confirming CP theme: “I want to my friend to let me know that I am following

the theme of the playlist. There should be a way for my friend to message other

contributors of the playlist if any of their changes are acceptable.” (P97)

• Articulating acceptable actions: “I would feel more comfortable if there was a note or

something from my friend saying it’s okay to add or delete things.” (P23)

• Knowing usage and preference: “I always wonder if it would bother her if I deleted

songs off the list because I don’t know what she thinks about that song” (P63),

“[Show] song information leading to things like likes, views, shares.” (P64)

Overall, participants mostly agreed that prior discussion and consistent feedback on songs,

actions, and the playlist in general would help them be more comfortable collaborating.

Unfortunately, the commercial platform we studied does not currently support such com-

munication in any way.

Getting permission. The second most prominent way to help collaborators feel more

comfortable was receiving permission (mentioned in 28% of responses). This could be in

the form of direct authorization from the contributor of a song or the “owner” of a CP,

or through a group rating or voting system, whereby the “permission” would come from

the group. Not only did participants mention they would feel more comfortable making

CP modifications if they could receive permission, but they also would expect or would like
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others to do the same: “At least, ask me before [deleting] each song and [...] if the reason

makes sense, that would be much easier to stomach” (P60).

Being able to restore and undo. To a much lesser extent, in just 6% of responses,

having a historical record of the CP and a way to undo changes made to it emerged as a

way to help collaborators feel more comfortable about making modifications. This included

having the functionality to undo the changes made, revert the CP to saved instances, and

keep a history of the CP: P35 desired “a way to restore the playlist to its previous state”,

stating that “if my friend didn’t like what I did he/she could just revert the changes and

then I can talk it out”. Such statements highlight the need for features commonly used to

raise asynchronous awareness (Tam and Greenberg, 2006).

These three ways—knowing collaborators’ thoughts, receiving permission, and reverting

changes—were not mutually exclusive, as responses sometimes contained one or more of

these suggestions. Together, these three ways were mentioned in 69% of the responses. 7%

of the responses indicated that “nothing” would make them more comfortable in taking

actions. One participant (P53) gave a reflective response, stating that even though their

negative feelings may not change towards CP modification, they were taking the modifica-

tions as an opportunity to practice acceptance: “I’m using this as training for letting go

and letting others. I am working on releasing my control and being open to how others do

things”.

Overall, participants emphasized a need for functionality to communicate. Two coders

coded responses to an open-ended question on which method of communication they use,

if they communicate with their CP collaborators; the codes yielded an acceptable level of

agreement (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.99). Only eleven participants marked “N/A” or did

not respond, suggesting that they did not communicate. The remaining 89% of the respon-

dents communicated with their collaborators; many mentioned more than one channel of

communication, leading to an average of 1.47 channels of communication (with a maximum

of four). 77% mentioned that they communicated through text-based messaging (e.g., Face-

book Messenger, WhatsApp, text messages), 15% mentioned calling or video conferencing

(i.e., remote communication with audio), and 25% mentioned communicating in person.
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3.4 Study 2: Value of a communication channel in CP on

user comfort

Study 2 aims to answer questions about a communication channel’s role in a CP; specifically,

how it may impact users’ comfort with actions, given the discomfort found in various CP

scenarios through Study 1. As an extension of Study 1, I designed Study 2 with a focus on

communication while walking the participants through each scenario and the actions they

would take (Rieman et al., 1995).

3.4.1 Method

The survey consisted of walkthroughs presented before asking whether the communication

channel could ameliorate discomfort.

Experimental interface

For the walkthroughs, I prototyped various “looks-like prototype” (Hartmann et al., 2005,

2006) interfaces that matched the content and presentation style of information displayed in

Spotify’s CPs. I designed these interfaces to include communication channels based on the

display techniques of workspace awareness (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002). This resulted

in four interfaces with differing placement and presentation. According to Gutwin and

Greenberg (2002), the placement of the information displayed can be either situated within

the workspace or separate from it, and the presentation can be either literal or symbolic.

For CPs, situated was interpreted as being co-located with the individual songs, as these

were the elements within the CP that collaborators were interacting with; separate was

interpreted as being on the side, not co-located with individual songs, but within the same

view or “page” as the CP. For literal, I used text-based communication; I effected symbolic

communication by extracting the content that the literal communication conveyed into a

symbolic representation (e.g., emoticons, icons).

To decide which design of the mock interface I would use for Study 2, I garnered evalua-

tions from Study 1 participants, who had thought through various CP scenarios, at the end

of the survey. In particular, I asked the participants to rank the interfaces (1 through 4)

based on which one they liked the most (“preference”) and which they thought they would

use the most (“projected usage”). Separate Literal had the highest mean ranks (average

rank of preference at 2.19, projected usage at 2.23), closely followed by Situated Literal
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(preference at 2.33, projected usage at 2.32). The overall result indicated that the partic-

ipants preferred the Separate Literal interface, in which the communication channel was

separate from the list and they could communicate more directly. Hence, I chose to use this

particular design in Study 2 for further analysis.

Embedded scenario interactions

Building upon the findings from Study 1, I further explored the scenarios iCreate iAct

and oCreate iAct. Doing so led us to better understand the differences in the participant

acting upon the two slightly different CPs—one created by the participant, and another

one created by the participant’s collaborator. For this, I first provided three different CPs

for participants to choose from, based on how well they could envision collaborating on the

CP with their friends given the selection of songs.

I presented all of the mock CPs in the format of the Separate Literal interface (here-

inafter, simply “communication interface”), which I found to be most promising in Study

1 (example shown in Figure 3.6). To better situate the participants, I asked participants

to engage in mock interactions based upon the CP of their choice with respect to the songs

contained in, and the functionality of, the CP as indicated by the CP’s title. These mock

interactions were created by asking participants to identify songs they wished to add and

delete from the playlist, as well as to provide a list of songs from their chosen CPs that

they could reorder. After each mock interaction, I asked for their comfort levels with per-

forming each action, and also asked whether they would want to communicate with their

collaborators about the action they took. The questions were posed with the same 7-point

Likert-type scale as described in § 3.3.1. At the end of each scenario, I asked whether their

comfort levels would change based on the ability to communicate about their actions on

a 5-point scale from “much more uncomfortable” (1) to “much more comfortable” (5). I

chose a 5-point scale for this question because too much granularity in detecting changes

could have made it difficult for the participants to choose a response. This was suitable

for the goal of understanding whether the communication channel provides a positive or

negative change in comfort. After interacting with the mock communication interface, I

asked the participants to evaluate the interface using a selection of attributes that were

inspired by the heuristic evaluation proposed by Nielsen and Molich (1990). I selected four

of the nine attributes, and also added attributes relating to collaboration and satisfaction,

resulting in a total of seven attributes: Memorable, satisfying, error-tolerant, effective for
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communication, helpful to collaborator dynamics, efficient/convenient, and easy to learn.

Figure 3.6: An example of the communication interface (Separate Literal) that participants
interacted with. This particular interface is of a CP named “Fave 90’s” chosen by 60% of
participants as being the CP they could imagine collaborating on. This CP is an example
of the oCreate iAct scenario with three collaborators: Amy (“Creator”), Brian, and the
participant (“You”). Playlist History captures dialogue between collaborators, generated
using the chat box, as well as status updates (e.g., addition of a song in light gray font). For
the playlist history, I included Lorem Ipsum placeholder text (in black font) and explained
to the participants that I did this to avoid biasing them as to the kinds of conversations
that would be going on in the CP.

Questionnaire design

The design of the questionnaire for Study 2 was similar to that of Study 1, as described

in § 3.3.1. In addition to the eligibility criteria for Study 1, for Study 2, I ensured those

who had already participated in Study 1 were not eligible, in order to eliminate any bias

from previous participation. Study 2 consisted of questions regarding a probable CP, mock

interactions with the chosen CP, and interface evaluations. In Study 2, the actions and

scenarios were both randomized and evenly presented, such that no ordering effects would

take place. Data analysis was conducted similarly as in Study 1, as presented in § 3.3.1.
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Participant demographics

I recruited N = 91 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk and garnered N = 73 re-

sponses (80%) from participants who had interacted with CPs in some capacity before (i.e.,

CP users) and could imagine collaborating with others on their selected CP. Filtering out

participant data based on irrelevant text responses to a manipulation check and unusually

rapid survey completion (N = 23) led to N = 67 full participant responses. 47.8% had

created CPs, 82.1% had listened to CPs created by others, and 58.2% had listened to CPs

created by themselves as well as contributed to CPs. 65.7% engaged with CPs a few times

per year to at least once per month, whereas 34.3% did so at least once per week or at

least once per day. Spotify was the dominant platform used to participate in collaborative

playlists (70.1%). Of the participants, 46% were female and 90% were 25–54 years old.

3.4.2 Results

I present results regarding perceptions of the four CP actions from mock interactions in two

scenarios: iCreate iAct and oCreate iAct. I also present participants’ perceptions of the

communication interface situated within the CPs after these mock interactions. Comfort

levels expressed for four actions in two scenarios were found to be similar to those found in

Study 1; t-tests comparing the means of responses from Studies 1 and 2 were not found to

be significant (p > 0.1 in all cases). Consistent with Figure 3.2, I found that oCreate iAct

actions were all less comfortable for participants than the same actions in iCreate iAct

(RQ1a). In terms of CP actions, the greatest difference between comfort levels was detected

in reordering songs in the playlist (RQ1b). Further analysis showed that the comfort level

associated with reordering was significant between scenarios (p < 0.01, ANOVA). I also

found the scenario to have a marginally significant effect on the comfort of adding songs

(p < 0.1, ANOVA).

Desire for communication

Before engaging in mock interactions with their CP collaborators, participants indicated

whether they wanted to communicate with others about each of their actions. I found an

overall desire to communicate with collaborators, and I found that the desire to commu-

nicate was greatest when deleting others’ contributions in both the iCreate and oCreate

scenarios (Figure 3.7). The remaining actions were between slightly agree and neutral,
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indicating a slight desire to communicate about the action being taken on the CP.

Observing patterns in participants’ answers, I conducted k -means clustering and found

two clusters emerging (Figure 3.8). Cluster 1 (N = 38, more than half the participants)

desired to communicate in tandem with their action for all four actions across two scenarios.

Meanwhile, participants in Cluster 2 (N = 29) were varied in desiring communication,

averaging between slightly disagree and neutral, except when deleting songs that their

collaborators added. The greatest deviance between the two clusters was found in their

desire to communicate about reordering songs.

Influence of a communication channel on comfort level

In addressing RQ2 using mock interfaces, I found that on average, having a communica-

tion channel—which, in this case, was a Separate Literal interface—made the participants

slightly more comfortable overall, except for when deleting another’s song. Analyzing these

results with more granularity, I found that the comfort level of deleting others’ contributions

averaged around “no change at all” for both scenarios. However, comfort levels for all other

actions were higher and leaned towards “slightly more comfortable” (Figure 3.9). Analysis

of change in comfort level for each action showed no significant difference between the two

scenarios.

Upon plotting individual changes in comfort levels, I found a pattern emerging which
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cannot be accounted for with the overall averages, and therefore conducted k -means clus-

tering based on the relative change values. Using the elbow method, I found three clusters

to be the most appropriate. The three groups showed distinct patterns in their change in

comfort with the added communication channel (Figure 3.10). Cluster 1 (N = 29) perceived

they would be slightly more comfortable or above for all actions regardless of scenario, with

slightly higher comfort in deleting others’ songs. Cluster 2 (N = 23) perceived minimal

comfort changes (slightly above and below no change at all in comfort level) for all ac-

tions except for deleting others’ songs. For deleting others’ songs, Cluster 2 expected to be

slightly more uncomfortable when having a communication channel. Cluster 3 (N = 15)

perceived mixed changes in comfort. Like Cluster 1, those in Cluster 3 felt more comfort-

able in adding songs and deleting their own songs with a communication channel. However,

Cluster 3 tended more towards Cluster 2 with regards to their change in comfort in deleting

others’ songs. It is interesting to note that the communication channel had both posi-

tive and negative effects for the deletion action, and that a greater number of people felt

more uncomfortable about communicating about their “deleting others’ ” action, despite

the average centering around “no change at all” for all participants.
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Figure 3.9: Change in com-
fort levels with a communica-
tion channel present. No signif-
icance was found between sce-
narios.
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N = 15). Indicated significance is between clusters.
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3.5 Discussion

The results from this investigation have shown divergent and nuanced perspectives toward

CP actions, and that users’ comfort in collaborative engagement changes significantly be-

tween types of actions and scenarios, and based on the presence or absence of a channel for

communication. From these, I propose four design considerations for CP designs that can

inform future technologies for social co-curation.

3.5.1 Collaborators may have conflicting views on CP ownership

Ownership towards the immaterial (i.e., digital) (Pierce et al., 2003) was evident in the CP

context. Two types of ownership emerged—individual and group—which were also identi-

fied from participants’ perspectives in a collaborative writing study (Birnholtz et al., 2013).

Through the various scenarios, however, I was able to distinguish between two kinds of indi-

vidual ownership: One associated with the participant themselves and one associated with

another collaborator. Individual ownership associated with another collaborator indicated

either the participant’s mindset (e.g., “I feel that the person that started the playlist has

some type of ownership” (P16)) or a projection of the collaborator’s mindset (e.g., “They

might feel a sense of ownership” (P42)). Some also displayed collective group ownership,

or equal ownership amongst collaborators: “Joint playlist” (P15).

Further, I found that for both individual and group ownership, the object of ownership

could be either songs in the CP or the CP itself — constituent and aggregate —with stronger

evidence for the former (a kind of singular ownership per added song). The differences in

how participants perceived these ownership structures were further exemplified through the

deviance observed between clusters (in Figs. 3.5 and 3.10).

These differences in perception of ownership can pose a threat to collaboration. One

collaborator may boldly delete songs in a CP they have created, while other collabora-

tors may have expected everyone to only add songs. Here, the first collaborator’s actions

could be misconstrued as a display of “possessive rituals” to others, as was the case on

Pinterest (Schiele and Ucok Hughes, 2013). Similarly, if one feels that the songs are owned

equally by everyone contributing to the CP and reorders the playlist, another collaborator

might see this action as stepping on their territory. This may even lead to displaying terri-

toriality (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009) and can discourage contributions and collaborations.

While territoriality could be highly useful in creating a CP of quality—as it has been in the
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context of Wikipedia (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009)—its consequences within a creative con-

text amongst collaborating friends can be detrimental. Expecting individual CP ownership

toward the other playlist creator (i.e., oCreate) can also lead to seemingly passive collab-

oration from other collaborators: “Since my friend started the playlist, I would feel like I

was imposing or being a bit presumptuous in some of these cases” (P57). This could also

be unfavorable to those starting a CP in the hopes of receiving active contributions, which

many participants mentioned as being the reason for making a playlist collaborative (Park

and Kaneshiro, 2021). Therefore, it is critical to help users collaborating on CPs to find

common ground (Clark and Brennan, 1991) as to their expected ownership structures, since

the data shows that ownership is not always (implicitly) assigned to the one who started

the CP or the one who added a song. To do so, such questions as “Can CP functionalities

be designed in a way such that everyone can learn their peer’s perceived ownership and the

potential discrepancy?” may be useful.

Furthermore, collaborators may all desire co-ownership of the CP, even if they expect

individual CP ownership. Friends engaged in storytelling together were found to prefer equal

division of power (Kim et al., 2014), and this equality in group ownership may be desired for

CPs as well. In fact, just as “role in structures and concomitant power differentials” (Wang

et al., 2017) was one of the four reasons for not wanting to co-write, this could be the

outcome of maintaining individual ownership in CPs, deterring users from collaborating

further. Hence, in addition to understanding whether collaborators have different ownership

expectations, applications can help to mediate user interactions such that users can reach

their collectively desired type of ownership. Design of CP functionalities can be more

mindful of how explicit cues of identity are displayed (Bryan-Kinns et al., 2007) and consider

ways to support users who may be “training for letting go and letting others” as expressed

by P53. Moreover, the nuanced ways in which concepts of ownership can arise and hinder

collaboration, the very activity that the platform aims to encourage, ought to be noted.

3.5.2 Some actions speak louder than others and turn CPs into laundry

lists

As evidenced in both Studies 1 and 2, the four actions that the participants evaluated all

differed in terms of comfort: Overall means of actions ranged from 3.30 (above slightly

uncomfortable) to 6.22 (above moderately comfortable), a range that is almost half the

range of the 7-point Likert-type scale. These actions were also felt differently across the
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three CP scenarios, and the variance was even more pronounced (from 2.92 to 6.33).

Inspecting text responses, I found adding songs was perceived mostly as a contribution

to the CP—seen as being additive and positive—with only 3% of responses indicating

hesitation to do so. Any discomfort expressed was due to the negative communicability of

some of their actions. Of all the actions, deleting others’ songs was the most uncomfortable.

In fact, deleting a song that one has not added to the CP oneself communicates the most

negative message (and thus, the “loudest” action) to collaborators. Prior work found that

some CPs were used to keep a record of all the songs shared amongst the collaborators, while

some were used as a playlist for all to listen to the most recent songs (Park and Kaneshiro,

2017, 2021). The latter entailed limiting the number of songs contained in the playlist,

thereby operating under the premise of deleting songs. If such decisions around the CP

had been articulated when the collaboration was instantiated, or if the application had an

option for users to specify a song limit, perhaps the hesitation towards deleting songs would

not have been as apparent as was found in this study; deleting a song would be a natural

course of action as someone adds a song. Alternatively, the constraint could even encourage

further discussions around music and create additional CPs among collaborators. In doing

so, collaborators can be certain that the intention behind deleting is not to insinuate that

another contributor has bad taste in music, and could thereby feel less negativity towards

deletions. This is analogous to multiple authors writing an article with a firm length limit

(e.g., a conference paper with a requirement of 10 pages or fewer) that leads the authors to

discuss and weigh in on what should go and stay (Nunamaker Jr et al., 1996).

Parsing out the meanings that users associate with their own and others’ actions is

important. This communicability may be inherent in the platform, but can also stem from

users assigning a “communication function” to “simple tools” (Hayes et al., 2016), as with

CP actions. For example, researchers have found that the action of Liking on Facebook is

prompted by sensory and visual features (Kim and Yang, 2017) and motivated by content-

and relationally-based meanings (Sumner et al., 2018). Further investigations that lead to

building a more nuanced understanding of the thought process behind collaborative actions,

with consideration of different possible scenarios of collaboration, will be critical.
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3.5.3 Performing an “invasive” action is uncomfortable, more so than

receiving it

Participants’ text responses revealed how they would expect others to act, and this mirrored

what they thought they would do or like being done to them (e.g., some would not delete

others’ contributions because they would not like their own songs to be deleted by others);

this could be an instance of “moral behavior” promoted by imagining oneself in the other’s

place (Kohlberg, 1976; Batson et al., 2003). Despite the mirrored expectations, I found

prominent differences between deletion of one’s own contributions versus that of others’

contributions: While deleting one’s own contributions averaged around moderately com-

fortable, deletion of others’ contributions averaged at slightly uncomfortable (Figure 3.2).

I also found differences in comfort for deleting others’ contributions between iCreate oAct

and oCreate iAct, where the roles of creating and acting upon the CP are flipped. There

was less discomfort in others deleting a song that the participant had added compared to

the participant deleting a song that another collaborator had added. This shows that par-

ticipants are more hesitant to carry out “invasive” actions than to receive them, and this

may be a result of being conflict-averse (i.e., not wanting to create any reason for conflict).

This is important to note because such conflict aversion can lead to less participation (Ulbig

and Funk, 1999), and this can discourage active CP involvement. Furthermore, if there is

a song that someone wants deleted, and yet it remains in the CP, the CP can only be less

than ideal for that collaborator. While some may be happy to skip the song, others may

not be as willing, especially if there are too many songs to skip. Therefore, mitigating the

uncertainty in how deleting songs is perceived is important to CP engagement.

3.5.4 Communication channels in CPs can ease discomfort around actions

Notably, “having a prior discussion” (P4) and negotiation before making decisions helped

users to feel more at ease with CP actions. Such accounts from many CP users suggest

that this ensuing ease may be the reason for their direct communication on other messaging

platforms (i.e., a workaround) beyond the CP platform, which does not itself support any

communication. Even so, such discussions situated outside of the CP may pose difficulties

to users, as the conversational context may be missing. Additionally, switching between

platforms can be inconvenient, becoming a hindrance to communication itself. Participants

may also feel more comfortable if given communication channels in scenarios where they
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may not feel ownership of the CP (i.e., attribute CP ownership to other collaborators).

These results underscore the finding that sharing, of music in this case, “depends a lot on

feelings for the other and on the other’s concern for oneself” (Chua et al., 2012). As imple-

mented in various systems (e.g., the commenting feature7 in Google Docs), contextualized

in situ communication can be helpful and desirable, and can encourage greater participa-

tory culture (Weng and Gennari, 2004; Iacob, 2011; Chau, 2010). Similarly, situating such

discussions within the CP would enable more active communication around the music users

wish to include or exclude from the CP, and could facilitate even more sharing of songs and

musical tastes.

While some CP users took to other means to communicate directly, it was evident

that this was not always the case—some did not always communicate and some not at all.

Perhaps the users who did not communicate were not so comfortable doing so, as was the

case with Cluster 1 in Figure 3.5. Communicating about the changes makes them more

apparent, even when users have no desire to draw attention to the modifications they are

making: “Hoping they don’t notice I got rid of one of theirs” (P27). Here, technological

mediation can be effective—an intelligent agent that offers to delete a song that is no

longer enjoyed by the collaborators and obsolete in the CP could be one way of facilitating

communication to address this discomfort. Providing avenues for greater awareness can also

help to ease communication.

Participants indicated a general lack of awareness of how others felt about the music

in the CPs—awareness of both the changes made in the CP and collaborators’ sentiments

regarding the music. Those hesitant to communicate altogether may benefit from features

that raise awareness of individual CP usage (e.g., play counts (Jawaheer et al., 2010)) and

modifications (i.e., through mechanisms for change awareness (Tam and Greenberg, 2006)),

which could subsequently supply discussion topics. P30 expected others to “reprimand”

them for adding songs other collaborators dislike, and suggested a need for prior notifications

(i.e., a way to enhance change awareness) to take CP actions with greater comfort.

Lacking awareness of collaborators’ sentiments was also a hindrance to fluid collabora-

tion. Many users did not want to risk the chance of deleting a song that others “may like”,

especially because sentiments are dynamic (e.g., one may get tired of a song after months

of consumption). Moreover, knowing their collaborators’ thoughts and expectations for a

7https://support.google.com/docs/answer/65129, Accessed May 30, 2022.

https://support.google.com/docs/answer/65129
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CP was the most frequently mentioned (39%) way to help participants feel more comfort-

able about making CP modifications. These highlight the frustrating opacity of individual

sentiments, and also the potential differences in collaborators’ sentiments. Awareness of

whether another person is enjoying a song or not, which can be achieved through explicit

means (e.g., discussions) and implicit means (e.g., play counts, sentiment reactions (Tian

et al., 2017)) or greater platform transparency, is needed to take CP actions comfortably.

Communication can help resolve these issues of awareness as well. Consistent with prior

work in co-writing (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012) and co-creation (Luther et al., 2010), in

which communication was found to be vital to collaborative success, users in Study 1 eval-

uated the literal interfaces as being most preferable. We can attribute this to the literal

interface’s affordance for communication in a variety of forms: A Situated Literal interface

affords rich conversations around specific songs, whereas a Separate Literal interface facil-

itates profuse communication on the CP as a whole as well as general music sentiments.

This suggests that in the context of CPs, which many users collaborate on asynchronously,

more communication may lead to positive impressions of their collaborators, unlike the re-

lationship found in co-writing (Birnholtz et al., 2013), where more communication led to

more negative impressions. Or, as collaborators are most often friends, this relationship or

expectation of communication may be different in CPs. Hence, enabling communication

on the CP platform itself is promising for active and more comfortable collaborations, and

ought to be investigated further.

3.6 Limitations & Future work

The studies were conducted using surveys. While this has the benefit of collecting numerous

responses from multiple users, and is a commonly used method for testing scenarios, I was

not able to garner perceptions and interactions around real CPs that have been built be-

tween collaborators over time. In the same vein, hypothetical scenarios may not accurately

represent participants’ real experiences collaborating on real CPs, and their responses to

these scenarios may be speculative. Therefore, I aim to continue this work to test these

findings through in-the-wild experiments that allow for greater ecological validity. While I

used the Situated Literal interface for Study 2, both literal interfaces were both found to

be promising from Study 1; therefore, understanding which interface is of greater support

to CPs will require further investigation. In furthering this work with ecologically valid
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interactions, we will be able to compare promising interfaces with greater accuracy. In

conducting these future investigations, I will also use semi-structured interviews and direct

observations to glean rich anecdotal information and behavioral measurements, to further

elucidate perceptions and interactions around CPs.

3.7 Conclusion

Examining the current rendition of CPs exemplified by Spotify, I studied how comfortable

participants felt with taking CP actions (adding, deleting, and reordering songs) in three

scenarios based on who started the CP and who was taking action on it. In investigating

users’ comfort with each action and scenario, I found that some actions were more uncom-

fortable than others and also found that who initiated the CP and who contributed a given

song influenced their comfort. Moreover, I evidenced user perceptions that communication

was desired and helpful in CP interactions; participants desired the ability to communicate

more for certain actions than others. Through mock interactions using a Separate Literal

interface with a communication channel, I found that this interface fostered further collab-

oration and promoted effective communication. From these results, I derived four design

considerations around ambiguous ownership expectations, differing perceived magnitudes

of actions, leniency in taking more “invasive” actions, and the potential for communication

to ease discomfort in CP interactions.

The simple act of curating a music playlist can entail rich social dynamics intertwined

with ownership (territoriality), discomfort, and a desire for further communication. With

a more nuanced understanding of users in various collaborative contexts, in which goals,

expectations, and perceived ownership differ, we will be able to design more suitable and

user-centered tools for social collaborations, starting with CPs. This will enable more

diverse and vibrant collaborations between users, and it will present more opportunities for

further research into collaborator dynamics.

This concludes Chapter 3 in Part II of my dissertation that has surfaced varied per-

ceptions of ownership, comfort levels in interactions, and desire for communication in the

context of collaborative playlists. The online actions explored in this context—of adding,

deleting, and reordering songs—are principally editing actions. Hence, I decided to explore

online actions in another collaborative editing context: Collaborative writing. As a context

relatively more rich in cues compared to collaborative playlists, collaborative writing enables
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people to communicate with free text, yet similar issues of ambiguity and ownership have

been found. I have thus set out to understand how clearer communication, made possible

by provision of rationales for one’s online actions, influences collaboration in this context.

In Chapter 4, I explore the role of rationales for the online action of editing in this context

of collaborative writing.



Chapter 4

Online actions in collaborative

writing: Rationale provision in

collaborative writing

“Reduced cues in online environments can affect the interpretation of messages

and attribution of credit, blame, and motivation” – Birnholtz and Ibara (2012)

4.1 Introduction

Collaborative writing is one of the most ubiquitous forms of distributed work, whether

it involves researchers writing a manuscript together towards a publication, students co-

writing a project-based class report, or journalists receiving edits for their articles. As such,

collaborative writing has evolved from sending back and forth files requiring version control

(Sun and Chen, 2002; Tam and Greenberg, 2006) to collaborative writing enabled by real-

time synchronous editing services (e.g., Google Docs3). Yet, despite extensive experience

over the years, there are still issues that arise in collaborative writing that cause people to

not want to write together (Wang et al., 2017) and even generate conflict (Kittur et al.,

2007; Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012).

Online actions and the ambiguity thereof also cause issues in the context of collaborative

writing. For example, people still grapple with how to give effective feedback to others, as

they can be received in several ways depending on various factors including how aligned the

97
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feedback is to oneself, valence of feedback (i.e., positive feedback is more readily accepted),

goals for receiving feedback, and credibility of those providing feedback (Ilgen et al., 1979;

Bietz, 2008; Gielen et al., 2010). Another critical factor in receiving feedback is how one

interprets others and their motives—that to accept feedback, one must believe the “critic

has good intentions and is being truthful” (Bietz, 2008; Pornpitakpan, 2004). Yet feedback

does not always come across positively. In fact, feedback in the form of edits can be

interpreted negatively, because “visible actions in collaborative editing tools reveal only

the actions themselves, often leaving the rationale behind them ambiguous” (Birnholtz and

Ibara, 2012).

It is in these impoverished online environments where cues are limited that people can

(and are more likely to) overinterpret, misinterpret, and even blame others (Bazarova and

Walther, 2009; Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012). To avoid doing so, collaborators were found

to use a variety of strategies including the acknowledgement of seemingly “rude” edits

being simply a consequence of people’s writing habits as well as of system’s presentation

style (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012). How systems implement track changes, a mode in col-

laborative writing platforms that makes changes made by a collaborator visible, was one

such example of the presentation style influencing a collaborator’s perception. The design

decision made by platforms to display track changes in red, as opposed to other colors, was

noted by several participants in the interview study by Birnholtz and Ibara (2012) to have

“contributed to a perception of them as harsh and negative in tone”. Users admitted get-

ting “used to this” but doing so “required intent and learning”, as did interpreting others’

edits as constructive criticism rather than critiques.

People are also aware that their behaviors through the online actions afforded by these

collaborative writing platforms can be perceived, and are open to interpretation, by others,

and therefore have implications on their social relationships. Collaborators who are in the

position of giving feedback—especially critiques—need to have “thick skin” to do so (Posner

and Baecker, 1992) and have also been reported to consider how they ought to “make and

explain edits so as to minimize social conflict” (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012). These are

some of the actions people take to be perceived more positively or to curtail the negativity

inherent in the actions (Scott and Lyman, 1968; Goffman et al., 1978; Watts, 2003).

While not explicitly investigated in several studies in this field, rationales, or “the reasons

or intentions that cause a particular set of beliefs or actions”,1 seem to play an important

1https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/rationale, Accessed May 23, 2022.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/rationale
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part. Rationales are known to be helpful from both sides—as a collaborator who is editing

and as one who is receiving such edits. To those making and suggesting edits, rationales

help explain and communicate with others, and to dampen the negativity that people may

perceive in edits (Kim and Eklundh, 2001; Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012; Birnholtz et al.,

2013). To those receiving edits, rationales make feedback seem more helpful, cohesive, and

valuable (Yuan et al., 2016; Krause et al., 2017). While rationales may be costly to provide,

they ultimately helped to improve the co-written work (Gielen et al., 2010). I found that, in

social media, the presence of rationales have an impact in affect and comfort in interpreting

people’s online actions (Chapter 2, (Park et al., 2021)). Yet we know little about what

exactly is the role and implications of rationales in the context of collaborative writing,

despite hints of the promising potential of rationales. We are left wondering:

How do rationales affect perceptions of collaborators in collaborative writing?

To answer this question, I designed a mixed methods investigation that started with an

experimental online study in which participants were randomly paired to anonymously write

two essays using Google Docs. One participant in each dyad was designated as the First

Author to write the initial drafts. The First Authors then finalized the essays after receiving

track changed edits and comments from their paired collaborator (i.e., Second Author) in

which one essay had rationales and the other did not. This within-subjects study enabled me

to capture how people perceive collaborators who provide rationales and who do not while

controlling for other factors including collaborator dynamics and Second Author’s writing

(e.g., style, expertise). Following up this experimental study with semi-structured interviews

with a subset of the First Authors, I found that rationales are important in the context

of collaborative writing and that providing rationales affects collaborators’ perspectives of

others and the collaborative experience. Most First Authors preferred rationale-providers,

who came across as being more dedicated, mature, and knowledgeable among other traits.

All unanimously highlighted that rationales help collaborations and that the benefits out-

weigh the disadvantages, including that it takes more time to provide and process. From

these insights, I distilled design considerations for collaborative editing platforms including

that of facilitating communication of rationales as well as guidance on doing this effectively.

Through this work, I contribute to a deeper understanding of how important the role of

communicating rationales in the context of collaborative editing is and suggest ways in

which our tools today can enable more active exchange of rationales and thereby improve

our collaborations online.
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4.2 Related Works

4.2.1 Collaborative writing

Collaborative writing has long been a topic of HCI research alongside technological advances

since early text processing in the 1980s and 1990s (e.g., AUGMENT (Engelbart, 1984),

Quilt (Fish et al., 1988), SASE (Baecker et al., 1995)). Early work highlighted multiple

aspects to be addressed (e.g., version control (Kraut et al., 1992), awareness (Dourish and

Bellotti, 1992; Tam and Greenberg, 2006)) as well as formed a taxonomy of collaborative

writing that delineated roles that individuals take, activities and actions towards the project,

methods of managing and controlling the document, and strategies employed in the process

of writing (Baecker et al., 1995).

Today, collaborative writing has become ubiquitous through a multitude of commercial,

online collaborative editing platforms (e.g., Google Docs,3 Microsoft Word,2 Overleaf3).

Much effort to understand how people write together has continued. Kim and Eklundh

(2001) found in reviewing 15 writing tasks that collaborative writing usually entailed an

asynchronous aspect, 57% were dyadic collaborations, and four authors was commonly the

maximum number of collaborators. In these collaborative dynamics, people exhibited group

maintenance behaviors, e.g., some writers opted to suggest changes rather than revise other

members’ text4 and some provided the reasons for making edits (e.g., to avoid hurting

others’ feelings). Birnholtz and Ibara (2012) similarly found writers seldom making direct

changes in others’ writing; if they did, they were found to provide explanations of changes

in addition to using humor or emoticons.

Researchers have found territorial behavior within collaborative writing (Thom-Santelli

et al., 2009; Larsen-Ledet and Korsgaard, 2019). Territorial functioning, defined by Taylor

et al. (1988) as “an interlocked system of sentiments, cognitions, and behaviors that are

highly place specific, socially and culturally determined and maintaining, and that rep-

resent a class of person-place transactions concerned with issues of setting management,

maintenance, legibility, and expressiveness” has been found to be “socially determined as

opposed to place-dependent” (Larsen-Ledet and Korsgaard, 2019). With dimensions of

time, place, roles, and state, territorial functioning in collaborative writing has been found

to be a mutual and cooperative maintenance process that has implications for the social

2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/word, Accessed May 9, 2022.
3https://www.overleaf.com/about, Accessed May 9, 2022.
4This is akin to people desiring not to delete songs added by someone else.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/word
https://www.overleaf.com/about
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order as well as the written work (Larsen-Ledet and Korsgaard, 2019). Territorial behaviors

that collaborators display have implications for introducing private spaces—a longstanding

CSCW recommendation (Delisle and Schwartz, 1986; Dourish and Bellotti, 1992) that is

also supported by recent work in the collaborative writing context (Wang et al., 2017).

Despite people often writing collaboratively, Wang et al. (2017) found that not all people

want to write together. Some were reluctant to write or edit at the same time or at the

same place in a document as others because exposing their typing behaviors was uncom-

fortable. Some did not wish to write with others altogether due to reasons including power

differentials (e.g., “students ... do not want to directly edit their advisors’ (or managers’)

words”), misattribution of credit, and privacy.

Writing processes have also been studied. Sarrafzadeh et al. (2021) found that writers

go through distinct phases that are possible to predict by looking at the collaborators’ in-

teraction logs. This result underscored the feasibility of providing digital writing assistance

that is tailored to the writing stages writers are in. Building upon work by Baecker et al.

(1995), Larsen-Ledet et al. (2020) have expanded on the collaborative writing taxonomy to

include different functions of text that is produced both together as well as individually, such

as ‘interim outcome’ and ‘outline’ among others. They also found that co-writers employ

multiple tools in the process of collaborative writing and their motivations for transitioning

between these tools are for functional, personal space, aesthetic and user experience, and

communication reasons (Larsen-Ledet et al., 2020). Yet some of these tools were found

to be inaccessible to those who are blind or visually impaired, as accessibility features are

“often a post-hoc adaptation to tools created for sighted people” that lead to these features

being challenging to use as they can be cognitively demanding (Das et al., 2019).

4.2.2 Online actions in collaborative writing

There are various online actions in collaborative writing, of which one common category

is giving feedback through actions of track changes (i.e., suggested edits) and comments.

Track changes5 is a tool that one can turn on or off and gives collaborators “a way to make

changes that are easy to spot” as they are displayed using different font (e.g., different

color and strikethrough for deleted content). The changes made by users in track changes

mode “are like suggestions that you can review, and then remove them or make them

5https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/track-changes-in-word-197ba630-0f5f-4a8e-9a

77-3712475e806a, Accessed May 10, 2022.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/track-changes-in-word-197ba630-0f5f-4a8e-9a77-3712475e806a
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/track-changes-in-word-197ba630-0f5f-4a8e-9a77-3712475e806a
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permanent”.5 Comments,6 which appear in the form of balloons (with the comment text

inside) placed in the right margin without changing the document itself, can be used for

annotative purposes for oneself or to communicate to others, as they can be responded to,

resolved, or left alone.

Both track changes and comments are online actions that have visual representations

that enable collaborators to gain awareness of who has contributed where in the document

and when (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992). Theory of such awareness in dynamic systems has

shown that to achieve awareness, people need to first perceive elements in the environment,

to then comprehend the situation, and finally be able to project likely future states (End-

sley, 2017). Being able to gain this awareness from “the persistent trace left by textual

conversation is a rich source of socially salient information” has been highlighted as being

one of the key elements to achieving social translucence, “an approach to designing digital

systems that emphasizes making social information visible within the system” (Erickson

and Kellogg, 2000).

Yet researchers have also found that awareness can be a double-edged sword. Awareness

not only enables social information to be made visible (towards cooperation), but also

leads to less desirable consequences (less cooperation and towards conflict). In the context

of Wikipedia, researchers have found that visibility, of editing history and watch lists,

surfaces and brings attention to changes made including vandalized text (Viégas et al.,

2004; Bryant et al., 2005) that can in turn “re-ignite conflict among editors who maintain

that page” (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012; Kittur et al., 2007). Kittur et al. (2007) additionally

found that even though anonymous editors may be valuable contributors, their anonymity

further exacerbates conflicts in contexts where heated discussions take place. Moreover,

territoriality can arise from the visibility enabled by revision history and watch lists that

can cause defensive actions to turn into “turf wars and conflicts over ownership” if left

unrestrained (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009).

Track changes and communication around them

Visibility of track changes in the context of collaborative writing can also be both helpful

and detrimental—“improve collaborators’ knowledge” or “incite social conflict” (Birnholtz

and Ibara, 2012). Birnholtz and Ibara (2012) found that “participants’ reactions to others’

6https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/using-modern-comments-in-word-edc6ae71-0a2d

-49fe-8faa-986f1e48136a, Accessed May 10, 2022.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/using-modern-comments-in-word-edc6ae71-0a2d-49fe-8faa-986f1e48136a
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/using-modern-comments-in-word-edc6ae71-0a2d-49fe-8faa-986f1e48136a
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actions were affected by social messages perceived in edits” because edits embody “social

messages that have group maintenance implications”. Receiving extensive edits, for exam-

ple, could be interpreted as collaborator’s thoughtful interaction and engagement with the

document, but could also be the collaborator “butcher[ing]” or being “overly critical” of

their work. Interpreting as the latter can, in turn, hurt the recipient’s ego (Birnholtz and

Ibara, 2012) and become less attracted to the writing task (Birnholtz et al., 2013).

People were found to use various strategies when receiving others’ changes and inter-

preting them. Interpretation strategies included actively reasoning that while the edits

may “seem rude” it may be simply due to others’ habit or style of writing, or even how

software presents collaborators’ actions (e.g., track changes being displayed in red con-

tributing to others’ edits being perceived as “harsh and negative in tone”) (Birnholtz and

Ibara, 2012). These instances of attributions, in particular “maladaptive attributions”,

have also been found to occur due to technological constraints of distributed work in virtual

teams (Bazarova and Walther, 2009). Researchers found that feedback from critics who

were neither visible nor audible came across as being more negative and less credible (Bi-

etz, 2008). Negative feedback as well as negatively perceived feedback had less likelihood

of being accepted and incorporated (Ilgen et al., 1979; Bietz, 2008).

Many participants were also found to consider how their own edits would be interpreted,

and employed strategies to mitigate conflict. In most cases (13 of 15 cases) considered in the

study by Kim and Eklundh (2001) (discussed earlier in § 4.2.1), interviewees were found to

not directly edit without contacting the original writer first; if edits were made, some pro-

vided explanations to avoid hurting others’ feelings among other reasons. Similar strategies

were also found in another study. Strategies ranged from making changes without telling

collaborators to using annotations to avoid misinterpretations from and confrontations with

others (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012). This work gave rise to the design implications including

the importance of incorporating communication features (e.g., chat function) to better sup-

port group dynamics. To investigate this, Birnholtz et al. (2013) conducted a laboratory

study exploring the difference in access to communication and history features and found

that communicating around documents was critical when finalizing documents together in

dyads. In fact, those who were not provided communication features even “appropriated the

text editing features to use them for communication” (Birnholtz et al., 2013). Relational

effects of communication were not straightforward, however, as they found asynchronous
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communication amount to be inversely proportional to collaborator attraction and docu-

ment ownership, while synchronous communication amount was positively correlated with

attraction and ownership. Implications from this work included enabling users to show

positive intent through language or features in addition to increasing collaborators’ change

awareness (Birnholtz et al., 2013).

Comments and annotations

As alluded to in § 4.2.2, comments in collaborative writing serve various purposes, including

sharing about progress, asking for clarification, and communicating about prior comments

made (Neuwirth et al., 1988). Earlier works on comments and annotations (broader in

scope than comments in that they can be for the purpose of the one making annotations)

have shown that their purposes are not only task-oriented goals, but also social goals of

collaboration. Suchman and Trigg (1986) found that communication around collaborative

writing included those around topic development (substantive communication); questions,

clarifications, elaborations, and acceptances (annotative communication); and discussions

around collaboration itself (procedural communication, e.g., topic transitions, conventions).

Yet communication in the form of comments was privy to numerous issues: “Writers don’t

understand comments, they think the comments reflect confused readings rather than prob-

lems in their texts, they are frustrated by perceived lack of consistency in comments and

contradictory comments” (Neuwirth et al., 1990, 1988). These have led to suggestions

for collaborative writing systems to facilitate communication around comments (Neuwirth

et al., 1990) and to support them in several modes (e.g., text, voice, drawings) (Baecker

et al., 1995; Cadiz et al., 2000).

Prior work has also focused on specific practices and needs around comments. Weng

and Gennari (2004) found that comments were used for various reasons, from asking ques-

tions to suggesting changes, yet the existing commenting tools available were insufficient as

many would communicate in a separate medium (e.g., notes, emails). Cadiz et al. (2000)

uncovered a need for annotation notifications, while also finding that the comments were

not used when deadlines were imminent as the turnaround time was not fast enough. People

also avoided making minor comments, as they could be “nitpicky” and “a waste of time for

all readers of a document to see comments on grammatical or spelling errors” (Cadiz et al.,

2000). They also found system issues that cause people to stop using comments, including

that when comments get “orphaned”, which happens when certain edits cause failure in
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matching comments to the respective correct locations (Cadiz et al., 2000). Despite these

shortcomings, researchers found that comments still allowed for explanation; as such, dis-

cussions and negotiations were often initiated using comments and collaborators seldom

scheduled meetings to discuss these issues (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012). Some were found

to add general statements regarding edits to “explain that they were being made without

intending to attack others or threaten group dynamics ... that he intends no offense and

simply wishes to be straightforward and constructive” and felt that having such a preface

for edits made it better for others to receive the criticism (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012).

What is clear is that there are mixed feelings around these comments, and there is not

one clear solution to how they ought to be implemented. Despite the relatively greater

richness afforded by textual input in contrast with Like buttons on social media (Hayes

et al., 2016; Park et al., 2021), users have been found to have divergent opinions with

respect to the richness of annotations. Cadiz et al. (2000) found that some did not make

high level comments, as they felt it would be difficult to express such concepts in text,

and some not using annotations when clearing up confusion. However, Birnholtz and Ibara

(2012) found that comments “allow for explanation”; in fact, they found participants in

their interview study to use comments to “handl[e] the tension between two desires: one

to change a document and another to avoid conflicts that could threaten effective group

maintenance often used to initiate discussions”.

4.2.3 Role of rationales in writing

While prior works in the domain of collaborative writing have primarily focused on who,

where, when, and how it progresses, another aspect of it is looking at why. While not the fo-

cus of collaborative writing investigations, the ‘why’ communicated between collaborators—

as explanations, justifications, rationales—has been shown to be promising and important.

Communication of rationales was found to enable collaborators to explain their edits, while

also avoid hurting others and helping them to accept edits—essentially supporting collabo-

rators in maintaining group dynamics (Kim and Eklundh, 2001; Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012;

Birnholtz et al., 2013).

Rationales have also shown to be helpful in other ways. In the context of writing

feedback, Gielen et al. (2010) found that justified comments in peer feedback improved

performance of writing assignments of Grade 7 secondary school students. These justified
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comments containing explanations or reasons for the suggestions helped recipients under-

stand why, and this provision of rationales was superior to accuracy of comments. This

resulted in the need to teach students to provide more frequent justifications when giv-

ing feedback to their peers. Hicks et al. (2016) hypothesized that “peer review systems

could benefit from design that elicits more explanations” and found that such explanatory

feedback could be elicited from reviewers in the context of peer assessment, but that fram-

ing effects of eliciting more explanatory reviews could be at the expense of the quality of

reviews. Moreover, explanations were positively correlated with negative comments and

female participants tended to provide more explanations.

Rationales are also important in perceived value of design feedback. Yuan et al. (2016)

found that “expertise did not correlate with any of the linguistic features” (e.g., writing

style) in feedback, but rather the experts’ ability to “produce clear justifications of the

issues and suggestions” that lead to “more cohesive pieces of feedback which facilitate

understanding and applicability” that led experts to provide valuable feedback for designers.

The lack of rationale in feedback led one participant in their study to highlight their desire

for them: “I would’ve preferred more justification” (Yuan et al., 2016). Among many factors

considered in crowdsourced design feedback, Krause et al. (2017) found that justifications

were also linearly correlated with perceived helpfulness of feedback.

In this investigation, I aimed to understand beyond the who, what, and when that

was emphasized in earlier work around collaborative writing (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992),

and focus on the why. I have focused on the communication of rationales and how their

presence (or lack thereof) influence the collaborative experience. While prior works in the

collaborative writing context have shown that rationales lead others to perceive the feedback

received as being more cohesive and helpful, we still do not know the extent to which this

impacts the co-writing experience with the collaborators. Therefore, I set out to conduct a

within-subjects experiment manipulating only the existence of rationales while controlling

for many other factors (e.g., collaborator dynamics, writing style).

4.3 Method

I conducted a mixed methods study involving largely two parts: (1) Collaborative writing

experiment and (2) follow-up semi-structured interviews.
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4.3.1 Collaborative writing experiment

The collaborative writing experiment was designed to investigate collaborators’ perceptions

around existence of rationales. In this experiment, two participants were randomly paired

together to co-write two essays in a similar spirit as the study conducted by Birnholtz et al.

(2013). In this study, however, all writing was asynchronous, in an anonymous writing

environment, and—most critically—with and without rationales/

Anonymous writing environment

I created an anonymous environment in which collaborators would write essays together.

This entailed creating two Google accounts—one for the First Author (FA) and one for

the Second Author (SA)—through which the participants would contribute to the essays.

I facilitated the exchange between the collaborators—providing the links to Google Docs,

where the essays were written—for anonymity to be kept and so that participants could be

under the impression that they were collaborating with two separate participants.7

Essay prompts

Among various essay prompts, I decided to use the prompts for the Analytical Writing sec-

tion of the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) General Test. This is a test that most

students applying for graduate schools in the United States are required take.8 As such, in

recruiting graduate students, I would be able to control for the participants’ experience in

having taken this test while choosing from a wide set of comparable essay topics. Further-

more, they would be one type of academic writing that could motivate participants to be

engaged in the collaborative writing task.

Of the two types of GRE essay topics—“issue” and “argument”—I decided to use two

“issue topics” that were made available by Educational Testing Service (ETS), the entity

that owns and administers the GRE tests.9 The issue topics were used in favor of the

7I considered designating one person as an SA for all participants to interact with to control for SA
consistency. However, upon piloting this, I found that SA’s level of expertise and experience (as well as
fatigue) with the essay topics increased with the number of essays they worked on. I felt this would lead to
unfair evaluations of essay performance and opted to have SAs different in each pair.

8Recently, graduate schools have been opting to drop this GRE application requirement for reasons due
to diversity concerns among others. https://www.science.org/content/article/wave-graduate-progra
ms-drop-gre-application-requirement, Accessed May 30, 2022.

9https://www.ets.org/gre/revised general/prepare/analytical writing/issue/pool, Accessed
January 9, 2021.

https://www.science.org/content/article/wave-graduate-programs-drop-gre-application-requirement
https://www.science.org/content/article/wave-graduate-programs-drop-gre-application-requirement
https://www.ets.org/gre/revised_general/prepare/analytical_writing/issue/pool
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argument topics, as they are consistent and simpler in their presentation; issue topics usually

consist of a single-sentence statement followed by instructions to write a response discussing

the extent of one’s agreement or disagreement with the statement, whereas argument topics

consist of a paragraph of text followed by instructions to write a response that examines

assumptions in the text, delineates specific evidence needed to evaluate the argument, or

identifies questions that need to be answered.

From the pool of issue topics given, I randomly chose two topics that were different—one

regarding government and another regarding society.9

• Government Topic: “Governments should focus on solving the immediate problems

of today rather than on trying to solve the anticipated problems of the future”.

• Society Topic: “To understand the most important characteristics of a society, one

must study its major cities”.

Instructions given below these two statements were the same:9

“Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the

recommendation and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing

and supporting your position, describe specific circumstances in which adopting the

recommendation would or would not be advantageous and explain how these examples

shape your position.”

Study design

Before engaging the participants, I randomly paired two participants and assigned them

their roles (FA and SA) randomly with consideration of the participants’ desire to be audio-

/video-recorded (as per noted in the consent form), which was a prerequisite for being an

FA, as they would later be invited to participate in follow-up interviews. Then they were

assigned participant numbers, which consisted of a randomly generated three-digit number

preceded by “FA” or “SA” depending on the assigned role (e.g., FA489, SA784). The

experimental study design consisted of five main steps delineated as the “Collaborative

writing process” as shown in Figure 4.1.

As the first step, the FA was asked to write the essays with the link to writing evaluation

criteria as presented in Table 4.1.10 The FA was given Google Docs links that were titled

10A link to this writing evaluation criteria was contained in the pre-study surveys that participants filled
out prior to working on the essays. The criteria was developed based upon a close inspection of existing GRE
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Figure 4.1: A diagram showing the process for First Author (FA; in purple) and Second
Author (SA; in orange) to collaborate on two essays with the process of collaborative writing
highlighted (in gray).

“G” or “S” followed by a randomly generated three-digit number and contained the study

prompt for topics of Government and Society respectively, and each essay was given up

to 50 minutes to be completed. The order of essays written was randomized with an even

distribution so that the number of FAs writing the Government essay first and the number of

FAs writing the Society essay first would be balanced. Once the initial drafts were written,

the FA was asked to complete a pre-study survey, which served to gauge their expertise

in collaborative writing, familiarity of track changes and comments, demographics, etc. At

the end of the survey, the FA was asked to book two times to finalize the essays.

Once the FA completed writing the initial drafts, the links for the two essays were sent

to the SA for their contributions. SA contributions followed completion of the pre-study

survey—similar to that which the FAs completed in that they contained the same questions

scoring criteria for issue topics and finding common writing aspects called out for each of the scores that could
be assigned to the GRE essay. I also decided that instead of giving one score ranging from zero to six for the
whole essay, as how GRE essays are scored, a designated evaluator would score each of aspects from zero to
six. https://www.ets.org/gre/revised general/prepare/analytical writing/issue/scoring guide,
Accessed December 21, 2021.

https://www.ets.org/gre/revised_general/prepare/analytical_writing/issue/scoring_guide
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Table 4.1: Writing evaluation criteria for collaborative writing study made available to the
participants through a link.

Essay criteria Explanation of essay criteria Scale

Positional clarity Articulates a clear and insightful position on the issue 0 – 6

Relevance/Focused Sustains a well-focused argument throughout in
argument accordance with the assigned task 0 – 6

Reasoning/Development Develops the position fully with compelling reasons
and/or persuasive examples 0 – 6

Organization/Structure Well-organized analysis, connecting ideas logically 0 – 6

Facility of written Demonstrates superior facility with the conventions
English of standard written English (i.e., grammar, usage and

mechanics), but may have minor errors 0 – 6

as well as asked to book two times to contribute to the essays. In this step, the SA was

asked to provide contributions to the drafts for up to 50 minutes for each essay with concrete

guidelines asking the SA contribute to the drafts in “Suggesting” mode, write comments,

and to provide rationales for all changes and comments made. These instructions were

accompanied by a visual aid demonstrating these requirements (Figure 4.2).11

I then reviewed the contributions made by the SA to ensure that the requirements were

met. Once the essays were reviewed, all rationales for one essay were deleted such that

the essay would be without any rationales. For example, the following comment was added

by SA068 for S684, an essay with Society topic: “Rephrasing the ideas so as to connect

them to the thesis statement”. I removed the rationale part of this comment starting with

“so as to” for the without-rationale condition; doing so resulted in the comment being

truncated to “Rephrasing the ideas”. This process was taken for all comments left for

the essay designated to be without rationales, which was predetermined randomly before

either author wrote the essay to prevent researcher bias as well as to ensure essays with and

without rationales were balanced for both topics.

Then links to the essays were sent to the FA at the times that the FA had booked,

and the FA made final changes to the two essays—one containing rationales and the other

not. The FA was allowed up to 50 minutes to finalize each essay and instructed to make

11This visual aid was drawn and included as part of the email to the SA in order to clearly communicate
the expectations for the participant as the SA, as findings from pilot tests showed the lack of adherence to
the requirements when only presented in text format.
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Figure 4.2: An example of a visual representation of the type of contributions requested of
the Second Author (SA) that accompanied the email sent to SA with links to contribute to
the essays. This was included in addition to written instructions to make the expectations
of an SA clear to the participants.

all the necessary changes to the drafts, as the SA would only be able to see the drafts and

accept changes but not modify any portion. These instructions were given such that if an

FA responded to an SA’s comment, I could see the FA’s intention to communicate. Upon

completion of each essay, FAs were asked to complete the post-essay survey, which probed

their impressions of the SAs they were asked to work with including their perceived writing

expertise, usage of track changes and comments, confidence and trust in collaborators, etc.

As a final step, I considered the drafts left in the essay Google Docs files to be the final

submissions made by the FA.

Collaborative writing study participants

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Stanford University and

Virginia Tech. Participants were recruited through listservs, social media post, and word of
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mouth. Those who were 18 years old or above and had collaborative writing experience on

an online platform (e.g., Google Docs, Overleaf) were eligible to participate. All participants

were recruited individually.

A total of N=20 pairs of FAs and SAs participated in the study from June 2021 to March

2022. FAs and SAs were compensated with a $50 and $20 Amazon gift card respectively,

with the possibility of winning a bonus of $100 and $50 respectively if their essay is chosen

as the highest-scoring essay among all submissions (one bonus for each essay topic).

4.3.2 Interview study

As a follow-up study to the experimental collaborative writing study, FAs were invited to

participate in the interview study, which was also approved by the Institutional Review

Boards at Stanford University and Virginia Tech. The semi-structured interview method

was chosen for its suitability in exploring “perceptions and opinions of respondents” and

“probing for more information and clarification of answers” (Barriball and While, 1994).

Study design

The semi-structured interviews consisted of largely four main parts, starting with gather-

ing an understanding of participants’ experience in collaborative writing and feedback. I

asked questions including how long they had been writing collaboratively, general practices

and expectations in giving and receiving feedback, and perceptions of track changes and

comments.

Next I probed participants’ perceptions of the two collaborators with the drafts of the

essays after SA contributions shown (i.e., Google Docs essays before FA made final edits in

shared screen mode): (Q1) How did you feel about the collaborations with one SA versus

another? (Q2) Who did you feel was more communicative and why did you feel this way?

(Q3) Who did you like working with more? Tell us more about what made one collaborator

better/easier to work with than the other. (Q4) Which essay do you think was written

better, and why do you think that’s the case? (Q5) Who would you like to work with to

produce high quality/better essays? And why?

I then revealed the study condition—that in one essay, rationales were present (i.e.,

SA was “rationale-provider”) and that there were no rationales in the other essay (i.e., SA

was “non-rationale-provider”). However, I did not reveal that the rationale-provider and

non-rationale-provider were in fact the same person to avoid bias in the following questions.
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I then confirmed with the FA whether they felt that this was the study condition. Then

I asked questions regarding rationales: (Q6) Do you think providing reasons when writing

collaboratively helps or hinders in achieving better outcomes? (Q7a) What would be the

pros and cons of receiving rationales as a collaborator? (Q7b) What would be the pros and

cons of giving rationales as a collaborator?

Finally, I inquired how similar or different this experimental collaborative writing study

was to their current collaborative writing practices with colleagues to confirm perceived

ecological validity.

Interview Participants

Once the FAs completed the collaborative writing experiment, they were invited to par-

ticipate in the follow-up interviews. Of the 20 FAs who were invited, N=12 FAs opted to

participate in the follow-up interview study (Table 4.3). However, one of the 12 did not feel

that the study was ecologically valid (i.e., they stated seeing no similarity between this col-

laborative writing study and their collaborative writing experience); all others (N=11) felt

there were similarities between their usual collaborative writing and the study, and there-

fore N=11 responses are analyzed and reported. All interviews were conducted online via

Zoom and were approximately an hour long. Each interview participant was compensated

with a $15 Amazon gift card.

4.3.3 Analysis

Audio-recordings of interviewee responses were first transcribed then separated out by the

questions asked in the semi-structured interviews. Then I followed the six steps of reflex-

ive thematic analysis for the rest of the questions that started with familiarization of data

and coding, followed by generating, developing, and finalizing themes within the respective

categories (Braun and Clarke, 2006). For example, in understanding the pros and cons

of providing and receiving rationales in collaborative writing, I defined themes within this

template (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). This analysis was a recursive process that

entailed reviewing responses across various questions, and led to themes delineated in Ta-

ble 4.4 and counts of the responses for each theme. For the scope of this work, analyses from

the experimental collaborative writing study is not included; only analyses from interviews

are included in this chapter.
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Table 4.2: Interviewee demographics including their own perceived proficiency in, most
commonly used platform for, comfort in, and preference around collaborative writing as
well as asynchronous collaborative writing frequency.

Participant
Collaborative academic writing Asynchronous collaborative

writing frequency
Proficiency Platform Comfort Preference

FA026 (28 M) Competent Google Docs, Somewhat Prefer to write Sometimes
Microsoft Word comfortable on my own

FA271 (25 M) Novice Google Docs, Somewhat Prefer to write About half the time
Online Latex comfortable with others

FA687 (24 M) Competent Google Docs, Somewhat Strongly prefer to Most of the time
Microsoft Word comfortable write on my own

FA594 (26 F) Advanced Google Docs Somewhat Prefer to write Most of the time
beginner comfortable with others

FA436 (34 F) Competent Google Docs Very Strongly prefer to Always
comfortable write with others

FA643 (22 M) Advanced Google Docs, Somewhat Prefer to write Most of the time
beginner Microsoft Word comfortable with others

Online Latex

FA360 (23 F) Proficient Google Docs Very Prefer to write Always
comfortable with others

FA060 (27 F) Advanced Online Latex Neither Prefer to write Always
beginner on my own

FA461 (25 M) Advanced Google Docs Very Prefer to write About half the time
beginner comfortable on my own

FA172 (27 M) Novice Google Docs Neither No preference; Most of the time
I like to write on my
own and write with
others equally

FA727 (21 F) Advanced Google Docs, Somewhat Prefer to write Most of the time
beginner Online Latex comfortable with others

4.4 Results

Here I present results from analyses of FAs’ interview responses. All FAs but one (FA643)

agreed with the study condition that the rationale-provider did indeed present rationales;

FA643, however, felt that the non-rationale-provider was the rationale-provider and vice

versa. Sections § 4.4.1 – § 4.4.3 contain responses from FAs before I revealed the study con-

dition (i.e., one collaborator being a rationale-provider and another being a non-rationale-

provider); § 4.4.4 contains responses from participants after I revealed the study condition.
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Table 4.3: Interviewee conditions (i.e., “Order” as the order in which essays were written
and “Rationales” as indicating the essay topic that was predetermined to be with ratio-
nales before writing) and results (i.e., comparison of the collaborators and the collaborative
output). “Collaborator comparison” includes who the FA felt was more communicative
(“Communicative”), who they liked working with (“Preference”), and who they would want
to work with again (“Future”). “Final output comparison” pertains to which essay the FA
felt was the better collaborative output. Those with an asterisk (*) next to the participant
numbers are ones who mentioned that one of the collaborators provided rationales, even
before the study condition was revealed. Essay topics are shown as G and S relating to
Government and Society respectively. “Rationale” pertains to either ‘rationale-provider’
in the context of comparing collaborators or ‘essay with rationale-provider’ in the context
of comparing essays; “non-rationale” pertains to ‘non-rationale-provider’ and ‘essay with
non-rationale-provider’ respectively.

Participant
Condition Collaborator comparison Final output

comparison
Order Rationales Communicative Preference Future

FA026 S then G G Both Rationale Rationale Rationale

FA271* S then G G Rationale Rationale Rationale Rationale

FA687* S then G G Rationale Rationale Rationale Rationale

FA594* S then G S Rationale Non-rationale Non-rationale Non-rationale

FA436 G then S S Rationale Non-rationale Non-rationale Non-rationale

FA643 S then G G Non-rationale Both Non-rationale Rationale

FA360* S then G S Rationale Rationale Rationale Rationale

FA060 G then S S Both Both Rationale Rationale

FA461* G then S G Rationale Rationale Rationale N/A

FA172* S then G S Rationale Rationale Rationale Rationale

FA727* S then G G Rationale Rationale Rationale Rationale
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4.4.1 Collaborator preference depended on various characteristics per-

ceived including those from provision of rationales

From answers to questions Q1 and Q3, I found that more than half of the FAs (7/11) liked

working with the rationale-provider more. Many of the participants stated that providing

rationales was what made them prefer the rationale-provider, with some even specifying

this as a necessity: “You obviously need explanations” (FA271).

Many elaborated on other characteristics, or traits, regarding the collaborator who pro-

vided rationales, of which one was enabling discussion. FA172, for one, felt that providing

rationales enabled room for “more discussion” and further emphasized the importance of

this: “If I or someone changed [the essay] without discussions or communication, I think

that could ruin the writing overall entire structure, since there was a unified structure, and

that could be destroyed by [another collaborator] without discussion. And secondly, there is

probably some intention and reason for that sentence, and if the other collaborator change

it without discussion, then we could lose the original intention. So that’s why I do not pre-

fer changing without discussion”. Similarly, FA461 preferred the rationale-provider because

of such discussions: “The collaboration experience [was] much better [with the rationale-

provider] because there’s more going backwards and forwards between the two people who

wrote this. The other one there is not really a lot of communication”.

The rationale-provider came across as being more dedicated as they put in more

time and effort. In particular, FA026 felt that the rationale-provider made an effort to

understand them: “[The rationale-provider] tried to understand my thought process, what I

was speaking of, and of course they suggested their own changes”. FA687, too, stated having

preference for the rationale-provider because of the effort put into the essay (“because of

a little more engagement with the content”) even though it was initially difficult to decide

who was preferable given the limited interactions with the collaborators (e.g., “ideally in

a collaborative thing there would be a couple more rounds of exchanging back and forth ...

it’s hard to judge”). FA727 also felt that receiving “a lot more input ... was very helpful”

and stated “I would prefer to work with probably the [rationale-provider] because there’s a

lot more ideas flowing”.

The rationale-provider also came across as being more mature in their demeanor as

well as in their writing. FA172 stated: “I feel comparatively that person felt more mature

when compared to the [non-rationale-provider]” because they “did not try to pick apart my

thought processes ... the key points that I felt was non-negotiable, which could not be removed
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from the article, those weren’t targeted”. Demonstrating discernment of which points to

improve was critical to being the preferred collaborator. FA436 “could sense [the rationale-

provider] knew what he or she was talking about [and] was on point on their particular

subjects”, thereby highlighting that rationales also enable collaborators to appear more

knowledgeable about the subject matter. In a similar vein, FA360 felt that the rationale-

provider came across as having greater writing expertise (not topic expertise): “I feel

like [the rationale-provider] is easier to work with because I think he also has the expertise

to writing. Because, you are able to explain why ... saying something about it, or explaining

it defines you’re an expert on this kind of stuff”. FA360 further specified how providing

rationales leads to perceptions of expertise because this demonstrates collaborators being

considerate of others: “It feels like they’re trying to feel what you’re feeling as they edit

it. They tried to be cautious on editing and trying to explain why they are trying to edit it.

So I guess it’s getting more cautious to the other person trying to assess their feelings”.

All seven FAs who preferred the rationale-provider, in addition to FA060 who did not

have a clear preference, selected the rationale-provider again when asked who they would

like to work with to produce high quality/better essays if given a chance to collaborate again

(Q5). FA271 noted that this was “because there was more collaboration and communication”

with the rationale-provider. FA360, who felt the rationale-provider had writing expertise,

would want to keep working with a trustworthy expert “for high quality since I feel like

[the rationale-provider] is an expert in writing”. FA461 also felt that “the experience [with

the rationale-provider] was more communicative so I feel it’s a more interesting experience”

and wanted to continue that collaboration.

Two FAs (FA594, FA436), however, preferred the non-rationale-provider, despite feeling

that the rationale-provider was more communicative. FA594 admitted to “feeling conflicted

because I feel like I remembered liking the changes that the [non-rationale-provider] made

more than the [rationale-provider]” despite receiving rationales from the rationale-provider.

They further specified that the reason for preferring the non-rationale-provider was in par-

ticular for their writing similarity: “While they didn’t add comments I feel they and I

have a more similar approach to writing and have a more similar writing style. I liked a

lot of the changes that the [non-rationale-provider] made, whereas I didn’t love the changes

that the [rationale-provider] made, and I think that I reverted back more of the changes from

the [rationale-provider]. ... Whereas the [non-rationale-provider], I think the paragraph that

they added really contributed; it matched the way that the rest of the paper had been written
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and I also think that it added to the paper”. Greater agreement with the non-rationale-

provider led FA436 to prefer them despite having less communication: “I think [I prefer]

the collaborator on the government article [(i.e., non-rationale-provider)] because I agree

with most of the comments that that particular collaborator made”. For these reasons of

writing similarity and sentiment agreement, FA594 and FA436 would choose to work with

the non-rationale-provider to produce high quality/better essays.

Finally, two FAs (FA060, FA643) felt that a clear distinction could not be made in favor

of one collaborator over the other. FA643 shared how both were promising: “I think they’re

both fairly easy to work with, in terms of the scope of this study. Both were very verbose

about their comments, so I understood what they were talking about ... if I continue the

collaboration with them ... I could have had a meaningful conversation with them”.

These two FAs diverged when asked about who they would want to work with again.

FA643, who felt that the study condition had been flipped, reiterated that “both feedbacks

was awesome in terms of the scope of people I’ve seen”, but they would like to work with the

non-rationale-provider again: “I guess the [non-rationale-provider] felt more like talking to a

grad student in the sense they have meaningful collaboration about the topic. The [rationale-

provider] was maybe closer to some of my undergrad collaborators in the sense [that] they

knew about the topic, but maybe there might have been less of a deeper conversation about

[it] like ‘is my idea actually a good idea?’ That said, maybe my idea was great, and they’ve

just thought the same”. FA643 further mentioned the ambiguity inherent in the comments

as well as the amount of feedback left: “I think that’s also the ambiguity ... the ambiguity

and feedback in general, that if somebody doesn’t leave as many comments, it could mean

that they think you were great, or it could just [mean] they didn’t take that much time on

the topic. So I think that’s where the human relations starts [sic] coming into play. If you

know the person, you can judge ‘oh, they were busy at this time’ or maybe they’re a good

reviewer. So if they are generally positive, that’s a good thing”.

FA060, on the other hand, stated they would work with the rationale-provider again:

“I actually liked [the rationale-provider’s] way of leaving comments like in details. I think

[the rationale-provider] actually left more comments than the other collaborator”. FA060

perceived the non-rationale-provider to give “less detailed comments, less specific examples

than the other collaborator” and therefore was more inclined to work with them less.
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4.4.2 Collaborators providing rationales was perceived to be more com-

municative

Most of the FAs (8/11) felt that the rationale-provider was more communicative in answer-

ing Q2. They described that it was the presence of added explanations and context

with regards to their thoughts that made the rationale-provider come across as being more

communicative: “[The rationale-provider] added a comment to kind of elaborate on the

changes that they made or sort of to explain the changes that they made, whereas [the non-

rationale-provider] just changed things, but didn’t say why they changed things, or why they

felt that” (FA594). FA271 reiterated this point: “Wherever there were feedback, the reasons

why the changes were [present]”. FA687, too, explained being given additional context made

the collaborator seem more communicative: “I think it’s more sort of providing context to

what they’re thinking ... it gives me more context on what the other person was thinking,

rather than just changing it”. FA687 added further that giving rationales meant “put[ting]

in the effort to sort of synthesize it and write down their comments in detail”.

FA360 highlighted the opposite, that the non-rationale-provider “gave [me] a few com-

ments like crossing out or like adding a word—just a word or a phrase—without expla-

nation”; as a result, the non-rationale-provider came across as being less communicative.

FA461 felt similarly about the non-rationale-provider: “A lot of the changes they made,

they didn’t actually explain it ... this person didn’t show why he wanted or he or she wants

to change it”. In describing the collaborative experience with the rationale-provider, FA461

further recounted an experience with a professional editor, who provided feedback with

rationales for one of their manuscripts: “[When] the comments came back, it was very thor-

ough. Also, you can see why they want to change this. I kind of liked that a lot. I feel like

the money has been well spent”.

For some, the amount of feedback led to one collaborator coming across as being more

communicative than the other. Receiving relatively more comments gave FA436 the sense

that the rationale-provider was more communicative (“I would say the one who made a lot

of comments [was more communicative]”). Having many comments indicated to them that

the collaborator “actually went through the article went through it into details, as opposed to

just glancing through an essay”. Two participants (FA026 and FA060) felt that both were

equally communicative due to comparable comment quantity: “I feel both of them were

very communicative, in this case, by the number of comments they’ve given; they were very

communicative and expressive” (FA026). FA643, who perceived the non-rationale-provider
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to be more communicative, expressed that the quantity of feedback makes them “feel more

looked after”. Verboseness also influenced how communicative collaborators came across:

“Because their comments were longer, they started to address more fundamental flaws in

my paper ... they felt like they understood my argument and then they were providing a

critical eye ... [they] took the time to understand that argument first” (FA643). However,

many others specifically mentioned that this communicative trait was “not the quantity [of

comments]” (FA271), but rather the provision of rationales that made the rationale-

provider seem more communicative.

Perceiving communicative spirit in collaborators led to positive outcomes. For one, it

made the FAs feel more comfortable with the changes, as it did for FA727: “Why I feel

better about that essay [with the rationale-provider was] perhaps because of some of those

few explanations”. FA172 also felt “more comfortable” receiving comments that conveyed

“the idea of ‘why you did what you did’, ‘why I did this’, ‘why I changed this’, ‘I think

this is better’ ”. FA172 generally liked having more control over their writing and often felt

“confused” about the changes made when writing collaboratively in general. Rationales

helped to mitigate these feelings of confusion and not being able to decide whether to

accept the changes or not (“I cannot still make a decision”). Others being perceived as

being communicative could potentially lead to further discussions. For FA172, rationales

provided “room for us to discuss with the comments” and follow-up questions (e.g., “Hey,

should we collapse? Do we merge this? Or should I use mine or use yours?”).

4.4.3 Perceptions of collaborative writing output quality depended on

various factors including provision of rationale

From answers to Q4, I found that for some FAs, perceptions of collaborative writing output

quality was impacted by the rationales (4/11 FAs). FA026 stated that the “comments

provided also were more helpful [from the rationale-provider and] because [of that] I felt

understood what I was trying to write and that person produced some positive suggestions

which I surely included in my end and making the [essay with the rationale-provider] better”.

FA172 also felt that the rationale-provider was “more communicative and [gave] a lot of

opinions on what that the person has changed, so I think the [essay with the rationale-

provider] seems better”, as did FA360, FA687, and FA360.

While not due to rationales, FA594 felt that the final essay with the non-rationale-

provider improved with the collaborator’s input: “I feel like they were able to echo and
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extend the writing style and they elevated it with their additions”. FA727 felt the essay with

the rationale-provider was better “because a lot more ideas were added to it than what I

originally wrote”.

The collaborative output quality did not solely depend on whether their collaborators

provided rationales or not. The most prominent factor for FAs determining their final essay

quality was their topic preference/ease (6/11 FAs). For both FA026 and FA687, the

government essay “was written much better because, firstly, it was more of concrete thing”

and “was better partially because I was more inclined towards writing” respectively. FA643

made it clear that it was the topic preference/ease and not the collaborator’s input that

led them to their verdict of which was the better essay: “I don’t think that was based so

much on the feedback [but] because it was just [that] I felt more comfortable writing about

that topic. I think more ideas came to my head in that hour that I had to write ... I think

my comfort with that topic was more important than necessarily the collaboration itself”.

The collaborator’s “generally positive [feedback] in terms of the arguments had rather an

impact on FA643’s impression of the essay and just boosted my self confidence”.

For FA026, it was their own time commitment to the essay that led to it being written

better: “That was my first [essay], so I put in a lot of energy there during writing”.

4.4.4 All interviewees felt that rationales are important and that the pros

outweigh the cons

In answering whether providing reasons helps or hinders in achieving better collaborative

writing outcomes (Q6), interviewee unanimously agreed that providing rationales is “very

helpful” (FA643). Their responses also contained advantages and disadvantages of provid-

ing rationales, sometimes overlapping with responses Q7a and Q7b, which probed the pros

and cons of providing and receiving rationales. Therefore Q6 responses were thematically

analyzed together with Q7a and Q7b. This led to forming the Pros and Cons of Rationales

presented in Table 4.4 that delineates three main themes: Collaboration, Individual collab-

orator, and Practical goals. Pros relate to how rationales facilitate achieving collaboration,

individual collaborator, and practical goals, whereas cons relate to challenges.
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Table 4.4: Pros and cons of providing and receiving rationales categorized by how rationales
help or hinder in achieving collaboration, individual collaborator, and practical goals (i.e.,
themes). Counts of the interviewees (out of 11 total) who have mentioned the themes and
subthemes are in parentheses; interviewees who mentioned the subtheme are shown below
each.

Providing rationales Receiving rationales

Pros
Collaboration (11) + Enhance clarity (7) + Enhance clarity (3)

FA026, FA060, FA172, FA271, FA436, FA026, FA594, FA727

FA594, FA687

+ Help explain/convince (4) + Increase understanding (8)

FA172, FA643, FA687, FA727 FA060, FA172, FA271, FA436,

FA461, FA594, FA687, FA727

+ Improve collaboration (3) + Improve collaboration (7)

FA360, FA643, FA727 FA026, FA060, FA271, FA360, FA594,

FA643, FA727

Individual + Increase motivation (1) + Increase motivation (2)

collaborator (9) FA360 FA271, FA360

+ Demonstrate positive traits (1) + Attribute positive traits (2)

FA060 FA360, FA727

+ Help improve/learn (7)

FA060, FA172, FA436, FA461, FA594,

FA687, FA727

Practical (8) + Less inference/time-consuming (1) + Less inference/time-consuming (4)

FA026 FA060, FA172, FA594, FA643

+ Support decision-making (2) + Support decision-making (5)

FA461, FA727 FA026, FA060, FA436, FA461, FA594

+ Act as reminder (1)

FA461

Cons
Collaboration (5) – Uncertainty of reception (4)

FA060, FA172, FA360, FA643

– Unintended consequences (4)

FA026, FA172, FA360, FA727

Individual – Discomfort (1)

collaborator (1) FA594

Practical (7) – More time-consuming/work (5) – More time-consuming/work (5)

FA172, FA360, FA461, FA594, FA643 FA060, FA172, FA271, FA594, FA643

None (5) – None (2) – None (5)

FA026, FA436 FA026, FA271, FA436, FA461, FA687
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Pros of providing and receiving rationales

Pros of rationales within the theme of collaboration included subthemes of the following:

• Enhance clarity between the collaborators: “Pros are bringing clarity to the conversation—

explaining what you intend to say rather than what you say, the intention behind what

you say (FA026), “I can tell what is going on” (FA172),

• Help explain themselves or convince other collaborators: “[Rationales] could give a

different perspective to the person you’re giving it to” (FA271), “it helps sort of explain

... I could explain a bit better” (FA687), “better persuade or make it easier to show

the other person why this change was made” (FA727)

• Increase understanding: “It helps you understand what the other person is thinking

and where they’re coming from, their perspective” (FA687), “if I give them rationales,

then the other collaborator will have a chance to understand what’s my writing styles,

what’s my thought, what’s my intention ... [rationales] will help understand what we

are like, looking for on the one paper at the same time, so probably more room to

understand [the] other person” (FA172)

• Improve collaboration: “It enhances discussion ... more meaningful collaboration,

greater sense of community or you feel like you’re both engaging on the topic and

writing the article together” (FA643), “we can better understand at least why cer-

tain changes should be made so that if it makes sense, then there shouldn’t be any

argument” (FA727)

Clarity of the intent behind the rationales themselves could also be better communicated, as

noted by FA594: “Try and communicate to the collaborators that I’m not trying to put my

foot down and say, ‘we have to make this change’, but just merely presenting an alternate

perspective ... I feel like it’s helpful to have that commentary while your collaborators are

reading your work, so that they kind of get a sense, or at least so, for me it feels like it’s

helpful, so that I can say, like not only what I’m doing, but why I’m doing it. And it kind

of makes me feel like it’s less overstepping if I say ‘I just think that this is something to

consider’, you know”. Clarity would not be possible without rationales, as FA643 recollected

a time when they specifically asked a journal reviewer to provide rationales to reach an

understanding: “When I was dealing with my journal feedback, like reviewer feedback ...
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I had to go back and ask my journal editor, ‘could you ask [the reviewer] for the reason

for this comment?’ [because] me and none of my co authors understood what they meant”.

Collaboration could be improved by furthering conversation as pointed out by FA643 who

stated that “I probably even put that in my response after the first study like, ‘thank you,

great reasons’ ” and also felt that “reasoning just makes an inroad for deeper conversation

to think”. FA026 also felt that giving rationales enabled honesty: “It’s more honest; it

makes conversation more honest with the reason”.

Pros of rationales within the theme of individual collaborator included subthemes of

the following:

• Increase motivation: “Leaving those [rationales] also makes you feel like reading the

feedbacks because that gives you a much [deeper] level of understanding [and lets] you

get on the same level of understanding as your collaborator and you feel like you’re

communicating and understanding each other while making those changes” (FA271),

“I’m able to be motivated, especially if they are good comments ... I would definitely

want to ... try to ask more questions so that I can get more ideas for my part of the

essay” (FA360)

• Demonstrate positive collaborator traits: “It better shows how you understand this

question [(i.e., prompt)] to the other person when the other person reads your ratio-

nale” (FA461)

• Attribute positive collaborator traits: “The other person comes off as a kinder person

or more of a collaborative person who wants to really collaborate with you ... you feel

like this person would work with you well because that person is able to communicate

with you” (FA360)

• Help improve and learn: “It can provide that sort of learning opportunity for [me], like

‘hey, I have a different approach to you, and this is why I write this way’ and I think

that’s super helpful” (FA594), “receiving reason would also make me think twice about

what I’ve written and maybe do a little bit more research into it as well” (FA436),

“it’s also just an avenue for you to enhance your own understanding, so you’re sure

that you’re actually giving somewhat coherent comments” (FA643), “if you see that

this is probably something that a person recognizes often, maybe I could work on that

to improve [so] that I don’t repeat that [mistake] all the time” (FA687)
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FAs mentioned numerous positive collaborator traits that could be conveyed by the presence

of rationales. These traits (§ 4.4.1 – § 4.4.4) include communicative nature, maturity, writing

expertise, discernment, knowledge, kindness, dedication, and collaboration among others.

Conversely, those who did not provide rationales came across as being indifferent (“the other

person seems just indifferent, you know, to everything’s what’s happening” (FA360))

Pros of rationales within the theme of practical included subthemes of the following:

• Less inference to be made and less time-consuming: “With [rationales] inferring [the

motivation] was faster and hence making the changes and everything was faster”

(FA271), “concrete thoughts are in front of me so I don’t have to assume anything”

(FA060)

• Support in making decisions: “ If they said, ‘I changed the structure of this paper

to get this point across’ but let’s say that’s not the point that I was trying to get

across, [then] I can say, ‘I see why you did that and because I disagree with why you

did it I’m not going to make that change’; so it’s not only helpful for learning why

changes should happen, but it’s also helpful for justifying whether or not to keep certain

changes” (FA594)

• Act as reminder: “Sometimes you leave one change and much later you read [it] back

again, sometimes you will forget about why you changed it ... [the rationale will] help

you to better understand why you want[ed] to change it [before] (FA461)

FA594 alluded to the decision-making and time-consuming aspects expressed as the con of

not providing rationales: “The cons of not having feedback are that it’s really unhelpful to

sort through, like you change 50% in this paper, how do I decide what to keep and what not

to keep? ... I think when there’s not comments to specifically say ‘this is my perspective’,

it takes a lot longer to figure out the direction ... the comments help me to decide if it’s

a change I want to keep or a change that I don’t want to keep. And so, without those

comments, it takes a little bit longer, and I was having to kind of think about how things

fit in the paper, overall, rather than having the specific person be like ‘this didn’t work here

because of this’; that would have been much more helpful to me ... I think that without

comments, if I were just given a bunch of edits on a paper with no comments, I think it

would take me much more time”.
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Cons of providing and receiving rationales

Despite many pros identified in the exchange of rationales in collaborative writing, many

cons were also mentioned. Cons of rationales within the theme of collaboration included

subthemes of the following:

• Uncertainty of reception: “I think sometimes it’s the ambiguity of whether you’re

approaching the topic from the same perspective as the author. I’ve helped review

some friends’ papers where I’m not exactly in their discipline so I’m not 100% sure

if I leave a comment on something, is that actually what they were trying to go for?

Or maybe in their discipline they don’t consider this effect? Or maybe it’s irrelevant

or something?” (FA643)

• Unintended consequences: I feel [that statements] like ‘I don’t agree with you’ [might

make someone] feel hurt; for example, [if ] someone wrote this sentence and I gave

them [feedback] like, ‘hey, I think it’s better’ means I disagree with someone ... this

person could have hurt from my opinion that I disagree with someone (FA172), “if

it’s a bad comment or it comes as a bad comment towards that person, maybe if it

sounds bad, then the other person will be demotivated ... [then they] wouldn’t want to

collaborate anymore” (FA360)

FA026, too, felt that rationales could lead to unintended consequences “if the people receiv-

ing such [rationales] do not share the same mindset, maybe it might seem bad to them, or

maybe my reasoning might sound bad to them because they do not agree with it, or maybe

their value systems are different than mine”. Still, they ended with “but from my side, I

do not consider [providing rationales] is in any way bad; the reasoning has to be there al-

ways”. FA727 also conjectured that “maybe they won’t take that reasoning, or they won’t

really accept it, so then we’re at a stalemate where ... they won’t accept that reasoning or

it could lead to different mindsets where they won’t understand the reasoning from their

perspective”. Probing FA727 further regarding incidences of others not comprehending and

accepting the reasoning led them to admit having “not a horrible experience, but I feel like

there were some tension just trying to figure out, since we’re both not on the same page,

trying to figure out a compromise”.

Cons of rationales within the theme of individual collaborator was the subtheme of

discomfort mentioned by FA594. They noted that there was some anxiety in giving good

feedback: “I have that social anxiety piece and that imposter syndrome of ‘I don’t know
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anything, I shouldn’t be working on this’. I imagine that there’s a scenario wherein I make

a change that they think is good, but then I give them my reasoning for the change and

they’re like ‘that makes no sense at all, why would we think about it that way?’ So that’s

the only potential con I feel like if the rationale that I give isn’t sound, that could be weird”.

Cons of rationales within the theme of practical included the subtheme of its time-

consuming nature, which was the most commonly cited disadvantage of rationales with both

receiving and providing ends combined:“I think [the] biggest disadvantage for giving reasons

is the time it takes ... we’re all trying to publish papers on a tight budget [so] either as the

giver of the feedback, or the receiver of the feedback, sometimes getting lots of reasons is

more time-consuming, or more time-intensive to process” (FA643). FA687 also highlighted

the time-consuming nature of providing numerous rationales, including those for minor

errors: “It might take a lot of time for each one of [the rationales to be given], more so for

the person giving the rationales, but I think for the other person it is OK ... expecting [a]

rationale for everything such as grammar might be a little too much; not that it would hurt,

just that it would take a lot of time”. FA594, who expressed disdain for academic writing (“I

will preface all of this by saying the reason that I’m focused on teaching instead of research

is because I hate the process of manuscript writing”), echoed the time-consuming nature of

receiving rationales: “When I get a lot of comments, it’s a lot of time reading and rewriting

[the] comments ... whereas for the things [that] are just changed with track changes I just say

‘okay’, and then it’s not as much work for me”. FA271 further noted the social consequence

of having too many rationales: “If you’re just giving too many of them, I think the other

person’s gonna get bucked or something” as it would take time to go through them.

Some also mentioned that rationales could exacerbate its time-consuming nature.

FA172 felt that rationales would amplify the consequent processing of and responding to

rationales (i.e., rationales leading to discussion back and forth): “If I received a rationale,

then it means that I need to process that, I need to think about it, [and] I need to answer

back”. This would lead to “slow progress” but FA172 remarked “that’s the only thing” in

terms of cons of receiving rationales. Lack of clarity in the feedback provided, depending

on the level of rationales provided, could lead to longer time taken, and this slow progress

could also lead to frustration. FA727 mentioned that “the reasoning might not make sense

so even then there could be conflict”, which they would then have to resolve.

Some felt that there were no cons in rationales, in both receiving (“I wouldn’t associate

any cons with [receiving rationales]” (FA436), “I don’t know the cons, I feel like this is
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good” (FA461)) and providing them (“it’s certainly nothing bad from my side [in providing

rationales]” (FA026)). In the case of FA436, they mentioned that the time taken to provide

rationales could be seen as a disadvantage, but that this element of time should not be a

concern: “It takes a long time [to provide rationales], but in the end it’s very helpful. A

comment should be just very simple and clear, I mean nothing winding you know, so it does

take some time, but if you want something done right then you shouldn’t worry about the

time”. Following up with a clarifying question ‘Are you saying that, because you would

give more short and concise reasons, it wouldn’t take too much time to begin with?’ FA436

responded “yeah yeah yeah yeah”.

Even FA594, who preferred the non-rationale-provider, felt the importance of providing

rationales and claimed that not doing so was a missed opportunity: “I think the [essay

with the non-rationale-provider] could have been made better if that collaborator had written

comments to kind of explain where they were coming from ... I would have liked to see more

comments like ‘the paper was missing this piece so I’ve added this here’, kind of like how the

[rationale-provider] said ‘I added this paragraph to highlight these things’ which kind of talked

about something that was lacking in the paper before. And I feel like if the [non-rationale-

provider] had been able to make comments ... that would have increased or improved the the

final edits that I was able to make”. They further expanded on how not receiving rationales

limited both their collaborative experience as well as improvements to the final essay: “If

there’s no comments, I feel like the communication and the collaboration is missing. I feel

like if the [non-rationale-provider] had added comments, I would have been able to kind of

see the whole paper as they saw it and see where they thought weaknesses were, whereas

because they didn’t leave comments I had to kind of infer where those weaknesses were based

on where they changed more things”.

4.5 Discussion

While rationale provision is not the only factor determining successful collaboration experi-

ence and collaborator perception, the importance of rationales was underscored resoundingly

by my interviewees. This form of communication—of providing rationales—was shown to

be “positively related to social relations” also in the case of collaborators asynchronously

commenting and editing in my collaborative writing study, despite earlier findings that

indicated otherwise Birnholtz et al. (2013).
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Given the social messaging function that online actions in the context of collaborative

writing has and are used for, platforms can help users to better achieve their social goals

around collaboration. Below are design considerations generated from this study’s findings

with examples of how they might be implemented.

4.5.1 Design considerations

From my interviews with collaborative writing study participants, I found that rationales,

regardless of whether the FA preferred the rationale-provider or not, are regarded as im-

portant. I present the following design considerations for platforms to better mediate the

collaborations that occur on their interfaces for collaborative writing and beyond.

Encourage collaborators to provide rationales

While the feature of providing comments may seem enough, having this feature alone does

not afford collaborators to share rationales through them. Even the word ‘comment’ that

is associated with this feature—being defined as “something that you say or write that

expresses your opinion”12—prompts users to share opinions, which are distinct from the

reasons ‘why’ such opinions were formed.

Platforms, as they design and scaffold user interactions, can implement various features

and interventions to influence user behavior towards providing rationales. They can design

pop-ups that explicitly ask users to provide rationales when they start editing a document;

prompt users to communicate why they are making big changes if many are made consec-

utively without any comments added; add text at the top of the comment bubble or have

a pre-filled comment field (e.g., “Please note that collaborators appreciate knowing why

you’re providing these comments” or “Observations, opinions, reasons, suggestions, etc.”);

or even include a button called ‘share why’ that cues users that this is an action they can

take. Separating rationales out from other types of comments could also make the comments

less daunting to receive in terms of their length and the reason why they are there. Doing so

could ensure that the rationales are provided while keeping the number of other comments

low, as comment quantity can be equated with amount of work to be done.13 Platforms can

12https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/comment, Accessed May 24, 2022.
13One participant from pilot interviews equated the number of comments with workload, as they had to

go through and resolve them one at a time; they specifically stated that because communication of rationales
would increase the comment tally (i.e., total number of comments as shown in Microsoft Word), they would
not like to receive them.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/comment
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also encourage users to provide rationales by sharing insights regarding how they may come

across more positively to others (e.g., more dedicated, mature, knowledgeable); by sharing

some of the benefits, collaborators may be less hesitant in taking extra time and effort to

provide such additional information.

Analogous to encouraging users to communicate rationales, platforms can also provide

ways in which users can also ask for rationales from their collaborators. Enabling users to

quickly identify and ask for explanations around a change or comment made will be helpful in

collaborators realizing the importance of rationales. This will be especially helpful for those

who are relatively new to collaborating with others and may not be aware of the importance

of communicating rationales. Such features can lead to the adoption of rationale provision

in collaborative practices that extend beyond the collaborative writing context, and lead to

more fruitful collaborations.

Facilitate quick and easy communication of rationales

The primary disadvantage of communicating rationales expressed by most interviewees was

the time it took. Even though participants such as FA271 stated “it took me more time to

understand the feedbacks from the [non-rationale-provider because] there was less communi-

cation”, more interviewees stated a sentiment similar to that of FA643: “I think [the] biggest

disadvantage for giving reasons is the time it takes”. This was one of the reasons why inter-

viewees actively communicated with their collaborators using other media (especially those

that are richer in cues and are synchronous) alongside co-writing in collaborative editing

platforms. To lighten the workload for those considering to communicate their rationales,

platforms can provide basic explanations for users to choose from. In addition to the emoji

reactions Google Docs has recently included,14 platforms can identify most common rea-

sons that collaborators express when suggesting edits (e.g., to enhance clarity, to ensure

consistency of sentence structure) and provide buttons with these pre-determined options

to quickly and easily express rationales. In doing so, not only will it be easier for those mak-

ing edits to communicate their thoughts, but this would also lessen the workload of those

receiving such edits, as recipients can easily identify what the reasons for the changes are.

The workload added in receiving rationales was another reason for the hesitation to provide

them in the first place; thus, implementing measures to make it easier for those receiving

would further help collaborators to be more comfortable with providing that information.

14https://mashable.com/article/google-docs-emoji, Accessed May 24, 2022.

https://mashable.com/article/google-docs-emoji
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Provide guidance on how to write rationales among others

People do not always shy away from ambiguity; in fact, it “can serve as a resource in

smoothing social relations” (Birnholtz and Ibara, 2012) in certain contexts. In this context

of collaborative writing, as evidenced in the interviews, ambiguity was not actively sought

after. Still, there were some disadvantages that people mentioned with regards to communi-

cation of rationales. Compared to real-time discussions (e.g., in-person, video-conference),

rationales communicated via comments could be seen as “over-information” (FA172) that

collaborators neither desired nor expected. This possibility of perceiving rationales as over-

information could be caused by the relative lack of incorporating rationales in our practice,

as evidenced by some interviewees (e.g., “When it’s not my project I kind of have a hands-

off approach and not realizing that that can be unhelpful for the collaborator, so I definitely

have thought more about providing feedback or sort of walking through my thought process

with my collaborators” (FA594)). Thus, having more rationale provision embedded in our

collaborative writing practice will help to make it a norm, which will make it less inclined

to feel like over-information.

Interviewees also highlighted the unintended consequences of hurting others in the pro-

cess of sharing why certain changes were made or suggested. Here, platforms can take

an active role to ensure that users communicate their rationales in the tone they intend

to avoid unintended social consequences. Platforms can help identify the tone in which

rationales are being communicated, share this with the users so they have a better sense

of what they have written, and even suggest ways in which the rationales are provided to

better represent their intention. For example, platforms can provide options that soften

how rationales are presented, by suggesting phrases to users such as “I think making this

change would help...” or “Perhaps editing this part this way would enable the audience

to...” before presenting their rationales. Moreover, platforms can build an understanding

of the tones in which particular users accept the edits and provide customized suggestions

for collaborators to be able to communicate rationales more effectively. Such an implemen-

tation could help in other types of communication, as tone of comments in general was

highlighted as an important aspect of collaboration: “People aren’t very conscious when

they’re writing; maybe some more bit of humbleness and subtleness has to be included when

they collaborate with others” (FA026). Platforms can also encourage collaborators to utilize

other tools for synchronous communication, as Google Workspace products have done by

enabling a video-conferencing option on their respective interfaces of Google Docs, Sheets,
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and Slides.15

Provide greater agency to users for their online actions

As noted by several participants in Birnholtz and Ibara (2012), red track changes leading

to perception of edits as being “harsh and negative in tone” was also mentioned by inter-

viewees in the current study. Moreover, interviewees also highlighted another visual aspect:

Strikethrough. Strikethroughs made FA436 uncomfortable and made them experience power

dynamics: “What really makes me a little bit uncomfortable is just the crossing out; it’s just

when I see the sentences crossed out, I feel like the collaborator is a teacher marking you

or something”. For FA461, the strikethrough made it difficult to see the changes made: “I

just feel [the strikethrough makes it] more difficult to read ... sometimes you need to skip

few words and go to the next word [and this] just disturb[s] the way you think [and] it’s a

little difficult to read the whole thing ... I won’t know whether I should keep it or not. Not

like this”.

The design choices of track changes could also make them seem overbearing to recipients.

Old and new text present with various visual indicators (e.g., font color, strikethrough) led

FA172 to also feel that “track changes actually makes me a little bit overwhelm[ed] ... it

is hard to track what’s done”. Having comment bubbles highlighting each of the changes

made contributed to track changes being “overwhelming”; whereas one comment could be

left to communicate one sentiment on how a sentence might be changed, editing several

parts of that single sentence could lead to multiple comment bubbles forming at the side

of the document, causing uncomfortable visual clutter. FA172 summarized having mixed

feelings about track changes: “[Tracking changes] seems really messy for me ... it is helpful

at the moment, but when I see that at the [beginning], I’m like ‘oh my God, what should I

do? Where should I start?’ It’s kind of overwhelming [because it’s] kind of really hard for

me to catch up”.

While many editing platforms provide options to use track changes and to see the docu-

ment without them (i.e., Viewing mode in Google Docs or No Markup option on Microsoft

Word), there is not as much control that users have over how they are implemented. For

example, different color options could exist for track changes such that meanings can be

imbued to the colors—red for important changes ought to be taken versus blue for edits that

collaborators are happy to be accepted or rejected. Deleted content could also be shown

15https://support.google.com/docs/answer/10540294?hl=en, Accessed May 24, 2022.

https://support.google.com/docs/answer/10540294?hl=en
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in aggregate such that even if multiple parts of a sentence were changed, the sentence with

changes is shown as one solid addition and the old sentence is crossed out altogether. More-

over, more agency could be given to users around deletions; if given a choice, users might

use a different font color (e.g., light gray) to indicate deleted content rather than using

strikethroughs, or they might use a different color for the strikethrough line. Platforms

could also encourage collaborators to make changes in a way that is more reader-friendly

by presenting some of these options as presets, as these would allow for some consistency

in interactions between several documents. Another solution could be to allow users to set

their own settings for seeing these various bits of information such that track changes and

comments can appear in their preferred ways, regardless of which document they work on,

in the likes of various color settings that we have on our browsers (e.g., dark mode).

4.6 Limitations & Future work

Multiple steps were taken to minimize confounding factors that could impact the experimen-

tal study, such as the use of Google Docs, a widely-used platform for collaborative writing,

for ecological validity; creation of separate accounts for anonymity between collaborators;

and study design with pairs working on two essays together to control for collaborator dy-

namics, writing styles, etc. However, some of these measures led to this experimental study

having differences from participants’ actual collaborative experience. One distinct differ-

ence was that this study only allowed for communication within the Google Docs platform

(i.e., through comments), whereas many participants were used to having other channels

of communication (e.g., Slack) in addition to having a shared document they worked on

and communicated with collaborators. Some also mentioned having synchronous sessions,

where they use video-conferencing alongside a Google Docs to discuss and resolve issues in

real-time. As this would not be feasible given the anonymous study, and in the interest of

participants’ time and effort, I limited communication to be through comments only and

incorporated one round of feedback in the study, whereas participants had more “back and

forth” (FA594) and iterations when writing collaboratively.

While I aimed to keep the nature of the topics comparable by selecting from the “issue

topics” pool, FA026 noted that they were quite different with respect to the way they

approached the topics; they felt that the nature of the society essay could have made it
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more difficult for the collaborator to contribute.16 In a similar vein, some also felt that one

topic was easier to write about than the other.17 Some felt that the better performing essay

was due to the collaboration, yet for others the initial inclination towards an essay resulted

in them feeling that it was the better outcome. A future study with more comparable tasks

could help to observe the differences in collaborative output more clearly. While there were

factors that limited the ecological validity of this experimental study, most participants felt

that the study was akin to their actual collaborative writing experience (i.e., realistic) due

to similar elements such as scheduling issues, asynchronous collaboration, writing platform,

and usage of certain features.

In this manuscript, I have only analyzed the semi-structured interviews with FAs. Future

work includes quantitatively analyzing survey results from FAs and SAs as well as evaluating

their essays (e.g., number of comments, whether there was dialogue, writing performance).

Interviewing and hearing how SAs felt about providing rationales in the essays they were

collaborating on would also enable us to gather insights from the perspective of actually

providing rationales. Following up on this study with shorter, more manageable writing

tasks, or any other collaborative activities that lead to other outputs (e.g., designing an app,

brainstorming), could also enable us to draw statistically meaningful distinctions between

collaborators’ perceptions and performance with respect to rationales.

As I have found that participants unanimously appreciate the provision of rationales,

I hope that various implementations encouraging this will be designed and tested. By

implementing prototypes in such collaborative platforms directly, we will be able to not

only validate the importance of rationales, but also effectively test which interventions

positively influence user behavior. Through in-situ testing of implementations, we can also

build a better understanding of the factors that make interventions more effective in certain

contexts than others, thereby contribute to improving our online collaborative experiences

overall.

16FA026 stated “I feel the government [essay] was written much better because firstly, it was more of
concrete thing ... I would say [the] society [essay] was more philosophical ... as it was more philosophical, I
wasn’t sure whether the second collaborator was completely understanding what I wrote there”.

17For example, FA687 stated “I think [the government essay] was better partially because I was more
inclined towards writing, there’s also my bias that adds to it” while FA643 expressed “I kind of felt that the
society one turned out better, although I don’t think that was based so much on the feedback because I felt
more comfortable writing about that topic”.
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4.7 Conclusion

Collaborative writing is one form of distributed work that many of us engage in various

capacities and is very much part of our lives, e.g., publications, class reports, manuals,

encyclopedia entries. Yet, despite its prominence and development over the years, issues

of ambiguity persists in this context; people overinterpret, misinterpret, and even blame

others. Rationales is a promising direction in addressing this ambiguity. As found in social

media, rationales can help alleviate some of the tensions around the ambiguity inherent in

online actions. In feedback, rationales have been found to not only dampen negativity, but

also make the feedback itself seem more helpful and valuable.

I set out to understand the role of rationales in the context of collaborative writing—

in particular how collaborators feel about rationales and their perceptions of others who

provide rationales. I conducted an online experiment with anonymous pairs of participants

collaborating on two essays together on Google Docs, with one critical difference: One

essay with rationales and the other without rationales. I followed up with semi-structured

interviews with a subset of the authors who finalized the essays with these two conditions.

Through this mixed methods investigation, I found that the majority preferred working

with the collaborator who provided rationales and felt they were more communicative. By

providing rationales, collaborators enabled discussion and came across as being more ded-

icated. While not all interviewees preferred the one providing rationales, all unanimously

expressed the importance of rationales. Providing rationales helped improve the collabora-

tion (e.g., reach understanding), be perceived more positively (e.g., more motivated), and

attain practical benefits (e.g., less time taken to infer). Although rationales were associated

with drawbacks such as being time-consuming (e.g., time-consuming to read rationales) and

leading to unintended consequences (e.g., hurting others by expressing disagreement), most

participants felt that the pros of rationales outweighed the cons.

These findings of rationales in collaborative writing highlight the role that platforms

can play—that platforms can intervene and encourage users to provide rationales to their

collaborators. Synthesizing insights from the interviews, I have derived four design consid-

erations around seamless communication of rationales such that platforms can help users

collaborative more effectively. As we explore user perceptions of others as mediated by the

platforms we use, we will be able to derive more design principles to help users collaborate

better together online.
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This concludes Chapter 4 and Part II of my dissertation that evidenced how critical

the communication of rationales can be in this text-rich context of collaborative writing.

My results showed that not only do collaborators think that rationales are important to

communicate, but that providing rationales can also facilitate decision-making around the

edits made, positively affect perceptions of collaborators, and improve how they work to-

gether. I set out to conduct these series of studies covered in Parts I and II in order to

better understand how today’s platform designs impact users—their feelings, perceptions,

and experiences—as they interact with others. With all our interactions online facilitated

by platforms, there is a huge responsibility on them to scaffold our interactions in a way

that is helpful and beneficial. I believe that delineating affordances is critical to having

this conversation about, and taking tangible steps to improve, our future designs of such

technologies that connect us. This brings me to Part III of this dissertation, in which I

expound the design affordances have derived from synthesizing findings from investigations

contained in this dissertation. In Chapter 5, I present design affordances that platforms

ought to consider to facilitate better interactions and collaborations amongst users online.



Part III

Design affordances
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Chapter 5

Design affordances for online

interactions

In this chapter, I present three design affordances for online platforms to heed, established

based upon my investigations on online actions. I specifically use the term affordance as

defined by Norman (1988): An “action possibility and the way that that action possibility

is conveyed or made visible to the actor” (McGrenere and Ho, 2000).

A term originally coined by Gibson (1979), affordances “of the environment are what

it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill”; this was a term

developed as “an ecological alternative to cognitive approaches” to perception and the

psychology of people’s actions (Gaver, 1991). One classic example that affordance literature

commonly refers to is a door handle, which has an affordance to be pulled, as opposed to a

flat horizontal plate that would signal (and therefore, suggest) to push (as well as where1

to push) rather than to pull (Gaver, 1991).

According to Gibson (1979), affordances are “in a sense objective, real, and physical,

unlike values and meanings, which are often supposed to be subjective, phenomenal, and

mental”; in other words that affordance is invariable and “always there to be perceived”

regardless of whether individuals perceive it or not. Norman (1988) applied this concept to

design: “An affordance is a relationship between properties of an object and the capabilities

of the agent that determine just how the object could possibly be used ... The presence of

an affordance is jointly determined by the qualities of the object and the abilities of the

1Norman (2013) makes a critical distinction between affordances and signifiers: “Affordances determine
what actions are possible. Signifiers communicate where the action should take place”.

138
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agent that is interacting” (Norman, 1988, 2013).

It is here where Gibson (1979) and Norman (1988) differ in their philosophy of af-

fordance: Norman (2013) states that “affordance is not a property. An affordance is a

relationship. Whether an affordance exists depends upon the properties of both the object

and agent”, whereas Gibson (1979) views affordance as being independent of an actor’s

interpretation based on their experience and culture, but rather that information is picked

up through “direct perception”2.

As I am interested in how we can design platforms better to improve online interactions

with a distinct focus on user perceptions and experiences, I find Norman’s definition of

“affordance” (also known as “perceived affordance”)3 to be more suitable in this dissertation;

I primarily use the term “affordance” to mean this affordance perceived by users. Norman

states that “perceived affordances help people figure out what actions are possible without

the need for labels or instructions” (Norman, 2013) and that “in the world of design, what

matters is” the following (Norman, 2004):

(1) If the desired controls can be perceived.

(2) If the desired actions can be discovered.

I believe that sometimes people want certain outcomes (e.g., being a good collaborator)

without knowing what exactly are the actions towards their desired outcomes. In such cases,

the desirability of the action is latent and left to be discovered (i.e., action is potentially

desired). Therefore I add the following to the two critical design points above:

(3) If the (potentially) desired actions can be encouraged and taken.

In the following sections are design affordances that I propose to achieve these three

critical statements (above) pertaining to designing technologies and the efficacy of perceived

affordances, in particular the last point of helping people to realize their desired action and to

take them. Along with these affordances, I propose ways in which (or where, i.e., signifiers)

such affordances can be designed into the platforms.

2Norman (2013) describes how they had different thoughts pertaining this: “I argued that nothing could
be direct: The brain had to process the information arriving at the sense organs to put together a coherent
interpretation”.

3Norman (2004) states that he “should have used the term ‘perceived affordance’ [in his book (Norman,
1988)], for, in design, we care much more about what the user perceives than what is actually true”.
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5.1 Design Affordance 1: Afford comfort of interaction

The first design affordance is to provide comfort in interactions. Simply making an online

action possible to take (i.e., making a functionality possible) is insufficient, as platform users

may not find them useful or have the wrong opinion of them.

Whether it was by design or was unintentional, my data shows that by not considering

this aspect of comfort, platforms are designing for the minority. The collaborative playlist

platform is designing only for the cluster represented by 1/3 of the participants in the study

who feel that it is permissible and even desirable to take any action, including deleting

others’ songs, on a collaborative artifact. Similarly, social media platforms, by perpetuating

ambiguity in online actions, are currently designing for the 12% of participants who would

feel less comfortable knowing the reason for online actions.

Yet online actions need to be designed for everyone—for those on both sides of comfort.

Platforms need to consider the majority (2/3 of participants) who felt uncomfortable taking

“invasive” actions of deleting others’ contributions and therefore did not, even if they desired

to do so (e.g., to have a collaborative playlist that contains less songs they wish to skip and

is more manageable in size). Platforms need to design for the majority (63% of participants)

who would be more comfortable if they knew reasons for online actions as opposed to being

kept in the dark, as it would make them feel better about the action, accept the action

more easily, and even improve from knowing why they have received certain online actions.

5.1.1 Encourage users to take any action

To enable users to feel more comfortable interacting online, it is important to imbue online

actions with various signifiers and cues that encourage users to take them; that is, if the

designers believe these actions to be critical to the interactive or collaborative experience,

as do many collaborative playlist users feel with regards to deleting songs. Encouraging

users to take even the most difficult or uncomfortable of actions can be in many forms. It

could include the platform adding a simple statement above the action button (or when

the person hovers over the button) that it is alright to take that action. Not only would

this message bring some kind of psychological safety, but also knowing that the platform is

communicating this message across all users may give users the peace of mind that everyone

will think about this action in a uniform way and not misattribute wrong thoughts to the

said action. Platforms could also describe the benefits of taking that action; as in the case
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of deleting songs in collaborative playlists, platforms can be explicit about how the deletion

of songs disliked by certain individuals can lead to a curation that everyone enjoys.

5.1.2 Prompt users to establish rules of engagement

Another way to ensure everyone feels comfortable about taking online actions is to make sure

all interactants have the same mindset (as alluded to earlier in § 5.1.1). Just as many online

communities do before joining, articulating rules of engagement may help users collaborate

more seamlessly.

Through interviewing First Authors in the collaborative writing study, it was made

apparent that everyone has distinct styles in which they like to work with others. FA687

liked receiving suggestions with track changes on sections they were responsible for; they

liked reading others’ direct input as it made it easier to incorporate and stated that their

use of track changes would most likely increase as a result of seeing the benefits of its

usage in this study. However, many others preferred comments over track changes. FA461

generally preferred just receiving comments because they felt that track changes are difficult

to read—they felt that strikethroughs were disturbing and prevented them from reading the

original text with ease. Similarly, FA172 preferred receiving comments because they wanted

to make all the changes to their writing themselves, and also preferred giving comments

(rather than suggesting edits through track changes) as they did not want to make changes

to others’ writing either for fear that they might mess up the entire structure or writing

style that the original writer had.

These clear differences in preferences—in this case of comments vs suggestions using

track changes—ought to be communicated early on in the collaboration to ensure that

people do not unintentionally impact others in negative ways or misinterpret others’ actions.

One might argue that we can slowly learn this over time as we sometimes collaborate with

the same group of people over an extended period of time. However, given that it takes

time for collaborators to learn and get used to others’ feedback styles (Birnholtz and Ibara,

2012), ensuring that this process is facilitated through early conversations around them can

only help the collaboration. Furthermore, given that we are not always collaborating with

the same people (e.g., crowdsourced collaboration (Kim et al., 2017b))—and sometimes

even collaborating with strangers or anonymous collaborators—making sure that all of our

collaborations are primed for success is critical.
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5.1.3 Take an active role in culture formation

Platforms can also take a more active role in defining the culture they want for their

users and take actions to foster that culture. If a platform wants a culture of democratic

collaboration, it can make this clear to the users through various signifiers that remove any

indication of hierarchy and add features that help remove hierarchical divides (e.g., add

avenues for video-conferencing in collaborative platforms as holding meetings via video-

conferencing has facilitated democratic collaboration by removing the hierarchy in physical

placements4).

One instance in which the communication of culture was not clear is the collaborative

playlist. Anyone who is a collaborator on Spotify’s collaborative playlist is allowed to take

any action on the artifact—add, delete, and reorder songs—which exudes an egalitarian

spirit. Yet for the longest time, the collaborative playlist interface did not convey an

egalitarian culture in how it displayed certain facets of the playlist; instead, it conveyed

hierarchical dynamics. As seen in Figure 5.1, the interface header specified “Created by”

with only the playlist initiator’s (profile) name with no other collaborators’ names shown

on the interface (except next to the songs they had added). If the collaborators did not

add songs, it was not clear who the other collaborators were on the collaborative playlist,

and their presence was represented only by a number of followers on the collaborative

playlist—this conveyed mixed signals to users.5 Therefore, more care in how each of the

design elements speak to the platform’s desired culture is needed. In prescribing the culture,

platforms ought to not only be consistent with the features they design, but also enforce

measures to ensure users abide by this culture (e.g., sanctions).

5.2 Design Affordance 2: Afford clarity of action outcome

The second design affordance is to afford clarity of action outcomes. While research has

found that ambiguity is helpful at times (Gaver et al., 2003; Aoki and Woodruff, 2005; Lopez

and Ovaska, 2013), more often than not, ambiguity brings more confusion and misattribu-

tion (Park and Whiting, 2020; Park et al., 2021). Even with decades of experience with

4https://www.fastcompany.com/90597966/a-great-strength-of-remote-work-more-democratic-m

eetings, Accessed May 17, 2022.
5Spotify has since modified this. As of May 17, 2022, the collaborative playlist header now calls the

collaborative playlist a “public playlist” and shows both collaborators’ names for a collaborative playlist
between two users, and the initiator name followed by number of “others” for collaborations with three or
more users.

https://www.fastcompany.com/90597966/a-great-strength-of-remote-work-more-democratic-meetings
https://www.fastcompany.com/90597966/a-great-strength-of-remote-work-more-democratic-meetings
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Technology-Mediated Co-Curation of Music Enhances the Illusion, 
But Not the Experience, of Shared Social Ownership and Collaboration

So Yeon Park1,2 Blair Kaneshiro2

1 Center for Design Research, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University, USA
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Design features in the user interface for collaborative playlists may influence co-curation behaviors. There are various features 
(Fig. 1-3), including, but not limited to, entry point of and wording in the co-curated playlist that could impact users’ collaborative 
behaviors. Such behaviors may also give insights to the co-curator’s psychological ownership of the playlist.

Collaborative function is difficult to find. When a playlist is created, it is automatically generated as a personal 
one and the user is not made aware that it can be made “collaborative”. Unless more options are explored for 
the playlist or the function is made known by another source, we will not know that such co-playlists can exist.
▸Fig. 1: Path to making the playlist collaborative (i.e., by a right-click).

Playlist features may cause mismatch in psychological ownership. For example, when only one person is 
attributed as a “creator” of a co-curated playlist and the collaborator’s role unidentified, it may not give the 
other curators the same feeling of ownership towards the collaborative playlist.
▸Fig. 2: Labeling of playlist “creator” may hinder building leveled co-ownership amongst collaborators.

There are differences in each collaborator’s contributions to the playlist. The log of who has added which song 
on which date in the playlist shows each curator’s contribution. It is unclear whether the low contribution is a 
result of or cause of low psychological ownership towards the playlist. Nonetheless, we need to understand 
how design features impact the way users feel about the playlist through how they interact with it.
▸Fig. 3: History and evolution of playlist may depend on psychological ownership of playlist.

Direct Observations of Design

APS 2018  |  San Francisco, USA syjpark@stanford.edu

Ownership of music has evolved. Streaming services have drastically changed legal 
ownership of music by enabling users to license contracts based on a defined period 
of usage of its platform with a multitude of songs, rather than the consumer having to 
own each song or album.

More music can be shared with access-based consumption. Users of the same 
consumption platform or service can get access to the same music; there are greater 
opportunities for music sharing and propagation.

However, hyper-personalization may encourage more individual music listening. The 
immediate adoption and widespread use of this “personalized mix tape” may induce 
the pervading trend of music as an individual pursuit. For example, Discover Weekly, 
a Spotify feature for users to get a personalized playlist each week, reached 40 million 
people in the first year it rolled out. 

Background

1
2

3

User curation brings back ownership. As user-created products of curation, playlists 
engender a sense of ownership in the users. When the playlist becomes one that is 
shared amongst two or more “owners,” the shared ownership of the product becomes 
a factor of the playlist’s evolution or lack thereof. 

Platforms show implicit support for collaboration. Many platforms have the function for 
collaboration between users, implicitly reflecting support for such collaborative efforts.

However, existing features make collaboration intention unclear. One platform explored 
in particular does not make the collaboration tools obvious. The interface of 
collaborative playlists do not differ from personal ones, therefore encourages neither 
building these co-playlists, nor sustaining collaborative endeavors.

Designs should consider affordance for collaboration. Our preliminary studies show 
that some of the best music discoveries and enjoyment are through and/or with 
others. Hence, affordances for collaborations through design are crucial to enhancing 
the overall music consumption experience.

Discussion
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Figure 5.1: Poster presented at the 30th APS (Association for Psychological Science) Annual
Convention titled “Technology-Mediated Co-Curation of Music Enhances the Illusion, but
Not the Experience, of Shared Social Ownership and Collaboration”.
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online actions on social media,6 our expectations are still being violated today and users

adopt strategies to navigate out of ambiguity to reach clarity (Trevino et al., 1987; Gilbert,

2012; Wei et al., 2018). Moreover, we still do not navigate ambiguity well; as can be seen in

my results, people are not adept at attributing the most common reasons for others taking

online actions, and many participant quotes point to misunderstanding of others.

5.2.1 Explain consequences of online actions

The consequences of some of the actions possible online are not visible to us as actors; for

instance, the consequences of Blocking on Twitter not being clear led to the article titled

“If You Block Someone on Twitter, Do They Know?”7 Platforms need to provide clarity on

what exactly are the consequences or outcomes of the online actions that we are taking so

that we know exactly what to expect. While feedback of our action of Liking, for example,

is relatively clear (i.e., in Twitter the heart outline gets filled once the button is pressed),

the consequences of many other online actions are not as intelligible or straightforward. Im-

plementations such as providing co-located explanations (e.g., information displayed below

or appearing when hovering over the button to be clicked) before or after the action has

been taken are some examples in which consequences of online actions can be shown. Even

showing a glimpse of what the recipients or others might see when users take certain actions,

as in the spirit of the “View As” functionality on Facebook8 or the “View my public profile

as others see it” option that used to be in LinkedIn (Rutledge, 2010), would be effective.

Such a functionality would be especially helpful when users are taking an action for the first

time and do not know how the action would be visualized and communicated to others.

5.2.2 Identify predictors of aggregate outcomes

Platforms need to clarify the factors that lead to certain aggregate outcomes and identify

which parameters have led to the particular cumulative effects that are observed. The reason

being, we do not know why certain outcomes are happening more than others. For example,

when a tweet goes viral, we are not sure whether it is the result of a user-led effort (e.g.,

6For example, the Facebook Like button was created in 2009 after early discussions starting in 2007.
https://techcrunch.com/2009/02/09/facebook-activates-like-button-friendfeed-tires-of-since

re-flattery/, https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2015/10/cursed-project-short-history
-facebook-button, Accessed May 17, 2022.

7https://www.lifewire.com/block-someone-twitter-do-they-know-3486085, Accessed May 17,
2022.

8https://www.facebook.com/help/288066747875915, Accessed May 17, 2022.

https://techcrunch.com/2009/02/09/facebook-activates-like-button-friendfeed-tires-of-sincere-flattery/
https://techcrunch.com/2009/02/09/facebook-activates-like-button-friendfeed-tires-of-sincere-flattery/
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2015/10/cursed-project-short-history-facebook-button
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2015/10/cursed-project-short-history-facebook-button
https://www.lifewire.com/block-someone-twitter-do-they-know-3486085
https://www.facebook.com/help/288066747875915
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everyone Liked the piece of content) (Berger and Milkman, 2013) or because of algorithmic

bias (e.g., the piece of content was promoted by the algorithm) (Shao et al., 2017; Zimmer

et al., 2019). Perhaps it is a mix of both or one leading to the other. For example, in a

study of tweets on Twitter, researchers found that for “six out of seven countries studied,

the mainstream political right enjoys higher algorithmic amplification than the mainstream

political left” (Huszár et al., 2022). Researchers also found in the context of Twitter that

“positive social feedback for outrage expressions increases the likelihood of future outrage

expressions, consistent with principles of reinforcement learning” (Brady et al., 2021). While

it is difficult for outsiders, who do not have all the elements of how exactly the algorithm is

crafted and data regarding user engagement, to make a judgment call, it is within reach of

the platform developers and data scientists to build an understanding of this. Furthermore,

platforms have an obligation to know exactly what their products are doing, especially given

the profound, large-scale influence their technology has on people and beyond.

5.2.3 Transparently communicate what is happening and what has hap-

pened

Platforms not only need to build an understanding of the consequences of online actions and

various social phenomena that occur on them, but also have a responsibility to communicate

this (Eckles, 2022) because the lack of understanding of how a platform works can result in

user needs not being met or having unintended consequences.

By not communicating the parameters of aggregate effects that have been identified

(§ 5.2.2), users can take actions that have consequences they do not intend. For example,

someone might consider Liking a certain piece of content that is funny even while knowing

it is misinformation (e.g., the post “Samosa linked to cure cancer” that was included in

Misinformation: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver 9). If users know in advance that

Liking such a TikTok video not only makes the video go viral but also contributes to

propagating misinformation and has deleterious consequences of others truly believing this

piece of false information, they might think twice about taking the action. In addition to

helping people take the actions they want to take in the long run, platforms can also help

to address the ambiguities inherent in the aggregate effects that cause expectancy violation

9One TikTok video showed how to design seemingly credible health advice and such posts like “Samosa
linked to cure cancer” have been found to get disseminated rapidly. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l
5jtFqWq5iU, Accessed May 17, 2022.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5jtFqWq5iU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5jtFqWq5iU
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as expressed by some participants (e.g., “I am sometimes surprised by what gets so many

Likes, because there doesn’t seem to be any rhyme or reason to it” (P0334), “I wonder if

people are vindictive or if it is a bot” (P1045), “I wonder ... how exposed the content was,

that is, how likely it was to have been caught by bot activity (behavior in a mass network)”

(P0349) from the “Ambiguity of online actions in social media” project).

Not being transparent about what is happening under the hood also leads to wrong

attributions to others. This happens more often than it should as can be seen by the negative

impressions participants have expressed regarding others online; this includes seeing others’

actions as being “rude” and “invasive” in collaborative contexts and seeing others as being

driven more by self-interest than they really are on social media (e.g., (Fetchenhauer and

Dunning, 2010), social grooming reasons for others’ actions growing by twofold compared

to own reasons).

5.3 Design Affordance 3: Afford communication of intent

It is helpful for users to know what the platforms or systems are doing and why, but it is

also important to understand why people (or interactants on the platforms) are taking the

actions we observe, whether it is individually or cumulatively. This brings me to the final

design affordance, which is to afford communication of intent.

In all the projects contained in this dissertation, I have found that rationales help users

feel more comfortable in performing and receiving actions, whether it is in social media or

collaborative contexts. Participants from the “Interaction comfort in collaborative playlists”

project expressed they would be more comfortable in taking “invasive” actions if given the

chance to share why: “I like having the ability to justify song choices or communicate

with others about their choices” (P24) and “I would especially want to explain myself if I

were deleting someone else’s song or reordering them” (P67). Participants also expressed

comfort in receiving online actions from others if given reasons in the settings of both

social media (e.g., accept action, improve from action) and collaborative writing (e.g., help

decide whether to accept or reject suggestion, feel less defensive, be more motivated to

collaborate). Moreover, rationales led to better perceptions of others (e.g., more mature,

more knowledgeable, more competent). Thus, knowing the “why” of online actions can

ultimately change how people feel about the actions as well as others performing those

actions. As such, behavioral affordances that motivate users on social platforms to expose
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the root cause of their actions online ought to be designed.

Designing for rationale communication can, in turn, enable a more inclusive design that

speaks to people who may not be able to read into the actions as adeptly and constantly

worry, a sentiment that multiple participants expressed: “I have anxiety and will often

ruminate about irrational possible reasons why ... if I was given a reason ... I would feel

much better” (P0587 from “Ambiguity of online actions in social media” project).

5.3.1 Provide avenue for sharing of intent

Platforms can enable sharing of intent by providing an avenue to do so. It could be shar-

ing to the platform, such that it is not made visible to other users, or directly to other

users. Implementations could range from something as simple as responding yes or no to

a probable reason presented (e.g., “Have you liked this content to indicate support to the

content provider?”), or as lengthy (and time-consuming) as describing why the particular

action was taken in a separate text box that appears after the action has been taken. The

implementation could also fall somewhere in between: A multiple choice question with op-

tions based on insights from research (such as those contained in this dissertation) could be

presented after an online action is taken, such as the unsubscribe survey10 that we see after

we opt out of email subscriptions.

5.3.2 Encourage users to provide rationales

In addition to providing an avenue to express intent, platforms can encourage users to

provide rationales even if it may require extra effort (e.g., extra click) or an added inconve-

nience. This may be simply nudging the users to take this action by prompting them: “Do

you want to share why?” Some may think that platforms already have the tools for users

to express their rationales because they have commenting functionalities, as in the case of

social media and many collaborative editing platforms. That the function of commenting

exists may not afford the behavior of rationale communication, if this is not perceived by

the users. Indeed, research has found providing rationales is not a natural habit (Gielen

et al., 2010). Therefore, explicitly prompting users to provide intent can also encourage

them to do so. For example, when a user writes the comment, “this sentence needs to

be restructured”, the platform could prompt them with a question: “Can you specify why

10https://mailchimp.com/help/edit-or-remove-the-unsubscribe-reason-survey/, Accessed May
17, 2022.

https://mailchimp.com/help/edit-or-remove-the-unsubscribe-reason-survey/
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‘this sentence needs to be restructured’?” The platform could also present some rationale

options including “... because the sentence is not highlighting the main point you are trying

to make”, “... because the sentence is grammatically incorrect”, or “... because this sentence

is stylistically different from the rest of the sentences in the essay”. Showing such options

can, in turn, help those giving feedback to think more critically about what exactly it is

they are trying to correct, and thereby be a learning experience for themselves as well.

Communicating the benefits of sharing rationales to the user can be another way. Per-

haps by sharing one’s rationale, one can find out about others’ reasons for taking online

actions. This would, in turn, help one have a better understanding of others, as well as

help others understand the platform users at large with the extended social cues. These

insights can inform platforms to perhaps combine certain online actions that might have

similar connotations or separate them out to enable users to take more nuanced online ac-

tions (e.g., Twitter created Quote Tweets to enable users to “Tweet another person’s Tweet

with your own comment added”, in essence giving room for one’s opinion or rationale to

be added instead of simply retweeting)11. Such advantages—of formation of and changes in

features—could be highlighted by the platform. As users would feel that their actions can

lead to changes in the way the features are designed and reimagined, this would have the

additional benefit of allowing users to feel greater agency in the platforms they are utilizing.

5.3.3 Identify and inform users of ambiguous contexts

Using users’ rationales as input, platforms can identify situations when certain online actions

may be more ambiguous than others. For example, platforms can detect in what contexts

people are more aligned or divergent with regards to their reasons for taking the same

actions. They can learn which content, action, stakeholder, or combinations of these lead to

more ambiguity. Platforms can share degree of alignment with users or provide additional

information (e.g., u=“Users have retweeted this content mainly for X, Y, and Z reasons”)

when it reaches a certain threshold of distribution of reasons.

Platforms can also evaluate ambiguity as operationalized in this dissertation—by consid-

ering how people think about others’ online actions in comparison with the actual reasons

people take these actions for. By gathering not only why people are taking online actions,

but also what observers and recipients think the actions were taken for, platforms can better

understand the contexts that bring about more (or less) ambiguity. As platforms detect

11https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/types-of-tweets, Accessed May 17, 2022.

https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/types-of-tweets
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whether there is alignment or a gap between people’s projection and reality, they can share

these insights with users, so that users are more aware of when their actions can be more

ambiguous. This can serve as an opportunity for platforms to design interventions that

enable users to provide rationales for the ambiguous contexts or possibly nudge users to-

wards other actions (e.g., write comments instead of clicking the Like button). In doing so,

platforms will help users to be more thoughtful and proactive about their online actions,

and take actions to not be misunderstood.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation aimed to better understand how the design of platforms, whether inten-

tional or not, affects us and the way we perceive and interact with others online. For this, I

explored user perceptions and experiences of online actions in various contexts: Ambiguity

of online actions in social media (Chapter 2), interaction comfort in collaborative playlists

(Chapter 3), and rationale provision in collaborative writing (Chapter 4). Together, the

findings from these works demonstrate that platforms’ design decisions have extensive impli-

cations for our user-user interactions and that there is much room to improve in facilitating

users’ interactions with others.

6.1 Summary of contributions

Across investigations in contexts of social media, collaborative playlists, and collaborative

writing, this dissertation has explored topics of ambiguity, comfort, and rationales of online

actions with a distinct focus on user perception and experience. From these, I contribute

the following insights (expanded in detail in § 1.2):

1. Online actions are often ambiguous.

Ambiguity around online actions occurs in a variety of contexts, even in text-based

collaborations. Thus, users experience ambiguity all the time; these add up and affect

our overall experience.

2. People do not navigate ambiguous online actions well, and this easily leads

to misinterpretations and misattributions.

150
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People often see others as having different intentions from themselves and often mis-

attribute reasons for and misunderstand others’ online actions.

3. Online actions are not always comfortable to perform and to receive.

It can be uncomfortable to both perform and receive online actions due to perceptions

of ownership and likelihood of miscommunication even amongst friends, and therefore

online actions require more consideration in their implementation.

4. Communication, especially of intent, is desirable for online actions.

People desire to communicate and receive rationales for online actions; rationales are

seen as important, helpful in feeling more comfortable, and beneficial to the perception

of others.

Platforms can scaffold online actions to improve our interactions and collaborations.

From the insights garnered through the investigations, I have derived the following three

design affordances:

1. Afford comfort of interaction.

Platforms can make interacting through online actions more comfortable by (explicitly

or implicitly) encouraging users with signifiers to take them, prompting users to estab-

lish rules of engagement before interacting, and forming the culture with consistent

designs and enforcement.

2. Afford clarity of action outcome.

Platforms ought to communicate the design of online actions with clarity, including

the consequences of these actions (e.g., whether it is made visible to others) such that

users can make informed decisions and understand platform phenomena (e.g., cause

and effect). Platforms themselves should also be informed about the predictors that

contribute to certain aggregate outcomes such that this can also be communicated to

the users and help users take actions in a way that helps them achieve their desired

goals.

3. Afford communication of intent.

Rationales are perceived as helpful and important to people across various computer-

mediated contexts. Platforms can convey the possibility of communicating rationales

by providing users an avenue to do so, encourage intent to be communicated, and
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identify when actions may be more prone to various interpretations (i.e., ambiguous),

such that users, knowing this, can take measures to mitigate consequential ambiguity.

6.2 Future work

Three distinct user-user interaction contexts were explored in this dissertation, and therefore

the three affordances derived are generalizable to some extent. Yet more work is needed

to test the applicability of these principles for other online actions in various interactive

contexts, including virtual social interactions (Maloney et al., 2020) and crowdsourced col-

laborations (Kim et al., 2017b). The online actions designed and made available in these

various contexts will vary. Hence the relevant online actions, in addition to the others

not considered in the contexts I have evaluated (e.g., Retweeting, Blocking), ought to be

investigated as well.

As part of future work, these design affordances should also be tested and verified

through various prototypes. Testing the platform designs and interventions with ecological

validity on the relevant platforms will be necessary to understand how they ought to be

implemented. Furthermore, tailoring to each of the collaborative contexts will be necessary,

as there is no one-size-fits-all solution to user-user interactions online.

The design affordances I have presented in this dissertation are specifically from my find-

ings yet abstracted to allow for them to be generalizable to many contexts and applications.

However, this abstract nature can be challenging for platform designers and researchers to

extract practical and actionable items in order to implement these affordances and evaluate

their impact. I have presented some tangible suggestions of how these affordances might

be translated into features in Chapter 5. Researchers and designers can further this effort,

and in doing so, develop a concrete, comprehensive, and versatile framework that captures

the various ways in which affordances can be manifested. Such a framework would em-

power designers and researchers to derive design guidelines and evaluation metrics from the

affordances presented here.

As this work to understand and improve user-user interactions continues—through in-

vestigations of more online actions within the contexts explored in this dissertation as well

as others, alongside designing signifiers and implementing features in the spirit of these

affordances—I hope that the design affordances that we consider will become comprehen-

sive and robust.
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Moreover, by further developing design affordances for our online technologies and ob-

serving the impacts our design decisions have on our behaviors—individually and collectively—

we can better understand the impact of systemic choices. Our learnings from the context of

online platforms can perhaps be translated into and benefit how systemic choices can affect

society beyond the digital realm (e.g., city planning, social homogeneity).

Recent work in virtual social interactions (Maloney et al., 2020), along with progress in

immersive technologies have led companies such as Microsoft1 and Oculus2 to actively de-

velop new platforms for remote collaboration in virtual and mixed reality. Such immersive

media can theoretically provide communication channels previously out of reach in remote

collaboration, such as body language or spatial awareness, and promise to make “meetings

more personal, engaging and fun”. Yet they show the same shortcoming current online

collaboration platforms suffer from—of capturing important cues in each communicative

action. Missing one could result in tragic misunderstandings or violated expectations. Col-

laborations using novel technologies will bring new design challenges, requiring thorough

research to understand the intricacies of resulting interactions and design for them.

6.3 Closing remark

Interacting online (Gabbiadini et al., 2020; Choi and Choung, 2021; Shufford et al., 2021)

and working remotely (e.g., Airbnb, Dropbox) have become increasingly ubiquitous over the

years, especially accelerated and largely embraced by the COVID-19 pandemic (Brynjolfsson

et al., 2020; Parker et al., 2022). As CMI become even more pervasive, it is imperative that

we understand how the platforms facilitating our interactions and collaborations online are

impacting us.

Insights from this dissertation work has demonstrated that what happens on platforms

may not always be by design (i.e., unintended). For example, the online action of “deleting

songs by others” was presumably not made possible in order to make users feel discomfort

around taking and receiving this action, yet this is how the action comes across to users. This

divide, along with other results reported in this dissertation, underscores the prior finding

that usage of online actions may violate their intended spirit (i.e., not as per intended

by developers). Researchers have been investigating unintended ramifications of design,

1https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/mesh-for-microsoft-teams, Accessed May 30,
2022.

2https://www.oculus.com/workrooms, Accessed May 30, 2022.

https://news.microsoft.com/innovation-stories/mesh-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.oculus.com/workrooms
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as in the case of “filter bubbles” from personalization leading to echo chamber effects. I

contribute to building upon such work by investigating the consequences of online actions

that users take, and the consequent perceptions of interactants. Such investigations of

understanding user-user interactions as a result of technological mediation (in addition

to general social implications of platform design) are critical moving forward, and it is

imperative for platforms to be cognizant of the effects of their own creations. Only with

awareness of the results of their designs can platforms respond with alacrity—whether it

is rectifying the situation such that the online action is utilized as intended, or embracing

the unintended consequence and helping to augment the online action if users are taking

it in a positive direction. It is also important for platforms to communicate their findings

publicly. As cross-pollination of features occur often across technologies, platforms need to

communicate their findings with regards to these online actions such that unintended designs

are not replicated and culminate in deleterious consequences. For this, platforms ought to

develop ways to recognize these instances early on, be resilient to changing existing practices,

and ensure that future design decisions do not lead to unforeseen negative consequences.

As platforms adopt online actions (often without comprehensive examination of their

applicability to their contexts), we are inundated with prolific online actions such as the Like

action. Liking, for one, has emphatically impacted our interactions online, as it has become

one of the most taken actions. With emoji reactions also available on Google Docs,3 for

example, the simple online action of the Like button is now applicable in interactive contexts

beyond social media and instant messaging (e.g., Messenger, iMessage). As such, the design

of online actions by platforms can have far-reaching impact, making their way into other

domains. Hence, all the more research and intention ought to be put forth into developing

and understanding online actions, particularly towards advancing users’ goals for interacting

with others.

In order to guide platforms towards designing suitable and useful online actions for their

users, I have delineated three design affordances. They aim to fuel conversations around

how to improve our user-user experiences online from a human-centered focus, beyond a

technological perspective. I have intentionally created them with room to be more specific,

as each context will call for different implementations of these principles that are funda-

mentally applicable and context-agnostic. Moreover, proposing design affordances enables

us to understand the spirit that ought to be present in designs; articulating what features

3https://support.google.com/docs/answer/65129, Accessed May 30, 2022.

https://support.google.com/docs/answer/65129
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to design can be insular or, worse, be inappropriate if applied in the wrong context. In

creating the specific implementations that indicate how and where the action should take

place, it is paramount that platforms thoughtfully determine what actions are made pos-

sible to the users and that this possibility is perceived by the users; hence, my use of the

term “affordances” in this work.

Design affordances can act as a translator, bridging the gap between individual user

needs and higher-level principles for collaboration. In delineating these design affordances

comprehensively, we will better understand how to implement features for collaborations

from an individual user’s perspective. These affordances serve to help platforms (and other

mediators of our interactions) design for individual users that consequently help to achieve

overarching principles for collaborations, such as those for managing commons for success-

ful cohabitation (Ostrom, 1990). For example, Ostrom (1990) posits that “collective-choice

arrangements allow participation by all affected individuals in deciding on the appropria-

tion and provision rules”, yet this is possible only if participants feel comfortable (as per

Design Affordance 2) in taking actions in a particular collective setting towards communal

decision-making. As such, I believe that the design affordances, if adhered to, will empower

technologies online and beyond to enable more successful interactions, collaborations, and

a prosperous commons. Such success will only encourage more collaborative engagement

from interactants (i.e., greater user engagement), which may be just the right incentive for

platforms to design with these affordances in mind.

The design affordances I have articulated here are by no means comprehensive. I hope

that more research continues in this vein to help provide directions for meaningful CMI.

As researchers and developers consider more user needs and perceptions in defining design

affordances and scaffolding how we interact with one another online, future online interac-

tions and collaboration experiences will become more prolific and fulfilling. Arguably, many

challenges in today’s society are exacerbated by communication breakdown, misattribution,

and many other failures in user-user interactions. Hence, by enabling online interactions

to be more effective and fruitful, this dissertation serves to nudge our general habits and

practices toward becoming more cooperative and collaborative beyond online platforms,

setting us up for success in solving those societal challenges too.
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